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By SAMUEL GOMPERS.
an attack upon my article, ‘‘Prisons and Progress,’’
NVESTIGATION,
what crimes are
published in the Oud/ook January 29, 1910, in so far
committed inthy name! In our April
as it relates to the attitude of labor unions toward
issue, we undertook to show that
prison labor and prison idleness.
Mr. Lyman Beecher Stowe ought not
I regret that it should have been possible for any
man
so seriously to misread or at any rate to misto have touched upon the prison
interpret
my statements as you have done. That
labor question without going into it more
labor unions in general advocate the short-sighted
fully than he did. Incidentally, we made
policy of seeking to protect free labor by enforcing
reference to certain charges that had been
—— idleness I have nowhere stated and do not
elieve. That certain misguided labor leaders in
made against the administration of Warden
the State of Pennsylvania were instrumental in
Weyler, of the Maryland Penitentiary, in
securing the passage of a convict labor law for that
some testimony before a subcommittee of State, which has resulted in reducing a large perthe Committee on Labor of the House of centage of the inmates of the Western Penitentiary
to “tan enforced state of helpless and ruinous
Representatives at Washington. This referI do believe and have asserted. The fact
ence started another investigation, made in idleness,’’
that you do not deny this specific accusation is, to
April by the board of directors of the penimy mind, a tacit admission that you believe it to
tentiary at Baltimore. To certain results of be true or at least that you do not know it to be
untrue. Since you have, I believe, publicly disthe latter investigation we object. This
claimed the policy of enforcing idleness upon
whole subject of prison labor, with investiprisoners, I assume that you must sympathize with
gations growing out of it, now being up for
my strictures upon the particular labor leaders
discussion, we should like to see it thrashed
who advocated the passage of this law which has
proved itself so prolific of evil.
out so that the truth shall prevail. If we
Just as I assume you agree with me that enforced
have made any errors in our treatment of idleness
in prisons is a flagrant evil sol agree with
investigators or prison wardens, when it is you that the prison contract labor system is
proven we shall take our medicine.
If notoriously vicious, In the article under dispute I
say, speaking of the Maryland Penitentiary, *‘Here
others have erred they can not escape from
is used the notoriously vicious system known as
the same dose.
contract labor, which was at the root of the
We have received the following letter relabuses in the Ohio Penitentiary and the atrocities
ative to our criticism of Mr. Stowe’s Outof peonage in the South.” Asa result of my personal
observation I decided that this generally
look article:
vicious system as used by Warden John Weyler
NEw York City, May 2, 79/0.
was not only not vicious but was positively benefiMr. SAMUEL GOMPERS, President, American Fedcial to the prisoners. I made no investigation of
eration of Labor.
its effect upon free labor and hence naturally
made no comments upon that phase of the quesDEAR Sir: In the April issue of the AMERICAN
tion. Accepting the statements you make on this
FEDERATIONIST I have read your article, “Blunderpoint at their face value I should say they offered
ing Prison Labor Reformers,’’ which is in the main
(677)
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very serfous disadvantages which did not come
within the scope of my investigation.
Your attack upon the character and motives of
Warden John Weyler does not alter my high opinion of him and of his work and I shall not dohim
the injustice of assuming that he needs any defense other than his long record asa public official.
Holding the opinion you do of Warden Weyler
your low estimate of the results of his management follow as a natural sequence and I will
therefore pass them over also without comment.
In spite of my favorable report of the contract
system as used by Warden Weyler I distinctly did
not alter my opinion as to its general viciousness
and I not only did not advocate its extension, but
strongly deprecated it. In this connection Isay,
‘Human nature is too weak. Greed and graft
are too strong’’—continuing I say, ‘Is it not plain,
however, that abundant work is a fundamental
prison necessity —that some opportunity for prisoners to earn money for themse!ves and their families
is fundamental prison justice?’’ That this statement is true I believe no right thinking man can
deny, but it is by no means intended as a defense
of prison contract labor and there is no justification for so construing it. Continuing further the
article states: ‘‘That labor unions should wish in
some manner to regulate convict labor is certainly
natural and probably just. But by enforcing prison
idleness they not only ruin prisoners, body and
soul, but they injure themselves. A majority of
prisoners are recruited from the ranks of labor.
Shall they return to these ranks on their release as
self-supporting and self-respecting workers, or as
dangerous parasites? Is not that a question which
labor leaders should ask themselves ?”’
It would seem to me abundantly evident from
the context that this challenge, as you style
it, was addressed to the particular Jabor leaders in
Pennsylvania who were instrumental in securing
the passage of the particular convict labor law
under discussion (the evil consequences of which
you do not deny) and any and all persons who
may sympathize with them in that action. Unless
you sympathize with these particular men in this
particular act, this challenge is not addressed to
you or to those who believe as you do in this
matter. By plucking these comments out of their
context and holding them up as a blanket challenge to all Jabor leaders you make them appear
ridiculous and unjustifiable. Almost any portion
of almost any connected statement can by similar
treatment be made to appear equally false and
unjustified.
Trusting that it may appear to you the part of
justice to publish this statement as an open letter
in the columns of your magazine, I remain, very
truly yours,
LYMAN BEECHER STOWE.
Mr. Stowe has not in the foregoing letter assisted us in seeing that we misinterpreted any of the statements of his Outlook
article.
He says: ‘‘Unless you sympathize
with these particular men in this particular
act, this challenge is not addressed to you.”’
But we do, unmistakably and emphatically,
sympathize and range ourselves alongside
‘‘these particular men,’’ viz, the ‘‘labor
leaders in Pennsylvania.’’
They had the

choice between, first, the misery of numerous free laborers, to say nothing of the
damage to many of their employers, caused
by contract prison labor, and, secondly, the
possible idleness of a certain percentage of
the Western Penitentiary prisoners.
They
made what is by all odds the best of a regrettable situation.
They took care of the
free labor first.
In now saying, ‘‘I made no investigation
of its [contract prison labor’s] effect upon
free labor and hence naturally made no
comment upon that phase of the question,’’
Mr. Stowe makes the fatal admission that
his article lacked the scope essential to
reaching any sound opinion on the subject
either as a part oras a whole.
The idleness of a certain number ot prisoners is
but incidental to a question affecting not
only all prisoners, but the status of free
labor in entire industries.
In other words,
to set out to consider the problem of more
or less idleness on the part of the prisoners in penal institutions without regard to
the ‘‘phase’’ of the effect of the sale of the
goods they make on free labor is to concentrate one’s attention and sympathies
on a comparatively small issue while neglecting the problem in the main.
To
proceed to tolerate convict contract labor
and argue for its regulation in the interest
of the prisoner’s industrial education and
financial profit, as Mr. Stowe did in his
Outlook article, is to fall into palpable error
as to the facts and to promote a destructive
force in society.
That our citation of testimony regarding
Warden Weyler’s administration may not
have altered Mr. Stowe’s opinion of him is a
matter affecting Mr. Stowe’s capacity, or
our own incapacity, to estimate truly the
value of evidence, as brought out in Mr.
Weyler’s particular case. Occurrences since
the publication of our April article incline
us to continue our inquiries into Warden
Weyler’s fitness for his position rather
than to drop them. One good reason for
this course would be the sort of investigation in the matter made by a committee of
the board of directors of the Maryland
Penitentiary consequent upon the publication of our article on ‘‘Blundering Prison
Labor Reformers.’’
Among the board’s
findings after their ‘‘investigation’’ is the
following:
The statements made by Mr. Gompers reflecting
upon the integrity and official conduct of Warden
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Weyler are extracts from the testimony of one
Patrick McManus, given before a Congressional
Committee, which was considering certain antiprison labor legislation, but which Mr. Gompers
has evidently appropriated as his own, as he made
no attempt whatever to verify these charges.
This statement by the board is made up
of one error after another. Our reference to
the assertions (page 322, April) states
plainly that they occurred in testimony
given before a subcommittee of the Committee on Labor of the House of Representatives. Of that fact there can be no doubt.
We stated that the assertions had not been
contradicted.
No one can read our reference in question and say that the charges
came from us.
We merely cited the fact
that they had been made, and that they remained uncontradicted.
In reading the findings by the board and
a statement made in connection therewith
by Warden Weyler, as published in the
Baltimore American, April 27, we are constrained to reach the conclusion that if the
usual business on the part of these managers of the Maryland Penitentiary is conducted as loosely as was this alleged
investigation there is much to be desired to
bring their proceedings up to the level required by ordinary standards of duty.
The committee of the prison directors, in
finding Mr. Weyler innocent of the statement contained in our article reflecting upon
him and his management of the penitentiary, closes their statement with this:
We can not let this opportunity pass without
recording our great surprise and disappointment
that a man of the eminence of Mr. Gompers would
permit his name to be attached to such an unfair
and unjust attack upon an innocent man without
adopting the ordinary precaution to verify his socalled information.
We repeat, we but quoted and referred
to the Congressional Record of the United
States.
We had other information upon
which to base our statements, but in turn
we ask what can be considered of a board of
directors or its special committee which will
go through the form of an investigation
without notifying the plaintiff or giving
him an opportunity for substantiating his
charges.
The board ought to have undertaken a thorough investigation, and in any
event to have given an opportunity for
verification, examination, and cross examination.
The particulars in the statement with
regard to the presentation of the stickpin
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to Warden Weyler by the foreman of the
grand jury ought to have been straightened out by the board of directors before
the contradictions in the statement and
that made by Mr. Weyler were laid before
the public in the manner in which they
now stand.
In the findings of the board
(April 26, 1910) is this passage:
Whilst it is true Mr. Kranz did give a small stickpin to the warden upon the occasion of the grand
jury’s visit to the penitentiary, of which jury Mr.
Kranz was foreman, it was not a diamond pin, but
one of inconsequential value, except in so far as it
was a public recognition of the excellence of management of the institution and a compliment to the
warden.
But the Baltimore Sum four years previously (May 4, 1906) had published the
following paragraph:
Warden John F. Weyler, of the Maryland Penitentiary, was presented yesterday with a diamond
in by Mr. G., Frederick Kranz, foreman of the grand
jury. Mr. Kranz and the other members of the
jury visited the institution to make the regular
inspection which is customary with every grand
jury. When the members had been through the
shops and buildings they congregated in the office
of the warden. Mr. Kranz then presented the
token of esteem. He said it was a personal gift
and that it had been prompted by the splendid
work Warden Weyler has done during the eighteen
years as head of the prison.
The Baltimore News of the same date
spoke of ‘‘a handsome diamond pin’’ being
presented to the warden by Mr. Kranz.
Here is another contradictory statement
on the same point. The Baltimore American, April 27, 1910, contains this passage:
Subsequent to the announcement of the findings
by the board, Warden Weyler made a statement
in which he referred to the charges and of which
he stated he had no fear of the outcome. ‘‘The
gift I received from Mr. Kranz,’’ said Mr. Weyler,
‘‘was in no way connected with the organ and was
made more than three years after the organ had
been purchased.
But in the report which Warden Weyler
made to Governor Warfield November 30,
1906, page 17, he states:
We also installed a new and much needed pipe
organ in our chapel, which adds dignity to that
part of the institution.
This tangle is respectfully referred to the
board of directors. Look at it: On May 4,
1906, the newspapers of Baltimore print
among the news of the day that Mr. Kranz
presented Warden Weyler with a diamond
pin. In Warden Weyler’s next annual
report to the governor he states that the
organ was bought in that year.
In his
statement to the press, made two months
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ago, he says that the purchase of the organ
was made three years after he received the
gift of the pin. And besides, the diamond
pin of 1906 is not a diamond pin in 1910.
In addition it is to be noted that Mr. Kranz,
who was the foreman of the grand jury
who presented Warden Weyler with the
stickpin, was a member of an organ firm,
and that the new organ was purchased by
Warden Weyler a few months later.
In its findings the board also says: ‘‘The
organ cost only $2,100 and not $8,000, as
stated by Mr. Gompers.’’
Again we demur.
Mr. Gompers made no statement;
he quoted from the Congressional Record.
As to the cost of the organ, we have had
information recently to the effect that it
was $2,720.
In detail, as we are informed,
the bookkeeping charges ran thus: Organ,
$2,500; a blower and labor, $220; total,
$2,720; allowance for the old organ, $500;
net cash outlay, $2,220.
The board, having told the public the organ cost $2,100,
has now on hand the task of verifying or
explaining its own statement.
At the end of the article in the Baltimore
American giving the findings of the board
is this paragraph:
After the board had made public its findings,
a dinner was served in the board-room of the institution.
We are sensible of the fact that we are
here taking up considerable space with
Warden Weyler, his character as a prison
reformer, and his convives at the penitentiary banquets.
Our references to him in
our April article were contained in a few
lines.
The article would have been complete in its purposes without them.
In
truth, Warden Weyler is to us of small
concern.
The article we wrote was to
refute the hollowness of the work of
many well meaning and yet blundering
prison labor reformers. We repeat, personally or officially, Warden Weyler was an
insignificant incident.
He simply is of a
type of the product of the contract convict
labor system, which obtains wherever the
system exists.
And now, since reading his
board of directors’ findings, we are disturbed with the feeling that the members,
in discrediting themselves in this mockery
of an investigation, may simply be exhibiting a settled habit of backing up Warden
Weyler on general principles satisfactory to
themselves.
Do they rigidly keep in mind,
for example, the possible differences in a

man’s character as shown, on the one hand,
as a boon companion seated at a feast with
men whose judgment of him may affect
his career, and, on the other hand, as
one who wields a czar-like power over
other men?
For Mr. Stowe’s humanitarian consideration it might not be amiss to call attention
to the fact that during the panic of 190708-09, when hundreds of thousands of
workers were thrown out of employment,
the shirt manufacturing firm of Oppenheimer, Oberndorf & Co. discharged all
their employes outside the prison, shut
down their four factories, transferred their
foreman to superintend the shirt- making of
the prisoners in the Maryland Penitentiary,
all the prisoners in the penitentiary being
employed at full time.
Since the annual production of the more
than 700,000 dozens of shirts in the Maryland penitentiary under the contract system, the wages paid to the girls in that
industry outside of the prison have been
materially reduced.
One fact must be
borne in mind.
The dealer who issues a
circular to the dealers of a trade that he
can furnish a given product at a very much
lower price than generally obtains, will not
only secure the market for his own output,
but will largely determine the market price
for the output of the entire trade.
The
contractors for prison labor are at an outrageous advantage as compared to the employers of free labor.
The contractors for
prison labor send out their circulars at the
beginning of the season to the trade and
depress the wages of the workers and the
prices of the employers outside of the
prisons. Surely, it requires no argument
to prove this. The mere statement is convincing proof.
Of course, all, thinking, humane men
must have regard for the derelicts in
human society.
And among
the considerations is that work shall be found
for them to do; but no one can rightfully
dispute that in finding beneficial work for
the prisoners to do some consideration is
due to the rights and interests and opportunity of the workers who have not raised
their hands against society, the workers
who are yet free or unconvicted citizens.
It is a puzzle yet unsolved how much sympathy is expressed that the prisoner shall
be employed for the private gain of the
contractor, and how little care is mani-
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fested for the unemployed multitude of
free men and women.
Some very unpleasant possibilities in
Weyler asa warden are suggested by his
recent refusal to reappoint Dr. Theodore
Cooke, Jr., to the post of penitentiary
physician, in which the doctor had served
continuously for eighteen years.
When
Dr. Cooke’s father, also a physician, inquired of the warden his reason for not
reappointing his son, the curt answer was:
‘Incompatibility of temperament.’’
The
doctor told him he had built for himself a
reputation and so had his son, and he did not
want to see the reputation of either marred.
The warden declared that was a threat.
His action thereupon he described afterward in a statement to the press blistering
with defiance and denials: ‘‘I then ordered
him out of the place.
He denies it, but I
want it known emphatically that I told him
to leave my office—that I wanted nothing
more to do with him.’’
Dr. Cooke, Sr.,
denied that he had threatened the warden
or that the latter had ordered him out.
It is to be kept in mind that the man who
in this instance talked like one drunk with
power has at his mercy the fate from day
to day of more than a thousand helpless
men and women, inmates of the prison.
He can order the convicts to be put on short
rations, to be whipped, or to be sent toa
dark cell. He can reduce the zeneral
quality of the food. He can decide as to
what degree of heat shall be turned on in
the cells, as to whether convicts shall be
punished for shamming illness, refused
hospital treatment when really require it,
and as to whether they may be recommended for pardon or to receive allowances
of time for good behavior.
The Baltimore
Lvening Sun of April
30 quoted the active charity worker H.
Wirt Steele as saying that Warden Weyler
‘*had not attended the meetings of prison
experts throughout the country and kept
abreast of the most modern thought on the
prisoner.’’
The Baltimore Mews of April 29 states
that the consensus of opinion of professional
men who usually lunch at the Baltimore
City Luncheon Club is that Warden Weyler
‘‘is hopelessly behind the times,’’ and Dr.
Leonard K. Hirshberg declared that ‘‘the
whole ambition of Weyler was to make money
and not care a fig about the saving of men to
society.’’ And then, added the doctor, ‘‘after
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they [the men] have done their part toward
making the institution a paying proposition,
they can go. He keeps no record of the men
who have passed out, knows nothing of
their life today, whether they are worse
criminals than they were when they were
in, or whether they are respectable citizens.’’
Mr. H. Wirt Steele declared that
‘‘Warden Weyler did not consider it a part
of his business to worry about the men who
came under his influence after they had
worked out their time in the shops making
money to show up on his reports.’’
Mr.
Steele declared ‘‘ He (Warden Weyler) is
hopelessly behind the times, yet he has so
hypnotized the board of directors of the
penitentiary that they think he is all that
could be desired as the head of such a place.’’
Dr. Theodore Cooke, Jr., whom Warden
Weyler refused to reappoint or have reappointed as prison physician, was elected
last August at the Seattle meeting a director
of the American Prison Congress and President of the Physicians’ Section.
He has
attended annual meetings of this and other
organizations at his own expense, attracting
general attention and winning the approval
of prominent penologists by his scientific
point of view with respect to the treatment
of prisoners. His differences with Warden
Weyler he thus traced in a report made to
the board of directors of the Maryland Penitentiary for the month of March last:
The points of the controversy between Mr.
Weyler and myself are: (1) My attending and taking part in the American Prison Congress, which
is made up of most of the prison officials of the
United States who assemble each year in certain
parts of the country and interchange views for
mutual benefit; (2) my election as director of this
congress and president of the physicians’ section;
(3) my interest in the Maryland Prisoners’ Aid
Association, a philanthropic association in Maryland which looks after the prisoners while in prison
and after their release, and to whom the courts
parole many of the convicted criminals, and of
whose work Judge Wright has spoken in the
highest terms; (4) my taking part in the Fifth
Maryland Conference of Charities and Corrections,
which meets every two or three yearsand in which
there is a comparison and summing up of the work
done in each department of charity and correction
in Maryland; (5) my taking care of the health of
the convicts in the Maryland Penitentiary. Under
the last head, the points of controversy have been
(a) exemption of the prisoners from work; (6) the
food; (c) proper clothing; (d) the handling of the
sick and convalescent prisoners in the shop; (¢)
construction of new buildings; (/) punishments,
their character and inflictment (here would note
that I have never taken a prisoner out of punishment before reporting his condition to the warden
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or his deputy first, and getting their permission)
(g’) the introduction into the institution of accepted
medical ideas, such as regulations against spitting
on floors and pavements and providing proper
receptacles for the sputum of the prisoners and
the proper cleansing of the same, the protection
of the food from disease, infection,and many other
like questions. . . .
The food supplied the prisoners in the Maryland Penitentiary is worse than the food supplied
any penal institution I have ever visited. Year by
year the quality and character of the food furnished the prisoners has deteriorated, due to the
fact that as the price of commodities advanced,
the more expensive food products were dropped
and cheaper, inferior products were substituted,
with the result that the daily cost per capita remained about the same from 1892 to 1907 (see Exhibit No, 1), though the prices of all commodities
have increased a great deal.
A study of the surplus turned into the
treasury of the State of Maryland by Warden Horn, the predecessor of Warden Weyler, during his six years administration,
the yearly surplus of which was $3,719.03,
and a study of the surplus turned into the
treasury of the State of Maryland by Warden Weyler, the yearly average of which
is $22,140.87, shows that the surplus of
Warden Horn was very small comparatively to that of Warden Weyler, while a
study of the average mortality under Warden Horn, which was one per cent, and a
study of the mortality under Warden Weyler, which is two and seven-hundredths
per cent, shows that Warden Horn had
more consideration for the health of the
convicts intrusted to his care than had
Warden Weyler.
Indeed, from the day of
Mr. Weyler’s advent as Warden of the Maryland Penitentiary, the illness and death,
both in numbers and ratio, increased perceptibly and over one hundred per cent.
In connection with this phase of the subject, let us again quote Dr. Cook. He says:
By a comparison of the administrations of Warden
Horn and Warden Weyler we find that the number
of exemptions and the number of men unfit for work
is a great deal higher comparatively in Mr. Horn’s
administration than in Mr. Weyler’s administration, it being a fact that as soon as Mr. Weyler
took charge of the penitentiary and all through his
administration, the death rate has been high with
few exceptions, andit has only been since 1907 that
these conditions have been changed when the men
were taken to the hospital in time, the food was
improved and the mortality reduced from twentytwo in 1907, tothirteen in 1908 and to seven in
1909.
In view of the foregoing facts relative to
the Maryland Penitentiary, it is our belief
that neither the conditions of work therein
nor the general situation of its prisoners

should be accepted as satisfactory without
a real investigation, made by men not hitherto connected in any capacity with the institution.
Nothing that has so far been
developed brings to us the feeling that we
ought to apologize to Warden Weyler for
reprinting from government official documents testimony that a House subcommittee admitted and which Mr. Weyler did
not hasten to contradict at the subcommittee’s sessions.
The matters which Dr.
Cooke has turned up ought to be sifted
thoroughly.
Before the Committee of Labor of the
House of Representatives on March 8,
1910, Mr. Isaac H. Scates, a former representative of a shoe manufacturing concern
which had a contract for prison labor in
the Maryland Penitentiary, declared that
he spoke by the book because he had ‘‘seven
years’ experience in the Maryland Penitentiary on the shoe contract there.’’ In his
testimony he declared that the tag with the
letters ‘‘P. M.’’ is very often sewed so far up
on the tops of the shoes that it is hardly
discernible. The letters ‘‘P. M.’’ are required under the Maryland law to be conspicuously placed upon prison made goods,
the letters indicating ‘‘Prison Made,’’ yet
these prison made shoes are by the contractors placed upon the market asserting
that the letters stand for the ‘‘Pride of
Maryland.’’ And what of the millions of
dozens of shirts per year manufactured by
contract in the Maryland Penitentiary?
They are not even stamped as the law
requires with the letters ‘‘P. M.’’
When the secretary of the National Free
Labor Association inquired from Mr. Stowe
upon what he based his statement that the
industries in operation at the Maryland
Penitentiary do not compete with industries outside of the State of Maryland, Mr.
Stowe referred the writer to Warden Weyler, and then gave Mr. Weyler this clean
bill of health: ‘‘As he [Weyler] is a man
of the highest character, you can depend
upon the accuracy of his statements.’’ Any
one who makes so broad an assertion
as Mr. Stowe as to the character and
accuracy of another must necessarily assume the responsibility of such utterances,
and this, too, when the warden is the beneficiary of conditions so vicious as arise
from the contract labor system.
In addition, might it not be a profitable
source of investigation for either the board
‘
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of directors, or perhaps some more impartial authority, to investigate the books of
the Baltimore Boot and Shoe Manufacturing Company and see whether there is not
a charge account of $1,100 to Warden
Weyler and
investigate
the books of
other
manufacturing
concerns
having
contracts with the Maryland
Penitentiary for prison labor, whether
there
are not other sums of money charged to
Warden Weyler’s account? To ascertain
whether there was not a change from the
personal account to Mr. Weyler to a debit
and credit, profit and loss account for the
defeat of legislation regulating prison labor
then pending before the Congress of the
United States?
For the benefit of Mr. Stowe, as well as
all others who concern themselves with the
subject of humane and practical prison
labor reform, we commend the very able
document prepared by Hon. Henry W.
Bullock of Indianapolis, contained in the
printed hearings before the subcommittee of
the Committee on Labor of the House of
Representatives, March 8-23, 1910.
We
wish that space afforded a full reprint of
the document and its recommendations.
Mr. Bullock expresses the best thought.
Among other things he calls attention to
the fact that the leading criminologists and
social students come to conclusions with
which organized labor is in entire accord.
We will quote one:
The products of benevolent institutions, prisons,
reformatories, workhouses, and insane hospitals
should be used to supply these institutions, because when these defectives were at large they
produced and maintained themselves and todo so
while in confinement does not create any new
problems, nor add any expense nor disturb any
social or economic condition—does not bear
heavily on any trade by over supplying the market
or destroying prices received by free labor.
In another portion of his article Mr. Bullock says that ‘‘Practically no freemen
follow the occupation of making clothes except as common laborers, yet one-eighth of
the victims of the ‘training school’ are
being trained in making shirts, which they
will never follow when out.’’ He urges
that no prisoners should be employed in
trades they can not possibly follow when
free. Mr. Bullock makes this broad statement, that ‘‘the ‘reformatory’ is run to add
profits to private companies instead of producing goods for State use.’’ Does Mr.
Stowe not see the application of this indict-
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ment to the system in vogue in the Maryland Penitentiary?
It is unnecessary here to recount Warden
Weyler’s encouraging, compelling, or permitting of Sunday work by the prisoners in
the Maryland Penitentiary. This,and other
features of dereliction and perversion of
duty, will receive the attention of those
who may be in a position to formally
deal with them.
But it is necessary to call attention to the
fact that the effort to improve the condition
of the inmates in penal institutions is always
difficult because of the frequent acceptance
of the idea that the convict deserves all he
gets. Itis additionally difficult in the Maryland Penitentiary because of the attitude
and conduct of Warden Weyler, who has
stood as a stone wall against any penal reforms, whenever there was a likelihood that
any number of convicts might possibly be
drawn from the work of accumulating the
surplus he turns over to the State as a
result of the misery of the contract convict
laborers.
Warden Weyler is a relentless
antagonist to the best thought of those who
stand in the forefront of penology in the
country.
He is opposed to the principle
of the’ parole, indeterminate sentences, or
the use of the convicts in the improvement
of the State roads.
Such policies interfere
with the profit of the contractors. Discussing this general subject of penology, Hon.
Frederick Howard Wines, editor of the official journal of the Illinois State Board of
Administrations of Penal Institutions, in
the current issue of Zhe /nstitulion Quarterly, says:
Incompetent and brutal prison officials do not
favor the indeterminate sentence. Prison contractors may be expected, secretly or openly, to
oppose it, since it deprives
them of their best hands
just when they begin to be of the greatest value
[profii—Ed.] to them.
Again we ask, can Mr. Stowe see the application?
In closing, we feel called on to say that
in his letter to us Mr. Stowe has made no
reply to our well-grounded charge against
him that he went into print on this subject
and complained of the action of ‘‘labor
leaders’’ in regard to it without first finding
out what was organized labor’s side of the
case. We are sick of this method of so-called
investigation by anti-trade union writers, or,
if Mr. Stowe is not to be classed as such, we
will say pro-trade-union writers who on
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important occasions adopt an anti-laborleader attitude.
Mr. Stowe’s letter to us leaves our April
article reflecting upon him stand as it was
written.
Our indignation at his Oxtlook
article, we believe, is justified.
Organized
labor’s position on the prison labor question
has been constantly misrepresented and attacked, openly or insidiously, for a long
series of years.
In resenting either malicious or blundering criticism in this matter,
the representatives of labor ought not to
mince words, but directly bring out the
truth.
It is a pity, indeed, that such a public
agency for good as the Ouflook aspires to
be so often apparently puts itself in antagonism with the efforts of organized
labor.
If Mr. Stowe’s intimations of a willingness to help in abolishing ‘‘the notoriously
vicious system known as contract labor’’
have a basis of persistency in good inten-
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tions, he will proceed to examine the effect
the system has upon free labor, on business
in general, on the prisoners themselves
and on society.
In the end he very
likely will be obliged to tell the public
how he came to at last agree with the tradeunion view of this question.
Organized
labor would welcome whatever assistance
he might thereafter give it in its struggle
for the protection of the factory employers
and employes who are now injured by
prison competition. We honestly think Mr.
Stowe did blunder in his superficial first
steps at an investigation of what is a vital
question to a large mass of working people.
But, for all that, we thank him, as we do
other beginners at investigation, for being
interested in social problems at all. If he
persists in following them up with unprejudiced mind, he will learn what a help to
the working classes the trade unions are
and by reason of their existence must continue to be.
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IS ORGANIZE.

By JOHN MITCHELL.
HERE are recessions and progressions of the trade union movement
just as there is an ebb and flow of
the tide. The movement is helped
on in days of prosperity and retarded
in days of adversity, but gaining wisdom
and experience in periods of adversity it
rushes on to new heights with each recurring period of prosperity. An examination
of the reports of membership submitted to
the American Federation of Labor by
affiliated national and international unions
for the past two decades would seem to indicate that the growth in membership has
been in cycles; that is to say, the increase
has been much greater in some years than
in others. This fact may be attributed toa
number of circumstances, but it is due
principally to the state of trade as it is
affected by industrial activity or stagnation. In running over the periods which
mark the most rapid progress in the years
gone by and comparing industrial condi-

tions then with the state of trade now, it
would seem that we have reached another
of those psychological moments when the
work of organization should take on new
impetus, and unless all signs fail the present
and the next year should see our organizationsin a stronger and better condition financially ana numerically than ever before.
It goes without saying, of course, that
labor organizations do not grow automatically. They do not evolve from struggling,
impotent unions into strong, effective organizations as caterpillars evolve into butterflies or as boys evolve into men. While it is
true that in some trades having strict union
shop agreements the organizations may
recruit mew members and gain strength
without any special effort being put forth
by the members or representatives of such
organizations, yet a union that depends for
its success or progress entirely upon either
its label or upon those who come forward
unsought and unbidden is not likely to
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enjoy a large measure of success or to become an important factor in the family of
unions comprising the American Federation of Labor.
Nothing in this world is worth having that
is not worth fighting for, and if the organizations of labor are to attain their greatest
strength, if they are to rise to their fullest
possibilities, every one—officers, organizers, members alike—must put forth some
earnest effort, every one must be willing to
make some sacrifice to bring within the
fold of the union every man €ligible to
membership. And a good union man will
not cease in his efforts when his own trade
is organized; because there can be no real
security, no permanent and lasting progress,
until all the workers in all the trades are
members of their respective unions and
united under the standard of the American
Federation of Labor.
During the present period of ascending
wages and industrial activity an extraordinary effort should be made to perfect the
organizations in the partially unionized
trades and to establish new unions in the
unorganized districts. There are, of course,
tremendous obstacles in the way and great
opposition is to be overcome, but the history of past efforts and successes should
give us courage and confidence to move on
to new victories and greater achievements.
Indeed, it will be found in the future, as it
has been in the past, that not the least of
our difficulties will be the indifference of
our own members and, in some cases, the
inexplicable hostility of the unorganized
workmen.
It is, of course, much easier to dilate
upon our failures than to present a specific
method of bringing the unorganized into
communion with the organized workman,
yet we may all profit from the experience
of others, and perhaps it would be advantageous if men having long experience in
the labor movement should give the benefit
of that experience to one another.
The usual method of organizing wageearners -is through public meetings, at
which addresses relative to the subject are
delivered, through correspondence, publications, etc.
In other words, the work of
organization devolves, in a large measure,
upon the salaried officers, the business
agents, and, to a lesser extent, the local
committees.
And yet it is safe to say that
no system of organization can prove so
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effective as one wherein the individual
member of the union takes an active and
substantial part. Let each member be ever
alert and constant in a determination to
make his union a tower of strength, a protection to himself, his fellow-workers, and
a blessing to the community, and all workmen in the vicinity who are employed at
the trade will be brought within the fold
of that union.
Unfortunately, however,
there are too many trade unionists who feel
and act as though in paying their dues and
assessments they have discharged their full
responsibility and that no further effort
should be required of them. Is it any wonder that thousands of workmen fail to join
the union when they observe so much indifference on the part of those already
holding membership?
If the 3,000,000 organized workmen of
this country could be awakened to a sense
of their personal responsibility; if each one
of them should become imbued with a
realization of his own strength, and if these
forces were applied intelligently and enthusiastically, how long would it be until
every man and woman working for wages
would be a member of the union? If every
union man should constitute himself an
organizer and should give even one evening each week to the work of organization,
if he should single out one non-union
neighbor or acquaintance and persist in an
effort to organize that man, what a short
time it would take to unionize all the workers of our country! And if all were organized, how much less difficult it would be to
secure higher wages, shorter hours, and
better conditions of life and labor!
What
has been written may not prove a contribution to the work of organization.
Indeed,
it is but an introduction to the relation of
an experience which may prove of value.
Some twenty years ago in a western
camp in which resided about 1,800 miners,
there was instituted a local union with
thirteen members.
When this union was
formed it was the hope and expectation
that in a short time all the men employed
in the mines would make application for
membership therein, but to the surprise and
disappointment of the thirteen charter members weeks rolled by and no applications
were received. In order tocreateinterest and
enthusiasm mass meetings were decided
upon, picnics weregiven,and variousmethods
usually followed in such cases were adopted
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to build up the organization.
Speakers
were brought to the camp—at no little expense to the handful of members—and
while by these means some men were induced to join they maintained their membership for only a short time and then
dropped out.
This situation continued for
several years, the union building up occasionally and then falling back to its original
status.
Finally, one night, after the whole
situation had been canvassed, a member
arose in the meeting making the statement
that as there seemed no hope of establishing
permanently a strong, effective union, the
charter should be surrendered and the work
of organization abandoned.
A feeling of
gloom and despair pervaded the atmosphere, when another member arose and expressed himself as not being in sympathy
with the proposition
to surrender the
charter, stating that before such a course
were resorted to he wished to offer a motion
that each one of the thirteen members be
instructed and notified that if any one of
them failed to bring to the next meeting a
candidate for membership he should be expelled from the union.
The motion was
adopted by a unanimous vote.
At the
next meeting, one week later, each of the
old members was present and, to the delight of all, each one of them had brought
with him a candidate for membership.
The
union now had twenty-six members.
Encouraged by the success of this experiment,
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a resolution was adopted to the effect that
any one of the twenty-six failing to bring
with him to the next meeting a candidate
for membership should be expelled from
the union.
When the next meeting convened, each of the twenty-six presented a
candidate for initiation.
This process was
continued with more or less regularity—although not always with the same degree of
success that had attended its introduction—
until practically all the men in the camp
were members of the union.
It goes Without saying that this system
might not work so well in other industries
or in another community, and, of course,
there are few organizations that would permit the expulsion of a member for refusing
or failing to bring in a new member; but
without reference to the penalty for failure,
the application of this principle of individual effort would prove most effective
wherever it were tried. Indeed, it was
largely due to this means that over 50,000
miners were organized in the anthracite
fields during the summer of 1905. At any
rate, the plan is worth trying and the prize
is worth striving for.
Let each man feel that he is an important
part of the labor movement, that he is personally responsible for its success or failure.
Let us, individually and collectively, resolve
that the years 1910 and 1911 shall mark an
epoch in the growth and progress of the
labor movement of our country.
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GERMANY.
By HANS FEHLINGER.

MUNICH, .//ay 72, rgzo.
ERMANY, as is well known, has
an extensive system of compulJ sory industrial
insurance, viz:
accident, sickness, invalid, and oldage insurance. At present there is
a government bill before the Imperial Parliament (‘‘Reichstag’’) having for its purpose the consolidation of the whole system,

and the introduction of widows’ and orphans’ insurance. A very important alteration is also proposed in regard to sickness
insurance.
According to the law now in
force two-thirds of the contributions to the
sick funds fall on the workmen and onethird on the employers; the former elect
two-thirds, the. latter one-third, of the
members of the executive boards dealing
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with the funds.
In the future, according
to the bill, contributions and representation
are to be divided equally, which means
that the employers’ influence will be increased and the workpeople will be no
longer allowed to manage sickness insurance as they think best fitted to their
needs.
It is highly probable that the
government’s proposal will be adopted by
the majority parties of the Imperial Parliament, and ‘‘self-government’’ of the sick
funds by the insured workpeople thus
abolished.
It was the main purpose of the Seventh
Trade Union Congress, recently held at
Berlin, to consider the proposed alterations
of workpeople’s insurance and to enter a
protest against any curtailment of the
rights of the insured.
Speeches were delivered by Gustav Bauer, on sickness insurance; by Rudolf Wissel and Paul Mueller,
on accident insurance; by Johannes Timm,
on
invalidity
insurance; by Friedrich
Lesche, on ‘‘surviving dependents’ insurance,’’ and by Miss Gertrude Hanna,
on ‘‘motherhood insurance.’’
Resolutions
were adopted, stating the demands of organized labor in respect to the different
branches of industrial insurance.
It should
be noted here that the sectionalist trade
unions (the
so-called ‘‘Hirsch-Duncker
trade societies’? and the ‘‘Christian trade
unions’’) declined the invitation of the
General Committee to take part in the congress.
Probably the leaders of these
groups feared to be censured by their respective political party bosses in case of
their accepting the invitation.
Another extension of compulsory insurance is being planned, insurance against
unemployment, and the scheme has the
support of the majority of trade unionists.
Municipal systems of this kind of insurance
are in operation at present, as far as I
know, in the cities of Cologne, Strasburg,
and Erlangen only, yet it is probable that
a state system will be adopted in Bavaria.
A committee appointed by the Bavarian
government inquired into the question of
insurance against unemployment; the representative of the government recommended
the ‘‘Ghent scheme,’’ which, rather than
embarking upon separate insurance funds,
provides for contributions of municipalities
to the existing trade unions. The recommendation was supported by the trade
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unionists.
The
representatives of the
municipalities complained of the burden
involved and demanded at least subsidiary
votes from the government; there was the
further danger, they affirmed, of the municipal insurance scheme acting as an inducement for the rural population to flock into
the cities.
Finally a compromise was
reached which represents a mixed system.
The larger municipalities in Bavaria are
in future to set apart an annual sum in
proportion to the size of the population, as
a general fund: (a) to support the unemployment funds of the workingmen’s organizations insuring against unemployment;
(6) for the formation of insurance funds in
connection with those workmen’s organizations which do not insure against unemployment and for the benefit of the nonorganized workmen.
These two branches
are to be independently managed, each calculating and bearing its own risks. The
government is to refund to the municipalities a proportionate share of the sums so
expended.
Certain measures were suggested also to prevent migration into the
towns; rules were laid down concerning the
amount and duration of the benefit granted
to the unemployed, and the requirements as
to domicile; also concerning the compulsory
acceptance of work supplied by the labor
bureaus.
The details of the scheme are
being worked out, and so Bavaria is likely
to lead the way in this movement of insurance against unemployment by endeavoring
to introduce a systematic uniformity, while
in the other German states too much seems
to be left to the initiative and fancy of local
partisans.
It is all right to support hungry men and
provide the necessaries of life to hundreds
of thousands of workers and their families
when in distress, but let me say this: The
scheme just referred to connects the trade
unions with government insurance; they
are to be brought under a kind of State
patronage.
I think the unions will be more
useful without it, because the danger exists that otherwise they evolve into mere
friendly societies, to buttress up a state of
society and industrial conditions which are
becoming intolerable and which the trade
unions were formed to combat.
We shall
pay close attention to the possible consequences of accepting subsidies and of so
much government interference.
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L. INTERVENING
HATTERS’

RIOR to the argument before the
Supreme Court of the United States
in the Hatters’ case, permission was
obtained for the American Federation of Labor to intervene and
present a brief in addition to the one presented by the attorneys for the United Hatters of North America. Several months
passed. Widespread interest has been manifested in the contents of that brief, and
inasmuch as it is difficult to obtain copies
thereof and to satisfy the interest of our
friends and students, we publish it herewith. It is as follows:
Supreme Court of the United States. October
Term, 1907. No. 389. Dietrich Loewe et al.
vs. Martin Lawlor et al.
Brief of Thomas Carl Spelling on Behalf the American Federation of Labor, Samuel Gompers, and
Frank Morrison, Intervenors.
On a certificate from and writ of certiorari to
the United States Circuit Court of Appeals for the
second circuit.
Certificate filed July 11, 1907, certiorari and return filed October 21, 1907.
The complaint is profuse and voluminous as is
also the demurrer. In pleasant contrast we have an
opinion by the District judge which is brief,
pointed, and concise.
1. It will be seen that while the plaintiffs allege
in the complaint in general terms, injury to ‘‘property and business’’ (Par. 8), and to ‘‘business and
property” (Par. 22), yet circumstantially and
specifically they differentiate the portion of their
business outside the State of Connecticut from
that within that State, and intentionally and industriously show that they claim no damage for
injury to the Connecticut portion, but only to that
beyond that State; that is to say, to what they
designate as plaintiffs’ ‘interstate commerce.’’
The term is varied. Sometimes it is spoken of as
plaintiffs’ ‘‘interstate trade,’’ ‘interstate business,’’
etc.; but the intent to rely upon injury resulting
from restricting or ‘‘narrowing’’ interstate commerce is fully expressed and is as obvious as any
single feature of the case made by the pleading.
Now, it is too well settled that the common law
policy inimical to restraint of trade had no place
in Federal jurisprudence prior to the enactment of
the act of July 2, 1890, known as the Anti-Trust
Act, to require the citation of authority in support
of the proposition; and one of the questions to be
decided here—a question met at the very threshold
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of discussion—is, what is interstate commerce?
And the answer—part of it at least —is, that it is an
ideal thing, without form or substance, unconnected with any of its subjects, agencies, or instrumentalities. It is even distinct from the contracts
which are made as a basis of interstate commerce.
In short, the term is an abstraction, just as is the
term ‘‘jurisprudence.’’ We have this statute to
protect interstate commerce from a certain species
of interference, just as we have a statute to prevent obstruction of the administration of justice
(Rev. Stat., secs. 5604 et seq.). Neither justice nor
interstate commerce is susceptible of ownership or
control by any individual. Ina certain sense they
both belong to the nation; but even here it would
be more appropriate to say that they pertain to the
nation or to all the people of the nation. Hence
we see the germinal fallacy of the complainant in
this case. The action is based on the untenable
theory that plaintiffs own, or rightfully control,
some part of interstate commerce, whereas, in fact
and law, it is the very purpose of the statute under
which the action is brought to forbid and prevent
any such ownership or control, and for this reason
plaintiffs’ theory is self-destructive.
2. That the statute gives an action to those injured by the agreements and combinations specified therein, and not otherwise, needs no argument.
The things alleged to have been done by the
defendants is not one of such agreements or
combinations. The conduct of the defendants,
however reprehensibly it may be viewed, has no
direct or indirect tendency to restrain or even
obstruct interstate commerce, if the foregoing
definition or view of its true nature be correct.
But I will not elaborate this head of argument,
and will merely refer to the opinion of the learned
District judge in this case in support of my contention hereunder (see Transcript, folio 43-47).
The idea which appears to have dominated the
plaintiffs in the bringing of this action was that
the extent and magnitude of the defendants’
operations constituted an element to be considered
in determining the quality of the alleged injury;
but, upon like reasoning, it would be difficult to
place a limit to the number of actions which might
be brought under the act, The same theory would
support an action by distillers of, and wholesale
dealers in, intoxicating liquors, against temperance
organizations whose efforts tend to reduce sales
and diminish the volume of trade.
THE AMERICAN FEDERATION OF LABOR,
SAMUEL GOMPERS, and
FRANK MORRISON,
Intervenors.
By T. C. SPELLING,
Attorney.
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EDITORIAL.
By SAMUEL GOMPERS.
‘It’s impossible!’’
The man who employs these words is nearly always
sincere.
He utters them with the air of conviction that
IMPOSSIBILimplies there is no room for further argument.
He sees
ins 3a
his impossibility clearly, feels it, accepts it, can not doubt
it. He classifies it with his other impossibilities—that the
lion can not be converted into the lamb, that the sea can’t be rid of its salt,
that the sky can’t come down to earth.
The thing’s impossible, and there
with him the subject ends.
Few are the trade union men of today who have not at one time or
another been set in their opinion that organization among workers of certain classes, or nationalities, or districts or occupations was impossible.
‘It’s impossible! Only look at them!’’ has been said time and again of
poorly paid laborers, perhaps newly arrived immigrants, when it has been
proposed to try to spread the light of the trade union among them.
But
time and occasion have shown that they could be organized, and that when
organized they could add 25 or even 50 per cent to their wages.
‘*It’s impossible !’’ was the general exclamation when trade agreements
were first proposed.
Later, after a few successes, the impossibility was to
be with the occupations not yet tried.
The doubting Thomases were’
found loud-voiced in every trade.
But, for all that, trade agreements have
become one of the leading features of modern American unionism.
‘It’s impossible!’’
The eight-hour movement in its infancy was
utopianism.
Its promoters were ridiculous impracticables.
Their campaign cry was mere sound—not even being worthy of serious counter-argument.
No industry could pay, with eight hours.
Impossible for that one
reason; so eight hours went to the impossible class to be ignored by its
opponents until they waked up to see eight hours established in many
industries about them.
‘It’s impossible!’’
The union label was foolish, effectless, worthless,
a grafting scheme, not a factor in trade unionism—until it was honestly and
thoroughly tried.
So, also, it was good enough for the cigarmakers, but
was of no account for the printing trade—until it went on millions of
dollars’ worth of printing yearly.
It was of no help in organizing generally until it brought into the unions many a factory that couldn’t be
reached by other means.
‘It’s impossible!’’
The solution of the convict labor problem was an
impossibility when every penal institution in the country could be used as
a means of enriching contractors and pauperizing free labor.
It was indeed
a heartbreaking public question.
How many legislatures were besieged by
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trade-unionist committees before the means were discovered by which contract prison labor could be abolished.
How many union committeemen
were told that they were wasting their time—that they were senseless labor
agitators—before the wise legislators in certain States learned that contract
prison labor ought to be impossible!
The fight is still on, but to a good
extent the impossible has become the possible.
‘It’s impossible!’’
It was said of other great moves made by organized labor when first proposed. Nothing was more impossible than the referendum, now employed by nearly every international trade union andnow
in the constitution of half a dozen States. To prevent wage reductions was
to be utterly impossible after the crisis of 1907, but nevertheless wages did
not go down, and they have recently in not a few occupations taken good
advances. To abolish overtime, to prevent child labor, to restrict women’s
labor, all this was impossible not only to opponents but to many a wageworker whose head had bowed to the yoke so long that successful rebellion
against wrong seemed impossible.
To the unimaginative, the unsanguine, the born serf, the timid, the
believer in things as they are because they are, impossibilities hedge their
way through life. Every just claim of the workers, every bold plan for
their aid, every assertion against the abuse of authority, every blow struck
for one’s self and the workers generally, is but foolish effort sure to end at
the impossible.
Go back far enough, and the trade union was impossible, the minimum
wage scale was impossible, the union shop was impossible.
‘
‘You who are confronted with difficulties, do not halt at the impossible.
Glance back over the story of trade unionism, see the impossibilities that
it has made possible, and push forward to render your hopes for the men
and women of your craft or calling realities.
Fellow-workers!
Forward!
Organize!
Unite!
Federate!

If any one

thing

could demonstrate the dense ignorance, confusion of
thought or wilful perversion of fact by many newsINJUNCTIONS:
papers, it was clearly brought out in editorial comHUMAN RIGHTS = inent on the injunction brought by the Federal
AND PROPERTY
—_
‘
RIGHTS CONGovernment restraining the railroads from enforcing
FUSED.
their increased freight rate schedule on June i. The
wisdom of the administration’s course in obtaining
the injunction it is not our purpose now to discuss.
But the attempt of
those newspapers which, emphasizing one phase of the matter, would have
it appear that the injunction was similar to the injunctions issued in labor
disputes, ought not to go unchallenged.
Just observe, for example, what
the New York Wor/d had to say on the subject:
If there is any criticism of ‘‘government by injunction’’ just now it does not proceed from the leaders of organized labor. The writ served upon the railroads the other
day is precisely the same as those against which workingmen complain.
Of course there is not necessarily any criticism directed
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injunction by Jabor leaders.
Their criticism, solicited or volunteered, was
not necessary.
It is the veriest sophistry to say, however, as does the
World editorial, that ‘‘the writ served upon the railroads the other day is
precisely the same as those against which workingmen complain.’’
The
only similarity between the proceeding against the railroads and that against
labor is in the term ‘‘injunction.’’
In all other respects they differ.
In the injunction obtained by the Federal Government against the
railroads, was any question involved other than property and property
rights? Were any personal rights, human rights, involved? The railroad
companies do an interstate commerce business in material things, business
conducted by corporations, the life of which depends upon the charters
granted to them by government.
In every respect in which the injunction is issued against the working
people, it is based upon the assumption that there is some form of property
right which the employer or business man has in the labor or the patronage
of workingmen, so as to make the conduct of the business profitable. Upon
no other premise is it possible that the injunctions about which labor complains are obtained.
If there be any allegation of violation of law, either
criminal or civil, there is an ample, adequate remedy provided, and which
labor insists should be invoked.
The writ of injunction was intended to be exercised for the protection
of property rights only. He who would seek its aid in equity must do
equity and must come into court with clean hands.
It must never be used
to curtail personal rights.
It must not be used ever in an effort to punish
crime. There must be no other adequate remedy at law.
It must not be
used as a means to set aside trial by jury. Injunctions as issued against
workmen are never used or issued against any other citizen of our country.
It is an attempt to deprive citizens of our country, when these citizens are
workmen, of the right of trial by jury.
It is an effort to fasten an offense
on them when they are innocent of any unlawful or illegal act. It is an
indirect assertion of a property right in men when these men are workmen
engaged in a lawful effort to protect or advance their natural rights and
interests.
Injunctions as issued in labor disputes are to make outlaws of men
when they are not even charged with doing things in violation of any law
of State or nation. The injunctions which the courts issue against labor
are supposed by them to be good enough law today, when there exists a
dispute between workmen and their employers; but it is not good law—in
fact, is not law at all—tomorrow or next day when no such labor dispute
exists. The issuance of injunctions in labor disputes is not based upon law,
but is a species of judicial legislation, judicial usurpation, in the interests
of the money power against workmen innocent of any unlawful or criminal
act. The doing of the lawful acts enjoined by the courts renders the
workmen guilty of contempt of court, and punishable by fine or imprisonment, or both. In all things in which workmen are enjoined by the process of an injunction during labor disputes, if those acts are criminal or
unlawful, there is now ample law and remedy covering them. From the
logic of this there is no escape.
/
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No act is legally a crime unless there is a law designating it and specifying it to be acrime.
No act is unlawful unless there be a law on the
statute books designating and specifying it to be unlawful. Hence, it follows
that no act is criminal or unlawful unless there is a law prohibiting its commission.
We assert that labor asks no immunity for any of its men who
may be guilty of any criminal or unlawful act. It insists upon the workers
being regarded and treated as equals before the law with every other citizen;
that if any act be committed by any one of our number, rendering him
amenable to the law, he shall be prosecuted by the ordinary forms of law
and by the due process of law, and that an injunction does not lawfully and
properly apply and ought not to be issued in such cases.
The injunction
process, as applied to men engaged in a dispute with employers, includes
the allegation of criminal or unlawful acts, as a mere pretext, so that the
lawful and innocent acts in themselves may also be incorporated and covered by the blanket injunction.
And the performance of the lawful and
innocent acts in themselves, despite the injunction, renders them at once
guilty of contempt of the court’s order, which is summarily punished by
fine or imprisonment, or both.
In itself the writ of injunction is of a highly important and beneficent
character.
Its aims and purposes are forthe protection of property rights.
It never was intended, and never should be invoked, for the purpose of
depriving free men of their personal rights, the right of man’s ownership
of himself; the right of free locomotion, free assemblage, free association,
free speech, free press; the freedom to do those things promotive of life,
liberty and happiness, and which are not in contravention of the law of our
land.
We reassert that we ask no immunity for ourselves or for any other
man who may be guilty of any unlawful or criminal act; but we havea
right to insist, and we do insist, that when a workman is charged with a
crime or any unlawful conduct he shall be accorded every right, be appre’ hended, charged, and tried by the same process of law and before a jury of
his peers, equally with any other citizen of our country. It is agreed by all,
friends and opponents alike, that the injunction process, beneficent in its
inception and general practice, never should apply and legally can not be
applied where there is another ample remedy at law.
Labor protests against the issuance of injunctions in disputes between
workmen and employers where no such injunctions would be issued in the
absence of such disputes.
Such injunctions have no warrant in law and
are the result of judicial usurpation and judicial legislation rather than of
congressional legislation.
Labor protests against the discrimination of
the courts against the laboring men of our country which deprives them of
their constitutional guaranty of equality before the law.
The injunctions
against which we protest are flagrantly and without warrant of law issued
almost daily in some section of our country and are violative of the fundamental rights of man.
When better understood they will shock the conscience of our people, the spirit and genius of our republic.
We shall
exercise our every right, and in the meantime concentrate our efforts to
secure the relief and the redress to which we are so justly entitled.
Not
only in our own interest, but in the interest of all the people of our country,
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for the preservation of real liberty, for the elimination of bitterness and
class hatred, for the perpetuation of all that is best and truest, we can never
rest until the last vestige of this injustice has been removed from our public
life.
Let us put the situation concretely to the New York World and all
other newspapers whom it may concern.
Some time ago the World was
made the victim of proceedings before a court upon the charge of libel.
That case has been disposed of by the courts without injury to the newspaper or its rights.
What would be the attitude of that paper had an injunction been issued against its proprietor and editor, restraining it from in
any way asserting its original belief, or editorially or in any other way discussing the original charge and merits of its contention?
We imagine that
the World would have insisted upon the exercise of its constitutionally
guaranteed right of free press and free speech, and been willing to abide,
as labor leaders are, by the consequences of its acts, upon being confronted
by its accusers, and accorded the opportunity of trial by a jury of its peers
under the law.
In the present instance of which we complain, the New York World
was not the only offender.
It is because that newspaper is generally fair
in presentation of matters of this character that we have quoted from its
editorial columns and stated labor’s contention.
Perhaps, after all, the main reason for the unwillingness of newspapers
to understand, or to make public, labor’s side of this contention, may be
found in the fact that their proprietors are employers of labor and are
therefore not unwilling that workmen (employes) may be deprived of the
right which does not affect them, the employers.

John Kirby, Jr., of Dayton, Ohio, President of the National Association of
Manufacturers, recently made a speech at a builders’ exKIRBY
change
banquet in Worcester, Mass., in which he did some
FIGURES.
figuring on the numerical strength of labor organizations.
He said:
Statistics for 1908 give a total of 29,285,922 wage-earners in the United States, with
a total membership in labor unions of 4,482,354, divided as follows:
American Federation of Labor, 1,408,490, or less than five per cent.
Western Federation of Miners, 419,067, or less than one and one-half per cent.
Knights of Labor, 179,140, or less than three-fifths of one per cent.
Independent Miners of West Virginia, 2,980, or one one-hundredth of one per cent.
Industrial Workers of the World, 74,000, or about five-twentieths of one per cent.
Scattering, 25,000, or less than one-tenth of one per cent, making a total of
2,108,677, which, with membership in the various railway brotherhoods of 2,373,677, or
about eight per cent, makes a grand total of 4,482,354, or 15 3-10 per cent of all the
wage-earners in this country.
Mr. Kirby neglected counting up the classes of wage-earners who are,
as yet, outside the sphere of labor organization, namely, domestic servants,
agricultural laborers, a host of wage-working small property owners and
the like in the rural districts and villages not swallowed up by modern industrialism; besides, of course, are those wage-workers, the managers, the
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counting-room gentry, and the near-professional folks whose hands are not
calloused by their toil. All these, of course, count neither for nor against
union strength.
Mr. Kirby might make a comparison with some vitality in it if he
were to establish the number of the workmen that the master builders and
the manufacturers he addressed can call upon to take the places of their
employes in time of lockout or strike.
That’s the rub. All the rest is
rhetoric. Trade unionists have no direct competitive interest in the various
classifications’of wage-workers
not represented in their own ‘‘labor market.’’
And, contrary to Mr. Kirby’s assertions, the American Federation of
Labor does not claim that it has a mandate from the classes of unorganized
workers to represent them.
It has, however, undoubted influence on the
wages and conditions offemployment of many among them.
By the way, what proportion of the employers of the United States
does Mr. Kirby’s Manufacturers’ Association represent? Couldn’t he give
the public a few statistics'on -this point? The statistics he gives for the
labor organizations seem to leave but little area for his own crowd of nonunion employersjand their;employes in any of the industrial centers.
Further, Mr. Kirby’s figures for the labor organizations are his own—
we do not vouch for them, and know of nobody that does.
Mr. Kirby and his ilk fail to understand the spirit
of labor, its unity
and solidarity in every criticalJperiod, but they may live and perhaps will
learn.

The

Washington :reporter who ‘recently interviewed a leading official of
one of the few international trade unions which are not
TRADE
affiliated withithe American Federation of Labor brought
een,
into print some remarks by that official that have their
significance. After saying that the principles of his
organization were practically the same as* those of other labor organizations, but it can not agree with all that the Federation calls for, he told
the reporter that he supposed that 60;per cent of the workingmen of this
country are not members of labor organizations, but that did not mean
they were opposed to unions.
‘‘A large proportion of the men are in sympathy with organized labor,’’ he assured his interviewer.
Of the latter
statement there is no doubt in the minds of really unprejudiced observers.
It may be said that all but a very small per cent of workingmen rejoice
at every success of the trade unionists, and they expect to be in the unions
themselves some time. But many of them live in small communities, apart
from the movement toward trade organization, and also in a relationship with employers that resembles that existing when industry on a large
scale was not yet developed. The sympathy of a goodly proportion of those
who might be in the unions, but who remain outside, is not strong enough
to stir them out of an apathetic state until the time comes when tyrannical
employers and wage-cutting methods convert them suddenly into strikers.
As to non-unionists on principle, the: number must be infinitesimally
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small.
To mention ‘‘principle’’ in connection with the professional strikebreaker would be a grotesque abuse of the word.
To argue that the employes of certain large concerns are non-unionists
inasmuch as they are unorganized is to run the risk of seeing the argument overturned at a day sooner or later, as it has been repeatedly in other
cases.
All workingmen yearn for fellowship with their wage-earning
co-workers.
The injustices at the basis of society force them to look for
relief in common action, and the first natural step in any occupation is to
act together and face the employers with demands to which the latter can
accede.
;
The theory that all wage-workers are at heart trade unionists becomes
to union organizers in the course of their experience a matter of actual
knowledge.
To them all non-unionists are intending recruits, awaiting a
propitious hour to enlist, and every non-union establishment is but temporarily outside territory awaiting to be annexed to the domains of organized
labor.
Mr. Hans Fehlinger’s article in this issue shows Germany taking another
step in the paternal care of its workingmen.
The
INDUSTRIAL
trade union system is to be made a partner with the
INSURANCE AND
State in insuring against unemployment.
That is to
ula
say, the partnership in the nature of things is to be
AND ELSEone-sided in every feature except that the unions are
WHERE.
to supply a part of the machinery for the disbursing
of the funds.
But, precisely as Parliament, by a
change in the law, is setting aside the methods by which sickness insurance
has hitherto been administered, leaving the wage-workers the worse for it,
so also Parliament, under the unemployment scheme, may at any time
throw out its trade union partner, or direct it to accept amendments to the
law, no matter what the whole mass of the trade unions might want done.
As Mr. Fehlinger observes, the interweaving of the functions of the trade
unions with those of the State is a dubious business.
Germany has gone along in its line of social benevolence through the
State much further than could be possible in our country.
It seems, for
instance, to be a settled matter in public opinion that ‘‘compensation’’
in the United. States when it comes is to be after the British system, which
requires no contributions from the wage-worker, the administration being
consequently far different from that under the German system, which calls
for wage-workers’ contributions.
The British system of old-age pensions
also differs from the German in similar respects.
But it is a fact to be kept in mind that compensation for accidents is
in its nature a matter to be listed in an entirely different category from
sickness, invalidity, old age, or unemployment insurance.
This is true
from several points of view.
There is no ‘‘paternalism’’ in compensation. It contemplates the theory
of two free contracting parties, each of which is to incur part of a burden
inseparable from an industry.
Even with compensation, under the most
liberal terms given or proposed in any country, the laborer bears by far the
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larger share of this burden.
He may give his life, often does, and that
outclasses any contribution that wealth may make as its share.
He contributes physical and mental suffering with every injury. He may at any
time be weakened or maimed for life; he may lose a limb or the use of some
other part of his muscular power; he may be incapacitated from working at
his usual occupation, in instances through an accident otherwise quite trivial.
He loses a large part of his wages, and any opportunity for earning any,
for whatever time he is laid up by an accident.
Compensation is given as a result of an isolated occurrence in which
the employer and the employed are directly concerned. It isa thing of the
time immediately passing, and not a remote and perhaps uneventuated contingency, iike old age. The connection with it of society in general is not
even secondary, for that position belongs to the industry in which the employer and employe in a given case are engaged. In America it is possible
in every industry to reduce the proportionate number of accidents at present
annually scored against it. Each State can take up the questien separately
from the others, though uniformity in legislation on the subjects desirable.
As to nearly all these points relating to compensation, there are dissimilarities when compared with State insurance for sickness, invalidity,
old age, and unemployment.
These are all ‘‘paternal’’ in so far as they
establish taxation to raise funds, a special bureaucratic administration, registration of workingmen as a class, and a relation between the person
insured and the State not contemplated under a government made up of
free and equal citizens.
In America a system of old-age pensions might
be practical through making them universal, but to obtain them through
insurance, on the German plan, would involve an enormous and most
probably unworkable machinery.
No plan has yet been proposed by which
they could be practicable for the States separately.
Sickness, invalidity,
and unemployment schemes, with the composite population of the United
States, also seem to set a task beyond the reach of our dual form of government.
In connection with the discussion of these projects as managed
in Germany, it is to be observed that the voluntary institutions for such
purposes in America effectively carry their aid to masses of our people who
in similar walks of life in Europe are not thus commonly reached.
In the
interplay of the operations of the American hospital system, the trade
union and fraternal society benefits, the shop relief associations, and the
industrial insurance companies, as examples, the outcome is different from
the effects, for instance, of the institutions, some of them to an extent
similar and some very different, developed in Germany for the same purposes.
Besides all this, the status of the American wage worker—as to his
earning capacity, his education, and reasonable hopes, and his standing as
a citizen—is not that of his European brother.
As a general proposition,
State working-class insurance, as done in Germany, only interests American
workingmen as an illustration of a foreign government’s substitution for
what most Americans can do of themselves, when they will.
But, we repeat, compensation is a totally different problem, necessarily
a public concern, and not logically to be confused with State working-class
insurance.
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By resolution, the Toronto convention designated the Sunday before the first
Monday in September as ‘‘Labor Sunday,’’ and requested
LABOR
the churches of America, without distinction as to creed, to
SUNDAY.
:
devote some part of that day each year to a presentation of
the labor question.
In response, the Executive Committee of the Federal
Council of the Churches of Christ at a recent session recommended to the
Churches of America compliance with the request of the trade unions, the
resolution which was passed on the occasion specifying that if in any particular church the day mentioned would not be open for the purpose another
as near thereto as possible be chosen, and that, whatever the day, labor sermons and other exercises appropriate to the observance of a Labor Sunday
be a part of the program.
In accordauce with the spirit thus shown, the various city central and
local labor bodies of the United States and Canada are urged to co-operate
in every legitimate way with the ininisters whose churches shall thus observe
Labor Sunday.
The promise may be made on behalf of the labor organizations that in every case in which a church observes the day the workmen
will exert themselves to bring to it a large audience of trade unionists and
their families and sympathizers.
No fear is entertained by members of organized labor of any
discussion of their aims and practices, favorable or unfavorable, in
church or elsewhere.
In general the churches have learned not to
measure other great modern institutions either by narrow interpretations
or prejudiced views.
The staunch unionist has no dislike for healthy criticism; it sets his
mind working.
He can listen with serenity to the citation of erroneous
charges against trade unionism; it gives him the opportunity of refuting
them in good time.
He can let the minister preach right straight at his
individual and collective sins; this does him good like anyone else.
He
no doubt will find the American pulpit anxious on a Labor Sunday to bring
trade unionists to a better understanding of the attitude of the church
toward unionism; and the clearing away of misunderstandings is the one
big first step toward peace, sympathy, and co-operation.
Above all, the
American trade unionist has no fear of having his union principles and
methods measured by the standards of ethics.
If our movement were not
primarily, intermediately, and ultimately ethical, it would have died long
ago.
If any one part of it at any time falls away from the highest ethical
level, it may in such respect be remodeled.
But it is just in the essentials
of moral aims and sound social principles that the American labor movement stands like a rock.
Its history is a record of uplifting men, women,
and children, in their material condition, in their educational development,
and hence inevitably in their moral standing.
Any assistance which the church may render the cause for which the
labor organizations stand must evoke a beneficial consideration of the ideas
on which the trade unions and even the churches are based, with consequent
agreement as to how far the two institutions may co-operate in practical
uplift work.
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The Aulletin

of the International Federation of Hatters, issued by the
secretary, A. Metzschke, 57 Nordstrasse, Altenburg,
INTERNATIONAL
s A. Germany, indicates a praiseworthy attempt by
aes
the hatters’ unions of the various countries of ContiOF HATTERS.
nental Europe to act on a recognition of certain
common needs of their members.
The hatmaker’s trade is international;
a man who has learned it in one country may without much difficulty ply
it in any other, which is not to be said of the printer, the railroad man, the
salesman, or indeed any one following an occupation requiring knowledge
of the language of the people among whom he works.
Consequently, hatmakers are proverbially easy victims of the yearning with which young
men are seized to go about and ‘‘see the world.’’
Twenty-one years ago (in 1889), the organized French hatters proposed
to their brethren—or competitors—of other countries an international congress, sessions of which, beginning in 1893, have since been held, usually
at intervals of three years.
The last congress, which was in Vienna, in
1909, passed rules regulating transfers of membership from union to union.
The Aulletin, which is to be issued every two months, has for its purposes:
(1) To give information to affiliated societies with regard to matters of
interest in the trade; (2) to discuss organization methods and especially
improvements therein; (3) to review the international trade union movement.
The publication of the Audletin, with its articles in four languages
tending to break down differences of race and nationality, and to promote
the common interests of the wage-earning hatters in all countries, is a good
sign of the times.
We of the present generation are in an era when workingmen as such, of many lands, are getting together, instead of standing
apart and frowning upon one another as enemies because born under
different governments.

We

gave

welcome space in last month’s issue to the address of John
B. Lennon, Treasurer A. F. of L., on ‘‘Labor’s Interest in
EFFECTIVE
World Peace,’’ delivered at the New England Arbitration
bn
and Peace Congress, in Hartford, Conn., May 8. Its
appealing quality lies in its reasonableness of statement, its
truthful description of the burdens that war puts upon labor, its pointing
out that the labor organizations work in the direction of converting the
whole world into one brotherhood, and its proofs that peace makes for
progress and democracy, while war brings degeneration to the masses and
elevation to the tyrants who build by blood and reign through the force of
armies. There are yet, at the present stage of civilized thought, many men
among the masses who, from a variety of motives, are over-ready to rush
into support of those high in government whose ambitions or policies
would result in plunging their country into war. We recommend to all
citizens, in leadership or in the ranks, a careful reading of Mr. Lennon’s
plea for peace.
There is nothing mawkish in it; nothing feeble, hypocritical, or over-sentimental.
It stands at once for sermon, union speech, and
patriotic, and even more, humanitarian exhortation. Its reflections are not
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intended to stir the blood, but rather to touch the conscience. No one can
read it without being the better for it and without seriously considering
whether in future he is to be with the supporters of peace or the jingoes for
war.
And with the decision that each man makes on this point, humanity
moves just that much upward or downward. Read the address, brother, to
yourself at home at least, or even better aloud at your organization meeting, some day during the halfjhour devoted to ‘‘good and !welfare’’ in the
order of business.

We are persuaded that, ordinarily, men resting under charges are often not
really tried by the courts; rather they are tried by rumor.
COURTS, AND
‘The statute they offend is prejudice. The bottom{complaint
THE RESPECT
‘
.
—*
.
FOR THEM.
against them is that they have provoked the indignation of
somebody, or some class. The testimony bearing on them
is reiterated calumny in print. The chief trick of the counsel pleading for
their conviction is to ‘‘give the dog a bad name.’’
The jury, what is
dubbed ‘‘the public,’’ is deceived by garbled, distorted, and irrelevant
testimony.
Such are the constitution and practices of the High Court of
Rumor.
This court, however, has jurisdiction only among the class of
people interested, in any particular case, in the conviction of the accused.
Hence, the jurisdiction expands or contracts, or flits here and there,
accordingly as any portion of society calling itself ‘‘public opinion’’ seizes
upon the offices of the court and performs its functions.
For example, the Manufacturers’ Association, possessing itself of the
machinery of rumor which works at high speed among people of the
manufacturing class, some time ago convicted certain labor representatives
of ‘‘defiance of the courts,’’ ‘‘disrespect of the law,’’ ‘‘contempt of the
bench,’’ and sundry other similar counts expressive of vicious performances
and wickedness of heart on the part of the accused.
Now, it is our belief that while resting under these horrible accusations
we have comported ourselves with civility toward our accusers and respect
to the general public, and, above all, deference to the lawfully constituted
courts.
In our character as one of the accused we have been rendered
somewhat acute in our power of observing the attitude of other folks toward
the courts—not the rumor courts, which are habitually flouted by their
opponents, but the grave dispensers of justice who wear the judicial ermine
on the honorable bench.
The result is, we marvel at our own discretion
and reserve, while we are amazed at the reckless aggressiveness of certain
models of good citizenship in attacking courts which have given them disagreeable decisions.
Here is the Philadelphia Press, for instance, talking
up to the highest tribunal of its State:
The judgment reached by the Supreme Court of the State of Pennsylvania in the
strip ticket case is one of the most outrageous decisions that could be handed down
toacommunity. It is decisions of this character by the courts that are bringing criticism on the judiciary and are creating a loss of confidence in the bench on the part of
the people.
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It was hoped that the highest courtin the State of Pennsylvania would view this
matter so that the intent of the contracting parties would be carried out, the interests
of the people of this community properly be protected, and the confidence in the court
strengthened and sustained. Every layman understood clearly the agreement between
the city of Philadelphia and the Rapid Transit Company to be other than this decision
declares, and no amount of legal! verbiage or technicalities will remove from their minds
the injustice of the judgment which the Supreme Court has rendered.
As the decision of Common Pleas No. 2 was when originally rendered here reviewed and rebuked by the clearly reasoned and convincing dissenting opinion of Judge
Wiltbank, so the Supreme Court’s judgment has to meet the penetrating criticism and
severe comment of Justice Mestrezat. His opinion, published elsewhere in ‘‘The Press,”’
is strong, luminous and compelling, and should be read by every one. He shows that
the interpretation of the contract made by his colleagues is contrary to both reason and
precedent and contradicts the company’s own interpretation of it in its address to the
people of Philadelphia. ‘‘Why,” heasks, “if the company had but a single rate of fare,
5 cents, when this contract was framed, did the parties contract that the present ‘rates
of fare’ instead of ‘rate of fare’ should not be changed?’’ His colleagues do not answer
this. They cannot. The facts, the law and the common understanding of the contract
are all against them.
It is impossible to have any respect whatever for the decision of the majority of
the court in the face of Justice Mestrezat’s dissection and condemnation of it.
The Philadelphia 7imes thus roars its defiance at the same court in
regard to the same case:
The Supreme Court of Pennsylvania having affirmed the decision of the Common
Pleas Court of Philadelphia in the suits brought by the city and certain citizens against
the Rapid Transit Company, the strip ticket issue is settled. The people lose. The
contract between the company and the city does not mean what the company, the
councils, and the people understood it to mean at the time of its negotiation. On the
contrary, it means what the company subsequently determined that it ought to mean in
order to make possible a sudden increase in its revenues.
Only a few weeks ago a grand jury in New York twice ignored a
court’s orders to indict an association of employers.
This judge, in discharging the jury, reminded the district attorney that the criminal code
gives him the power to challenge a juror whom he suspects of ‘‘a state of
mind’’ equivalent to partiality.
But nothing followed this threat, and the
grand jurymen went to their homes to live in safety despite their ‘‘defiance
of the court.’’
Only the other day the New York 7imes contained this reference to a
manipulation of the courts:
The Journal ofCommerce,
which pursues its way serenely far aloof from the madding
political world, is dazed by recent events at Washington. The timeliness of what was
done in relation to the primaries in Iowa has no allurements for a journal with a single
eye to the commercial bearings of laws and proposals of law. The Journal only perceives
that a legal process was used under false pretenses, with a boldness unparalleled in anything that Mr. Gompers ever complained of, and it shudders to think of the possibility
of such an abuse of the courts by a bad President. However that milk is spilled, and it
is useless to weep over it.
Positively, either light allusion to the courts or heated condemnation
of them distresses us. Our ideal of a court of justice is a very high one.
We wish to cherish that ideal.
That extremely dignified grand juries and
very great editorial writers should insult, browbeat, and insinuatingly
impugn supreme courts gives us pain.
The United States Senate recently refused to recognize the jurisdiction
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and authority of Justice Wright of the Supreme Court of the District of
Columbia.
He issued an order to one of the Senate’s committees to show
cause why a mandamus should not be issued compelling the committee to
do a certain thing—the committee reported the order to the Senate and
that body directed its committee to ignore the order.
Well, why did not
Justice Wright cite the Senators forming the committee for contempt of
his order and the United States Senate for directing, aiding and abetting
that contempt and defiance of the order? An order of the court, ‘‘wright
or wrong,’’ said the court in the Mitchell-Morrison-Gompers case, ‘‘must
be obeyed.’’
In connection with this, we recall the fact that our challenge to the
editor of the Century Magazine to go over the matter of the American Federation of Labor difference with the Buck’s Stove and Range Company and
indicate to the indicted ‘‘labor leaders’’ wherein they ‘‘defied the courts,’’
remains unanswered.
Of course, as we have reason to know, monthly
publications come out only once a month.
But, we submit, the Cen/ury
has had time since our request was made of it to insert in its pages a little
paragraph putting us finally, convincingly, and irretrievably in the wrong—
if its editor could.

If the most enthusiastic advocate of the initiative and referendum of:twenty
years ago, or even ten years ago, had been told by a
POPULAR
prophet that in 1910 a member could rise in the United
preg
anita
States Senate and deliver the address on ‘‘Popular vs.
IN OREGON.
Delegated Government’’ that was given May 5 by
Senator Bourne of Oregon, his faith in prophecy must indeed have been
sound to win credence in the event foretold. But the marvelous occurrence
has come to pass. The Senator’s statement of Oregon’s experience ina people’s government reads much like the recitations that audiences at direct legislation meetings some years ago were wont to hear as descriptions of what
would ensue when party and boss representative government had given way
to real democracy.
The Senator spoke in the past and not in the future
tense. His address is therefore the most effective argument of the present
day for the spread of the several popular reforms in lawmaking that the
supporters of direct legislation have brought to the attention of the country.
Looking back over the eight years since,by a vote of 62,024 to 5,668, the
voters of Oregon adopted the constitutional amendment providing for the
iniative and referendum, Senator Bourne says of it:
The initiative and referendum is the keystone of the arch of popular government,
for by means of this the people may accomplish such other reforms as they desire.
Since this amendment was adopted, the voters of Oregon have balloted
upon 23 measures submitted to them under the initiative, 5 under the
referendum, and 4 sent to the polls by the legislature.
The Senator gives
a list of these 32 measures, and emphasizes the point that in voting on
them the average citizen exhibited as much discrimination as could be
expected from the average legislator.
Moreover, the average citizen
voted without any influence other than his own judgment as to what step
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should prove best for the society in general in which he lived.
He disregarded equally partisan prejudices, special financial interests, and the
passing fads of the day.
The voters of Oregon have done what no political party had been
able to do—they have laid a full and firm foundation for pure elections,
for free and open expression at all times of the popular will, and for a
continuous control not only of legislators but the administrative officials.
The people of Oregon now know where they stand on many public
questions, whereas in the States where legislators are elected on much
mixed platforms framed to catch votes no one is certain what the masses
want.
Oregon wanted direct selection of United States Senators,
by a vote of nearly 4 to 1; local option, by a small majority;
referendum on any call for constitutional convention by nearly 3 to 1;
cities to amend their own charters, by 2% to 1; initiative and referendum
to apply to all local, special, and municipal laws, by 3 to 1; prohibition of
free passes on railroads, 34% to 1; gross earnings tax on sleeping and
refrigerator car and oil companies, and on express, telephone and telegraph
companies, 1114 to 1; instruction of legislators to vote for people’s choice
for United States Senators, 3% to 1; recall power on public officials, nearly
2to1.
Among the measures the people did not want were: Requiring
railroads to give public officials free passes, more than 2 to 1; modified
single tax amendment, nearly 2 to 1. ‘‘Equal suffrage’’ came up twice to
defeat.
In 1906 it lost, 36,902 to 47,075; in 1908 it again lost, 36,858 to
58,670.
Senator Bourne tells in his speech the story of the election of a
Democrat to the United States Senate by a majority of a Republican legislature, acting in obedience to the mandates of the voters as given at the
polls. As to the objection that the voters will not turn out to vote on mere
business-like measures, that they must be excited over the fate of men and
parties, the number of votes polled on the 32 questions run quite uniformly
from about 70,000 to 95,000.
The presidential ‘‘high-tide’’ vote in 1908
for the State was 110,000.
The membership of the American Federation of Labor in all the States
is foremost among the advocates of the initiative and referendum.
In
Oregon the trade unions were in the struggle to establish it from the
beginning.
It is therefore with satisfaction that we call attention to the
notable, and in politics really epoch-making, address of Senator Bourne.
Copies of it, by the thousand, have been sent out over the country from the
American Federation of Labor offices. Any one can have a copy for the
asking.

Oklahoma illustrated the effectiveness of the referendum in its vote on June
10, on an amendment to the State constitution which had
ee”
been promoted by the railroad interests.
The farmers and
THE FRONT.
the wage-workers joined hands in awakening all classes to
the importance of the issue.
The result was that on the
11th the returns indicated: that the amendment had been lost by 20,000
votes, and this news was telegraphed to the American Federation of Labor
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headquarters in Washington.
It was found necessary, however, the next
day by our friends in Oklahoma to telegraph that they had been mistaken
in their most sanguine estimate of a majority of 20,000 in their favor. The
real majority, it turned out, was far beyond the figures the most optimistic
among them had hoped for, reaching nearly 40,000.
Here was testimony
indeed that the people of Oklahoma were alive to a defense of their common
rights.
The State Federation of Labor yielded nothing in aggresiveness in
this campaign to any other organization.
Its Secretary, J. Luther Langston, toured the State denouncing the amendment.
M. Grant Hamilton,
representing the American Federation of Labor, with the attorney for the
State Federation, appeared prior to the voting before the Governor at the
same time as advocates of the amendment, and debated with them its provisions.
As a consequence the Governor came out in an open letter aga‘nst
the amendment, which materially aided in the campaign.
The Railway
Employes and Investors’ Association comprised the field force of the advocates of the amendment, and succeeded only in demonstrating that their
influence was of a most doubtful character.
This association was handled
without gloves by the speakers for the farmers and organized labor who
opposed the amendment.
The campaign on the whole was highly interesting and instructive, from many points of view, to observers in other
States who were watching developments in the people’s power as arraigned
against the encroachments of corporations, employing various and subtle
methods at deception and corruption.
Once more, can it be uttered with
emphasis: ‘‘Hail, referendum!’’
On receiving the news of this victory for the people, legislating directly
for themselves, the following dispatch was sent from the Washington headquarters of the American Federation of Labor by President Gompers:
Accept and convey to people of your great State my highest appreciation and congratulation on result of Saturday’s emphatic rebuke to the interests which made the
first effort to defile Oklahoma’s magnificent constitution.

The Arkansas State Federation of Labor is active in urging upon the
people of the State an amendment to the Constitution providing for the
initiative and referendum.
It is forming clubs for the purpose throughout
the State.
It is not necessary for us to argue with the members of organized labor of Arkansas to come forward in support of the amendment.
They are sufficiently advanced in their political education to do so without
having any further incentive than the opportunity to get to work for the
amendment.
If the wage-workers of Arkansas can repeat the good work
in helping to bring their State to a system of popular government that was
done by organized labor in Oklahoma and Oregon they will encourage
their numerous brothers in other States who stand ready to get to work for
the same reforms.
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RR “istrsasced the
f Sulzer, of New York,
introduced the following bill on March
23, 1909 (known as H. R. 3646). On Wednesilay, May 25, 1910, a hearing on the bill
was had before a subcommittee of the Committee
of Labor of the House. We deem the subject of
sufficient importance to warrant the publication
of the bill in full, as well as a report of the proceedings at the hearing.
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States of America in
Congress assembled, That there shall be at the
seat of government an executive department
known as the Department of Labor, and a Secretary of Labor, who shall be the head therof, who
shall be appointed by the President, by and with
the advice and consent of the Senate, who shall
receive a salary of twelve thousand dollars per
annum, and whose term and tenure of office shall
be like that of the heads of the other Executive
Departments; and section one hundred and fiftyeight of the Revised Statutes is hereby amended
to include such Department, and the provisions of
title four of the Revised Statutes, including all
amendments thereto, are hereby made applicable
to said Department.
Sxc. 2. That there shall be in said Department
six assistant secretaries, to be appointed by the
President, by and with the advice and consent of
the Senate, to wit:
A First Assistant Secretary, whose duty it shall
be to supervise all matters relating to labor engaged in the manufacturing industry.
A Second Assistant Secretary, whose duties shall
be to supervise all matters relating to labor engaged in the agricultural industry.
A Third Assistant Secretary, whose duties shall
be to supervise all matters relating to labor engaged in the building of highways and the transportation industry, including telephone and
telegraph business.
A Fourth Assistant Secretary, whose duties shall
be to supervise all matters relating to labor employed in the mining industry.
A Fifth Assistant Secretary, whose duties shall
be to supervise all matters relating to labor engaged in the building industry.
A Sixth Assistant Secretary, whose duty it shall
be to supervise all matters relating to labor engaged in the mercantile industry.
SEc. 3. That there shall be a branch of this
Department, to be known as the bureau of fisheries, under the direction of a commissioner of
fisheries, who shall have charge of all matters
relating to labor engaged in the fishing industry.
SEc. 4. That the salary of each of the Assistant
Secretaries of Labor shall be five thousand dollars
per annum, and the salary of the commissioner
of fisheries shall be three thousand dollars per
annum.
Src. 5. That there shall be one chief clerk,
a disbursing clerk, and such other clerical assist-
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ants as may be from time to time authorized by
Congress, and such number of inspectors and
special agents as may be provided for by Congress.
Sec. 6. That it shall be the duty of the Department of Labor to promote such improvements in
the social, political, and economic conditions of
the wealth-producing laborers of the United States
as shall tend to secure to them their natural rights
to the opportunity to labor, and to security in the
possession and enjoyment of the full fruits of their
work.
SEc. 7. That there shall be established in each
of the principal divisions of the Department of
Labor a bureau of statistics, which shall collect
and report at least once each year, and oftener if
necessary, the fullest possible statistics of the condition of labor in each of the different industries.
Src. 8. That special attention shall be given by
this Department to the collection and publication,
at least monthly, of the fullest possible statistics
of the unemployed.
SEc. 9. That statistics of the total production of
wealth and the proportion received by labor, and
of the distribution and ownership of wealth and
land, shall be carefully coliected and published at
frequent intervals.
SkEc. 10. That the Secretary of Labor shall have
complete control of the work of gathering and
distributing statistical information naturally relating to the subjects confided to his Department;
and to this end said Secretary shall have power to
employ any or either of the bureaus provided for
his Department and to rearrange such statistical
work and to distribute or consolidate the same as
may be deemed desirable in the public interests;
and said Secretary shall also have authority to
call upon other departments of the Government
for statistical data and results obtained by them;
and said Secretary of Labor may collate, arrange,
and publish such statistical information so obtained in such manner as to him may seem wise.
SEc. 11. That the existing Bureau known as the
Department of Labor and the Bureau of Immigration of the Department of Commerce and Labor,
and all matters relating to Chinese immigration,
shall be transferred to the Department of Labor.
The present office of Commissioner of Labor is
hereby abolished, and all the power, duties, records, and business of his present Department
shall be transferred to the Department of Labor.
SEc. 12. That the official records and papers
now on file in and pertaining exclusively to the
business of any bureau, office, department, or
branch of the public service in this Act transferred
to the Department of Labor, together with the
furniture now in use in such bureau, office, department, or branch of the public service shall be
and hereby are, transferred to the Department of
Labor.
SEc. 13. That the Secretary of Labor shall have
charge in the buildings or premises occupied by or
appropriated to the Department of Labor, of the
library, furniture, fixtures, records, and other
property pertaining to it or hereafter acquired for
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use in its business; he shall be allowed to expend
for periodicals and the purposes of the library and
for rental of appropriate quarters for the accommodation of the Department of Labor within the
District of Columbia, and for all other incidental
expenses, such sums as Congress may provide from
time to time: Provided, however, That where any
office, bureau, or branch of the public service
transferred to the Department of Labor by this
Act is occupying rented buildings or premises it
may still continue to do so umil other suitable
uarters are provided for its use: And provided
Tortie, That all officers, clerks, and employes
now employed in any of the bureaus, offices,
departments, or branches of the public service in
this Act transferred to the Department of Labor
are each and all hereby transferred to said Department at their present ;races and salaries, except
where otherwise provided inthis Act: And provided further, That all laws prescribing the work
and defining the duties of the several bureaus,
offices, departments, or branches of the public
service by this Act transferred to and made a part
of the Department of Labor shall, so far as the
same are not in conflict with the provisions of this
Act, remain in full force and effect until otherwise
provided by law.
Src. 14. That there shall be a solicitor of the
Department of Justice for the Department of Labor,
whose salary shall be four thousand five hundred
dollars per annum, and an assistant solicitor for
each of the Assistant Secretaries of the Department of Labor, each at a salary of three thousand
dollars per annum,
Src. 15. That the Secretary of the Department
of Labor shall have power to appoint boards of
arbitration and conciliation wherever the interests
of industrial peace may require it to be done.
Src 16. That all power and authority heretofore possessed or exercised by the head of any
executive department over any bureau, office,
branch, or division of the public service by this
Act transferred to the Department of Labor, or
any business arising therefrom or pertaining
thereto, whether of appellate or revisory character
or otherwise, shall hereafter be vested in and
exercised by the head of the said Department of
Labor; and all Acts or parts of Acts inconsistent
with this Act are, so far as inconsistent, hereby
repealed.
Src. 17. That the Secretary of Labor shall annually, at the close of each fiscal year, make a
report in writing to Congress, giving an account
of all moneys received and disbursed by him and
his Department, and describing the work done by
the Department in fostering, promoting, and developing the various industries under the supervision of this Department and making such
recommendations as he shall deem necessary for
the effective performance of the duties and purposes of the Department. He shall also, from time
totime, make such specialinvestigations
and reports
as he may be required to do by the President, or by
either House of Congress, or which he himself
may deem necessary and urgent.
Src. 18. That a person to be designated by the
Secretary of State shall be appointed to formulate,
under his direction, for the instructions of consular officers, the requests of the Secretary of
Labor, and to prepare from the dispatches of consular officers, for transmission to the Secretary of
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Labor, such information as pertains to the work
of the Department of Labor, and such persons
shall have the rank and salary of a chief of bureau,
and be furnished with such clerical assistance as
may be deemed necessary by the Secretary of
State.
SEc. 19, That this Act shall take effect and be
in force from and after its passage.
AT THE HEARING, MAY 25, 1910.
Mr. Sulzer: Mr. Chairman, I appear here today
in favor of the bill introduced by me, to establish
a Department of Labor, with a secretary having a
seat in the Cabinet. This bill has been pending in
the House and before this committee for several
years, and its provisions are more or less familiar
to the members of this committee.
My bill is not antagonized by capital and is
favored by the toilers and producers of the country. It is a simple measure that excites no opposition from any source. It recognizes the dignity of
labor and the rights of the wage-earners of
America. It should be reported favorably and
enacted into law. Itis in the interest of the general
welfare of the people.
After mature reflection, Iam of the opinion that
the great army of industrial workers, from one end
of the land to theother, should be represented by
a Cabinet officer in the administrative branch of
the Government, so that their rightsat all times can
be explained, their interests protected, their wants
made known, and their grievances discussed intelligently in the council of the President.
My bill for a Department of Labor isa meritorious measure and it should be alaw. It is the first
bill ever introduced in Congress to create a
Department of Labor. It is the first attempt to
systematically classify labor that has ever been
resented in a bill in Congress, and its enactment
into law will evidence a disposition on the part of
the Government to see to it that labor gets recognition, the dignity of having a voice in the councils of State, and the opportunity to have its
claims dispassionately discussed. Give labor this
boon, and the “‘labor question” will be reduced to
the minimum.
The expense of maintenance of the Department
of Labor will practically be but little more than
the expense for the maintenance of the various
bureaus at the present time. These bureaus will
all be in the Department of Labor. I do not think
any one will take exception to the bill on the
ground that it is going to increase the expenses of
the Government. A few thousand dollars in a
matter of so much public moment as this will be
of little consequence. I believe that if this bill
were on the statute books today it would be a long
step toward better social, economical, and commercial conditions; a progressive advance along
the avenues of industrial peace. It would go far
to allay jealousy, establish harmony, promote the
genera! welfare, make the employer and employe
better friends, prevent strikes and lockouts, stop
boycotts and business paralysis, and every year
save millions and millions of dollars of losses
which result necessarily therefrom.
The toilers of the land will never be satisfied
until this right to a seat in the administrative
branch of the Government is allowed. They are
entitled to it and they should have it. I want to
see labor secure its just rights and a more equitable
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distribution of the fruits of toil. It can only be upon this one point, opposition to either compulaccomplished through the enactment and adminissory arbitration or compulsory investigation which
tration of just laws. The law is the shield of the
involves the exercise of the right of the employer
wage-earner—the sheet anchor of the toiler.
to discharge workingmen in a body, or that interLabor makes no war on vested rights. It does
feres with the right of the employes to singly or
collectively cease their employment.
not rail at honestly acquired wealth. It is not
antagonistic to legitimate capital. It would close
I would like to say a word in connection with
no door to opportunity. It would darken no star
the bill under consideration; but before coming to
of hope. It would not palsy initiation nor parthat, I feel it a duty to say that a Bureau of Labor
alyze ambition. It stands for the rights of man,
was created by the Government of the United
and for special privileges to none; and so I deStates under a law which was enacted at the earnest
clare that capital and labor must be friends, not
request of the organized labor movement of our
enemies. They should act in harmony, not ancountry. It was a bureau, perhaps curbed in
tipathy. Their interests should be mutual, not
power, limited in its opportunity, but it was the
antagonistic. In our complex civilization each is first recognition by the Federal Government that
essential to the other; and they should walk hand
a Bureau of Labor ought to be ¢reated. It was then
in hand. To prosper, they must be at peace, not
under the Interior Department. The Bureau of
at war. Each is necessary to the other. Both
Labor was created twenty-six years ago. In 1888
have their rights and both have their limitations.
the Bureau of Labor became an independent department under the title ‘‘Department of Labor.’’
The inherent rights of labor are as sacred as the
It was carried on until about seven years ago, when
vested rights of capital. Labor makes capital—
creates all wealth—and should have, to say the
for reasons that no one has yet attempted to exleast, equal opportunities and as much consideraplain to Congress or to the public, the Department
tion; but the trouble seems to be that labor does
of Labor was merged into the then newly created
not receive its just recognition; does not get a
Department of Commerce and Labor. There was
fair share of what it produces. It is the duty of not any man of labor whom I have ever met or of
the legislator to see to it that there is less centralwhom I have ever heard, who requested, suggested
ization of wealth and a more equitable distribuor even hinted, that the Department of Labor
should be merged into the newly established
tion of the fruits of toil.
Chairman Vreeland: Is there any change in the
Department of Commerce and Labor. I do know
bill as introduced now from your former bill?
that those who did speak, and who had some
Mr. Sulzer: No change whatever; it is the same
authority to speak in the name of and for labor
bill. Contenting myself with this brief statement by protested against the elimination of the departway of introduction, I will not take up more time
ment, and the subordination of it to the proposed
of the committee, as others are here who desire to
new department. Up to that time the Department
be heard and to leave as speedily as possible. I of Labor had been an independent department. It
therefore take pleasure in presenting to the comhad a Commissioner at its head. He was not
mittee as the first speaker the Honorable Samuel
a Secretary of the Department, and hence had no
Gompers, president of the American Federation of seat in the cabinet of the President of the United
States. But labor had hopes that at some time
Labor.
Congress would see the wisdom of enlarging the
sphere and the scope of the department and creatSTATEMENT OF SAMUEL GOMPERS.
ing as its executive head a secretary who would
Mr. Gompers: Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of then have a seat in the President’s cabinet as one of
the committee, the statement that has just been
his advisers. As I say, without request of those
made by Mr. Sulzer, in behalf of the bill, should
who were primarily interested, but against their
suffice in itself as an argument that it be reported
protest, the department, as an independent defavorably and enacted into law.
partment, was eliminated. It was ‘‘demoted”’ if I
There is scarcely a country counting itself
may use the Washington term, to the subordinate
among the civilized nations of the earth in which
position of a bureau in the Department of Comthere is not some department devoted to labor,
merce and Labor. There has never been a time
not only upon Continental Europe, in England,
when workingmen have come together and disand in all Australasia, but even in Canada, and in cussed this subject but some formal protest has
some of the South American Republics, some of been made against that demotion.
them which are largely, if not overwhelmingly,
It is difficult to understand the opposition which
some men level at the organizations of labor. With
agricultural.
In Canada they have what is termed, for consome it does not make a particle of difference what
we do we come in for bitter and relentless antagvenience, the compulsory investigation. That
comes under the Department of Labor of Canada.
onism. They do not understand either the cause
In Canada, under that law, a duly constituted
which brings the labor organizations into existboard is required to investigate any dispute beence or that which prompts men to form organizatween employes and a public service corporation;
tions of the wage-workers, nor do they understand
and that board has the right to compel the
the methods employed in furtherance of our purposes. They have not the faintest conception of
attendance of witnesses and to submit to all the
processes of a court for the purpose of prosecuting
our aspirations and have attributed to us the worst
of motives. But we can not wait to convert all of
theinvestigation. And pending the investigation
our opponents. We can not expect to reach them
a strike or lockout is unlawful. I should say, howall as soon as we hope that they might be reached.
ever, that the law has not prevented either strikes
We can only repeat that which a great advocate of
or lockouts. That law is still in an experimental
stage there. I know that working people of our
our independent goverament, a great thinker, once
said: ‘‘Time makes more converts than reason.’’
own country, as well as the employers, are united
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We can only hope that time shall do that for us.
We know that we have no ulterior purposes, no
purposes other than to make the principles upon
which our Government is founded the living actualities of our every-day lives. There is no force in
all society that makes for truer patriotism than is
the much misunderstood and misrepresented
organized labor movement of our country. There
is no force in all the country that makes for a
better standard of morals and conduct than the
organized labor movement; and there is no force
in all the country more potent in its influence
toward temperance in al] things relating to the
standard and conduct of the lives of American
workingmen than the labor movement. We realize, however, that to preach moral conduct, to
preach patriotism and to preach temperance to
the man who by his long hours of toil and by
his low standard of life has lost all hope for the
future or respect for himself in the present, 1s
wasting time, and if we hope to do something for
these men it is essential for us to try to help them
up from their demoralized condition; to help
them to get first some gleam of light that they
may have an understanding of themselves; that
they may, in a word, have had a decent meal, with
a prospect of others that is not remote, and that
their working conditions, their home conditions,
their shop life, their surroundings, shall be of such
a character that they may be made to feel that they
are part of society, of our country, and that upon
them devolves a duty and a responsibilityin order
that they may have the privilege of participating
in the struggle and in the hopes for civilized life
and for progress. We believe that men should be
made to feel that they are a part of this great
social structure, and that upon them devolves the
responsibilities and duties todo theirshare. When
you get men in that frame of mind you are beginning to make them better citizens.
Now, there are many things which arise in our
country which do not happen, in the same degree,
in other countries. I think that we are a most
wonderfully fortunate nation, considering the fact
that our people come from all climes and all countries, speaking the different languages, and forming here a great conglomerate mass, out of which
we have established and maintained a republic
such asours. But how many have given thought
to this matter, that within this
past decade we
have had more than 5,000,000 immigrants come to
us, nearly twice the number who were in the
American colonies when the republic was established. We speak of amalgamating and assimilating them. Pray, what efforts are being put
forth for the effectual assimilation of these people?
Of course the children of immigrants go toschool,
and after a few years become Americanized. But
how about the grown-up persons, the adults?
Who makes an effort to Americanize them? The
labor organization. Partly altruism, but largely a
matter of self-protection. The missionaries of organized labor go among these men and try to organize them, try to bring them within the fold
and the influences of the American organized
labor movement.
The trade unions have done more to help establish somewhat of a conception of Americanism
‘amongst the emigrants to our country than any
other agency of which I know.
There are questions of strikes, of lockouts, of
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blacklisting, of boycotts, There are questions
affecting public corporations as well as large
private employers. There are questions of a
sociological character; homes, workshops, mills,
mines, factories, hours of labor, wages, conditions
of employment, sanitary conditions, homing and
housing, woman’s labor and child labor. All
these, and much more, come under the general
classification of the labor question. There are
questions which are constantly arising for discussion and decision, both in our private lives and
in our State and Federal! jurisdictions. There are
also matters of legislation and administration.
I shall not attempt to discuss the question as to
the situation in which united labor finds itself
now by reason of the decision rendered by the
United States Supreme Court in which the organizations of the workers come under the category
of trusts and combinations, or combinations in
restraint of trade, nor shall I discuss the question
of the abuse of the injunctive writ, nor the question of the eight-hour workday. All of these are
questions which a Department of Labor could
profitably discuss with the President of the United
States and his official family. The President
occupies, I think, the greatest office within the
gift of the people of any country. He is perhaps
the most hardly worked public executive officer
in any nation. He has,I think, greater powers
vested in him than the executive of any other
nation. That is perhaps therefore the reason why
an utterance from the President of the United
States has so vast an influence upon the people of
the country. And surely, in a matter so broad
and comprehensive, so deep—a question involving
so vast anumber of people of our country, of wageearners, of working people, comprehended under
the general term ‘‘labor’’—surely they ought to
have the opportunity that some one might speak
for them as well as of them; might have the attention of the President in his councils for the purpose of determining questions affecting so large a
number of our peopie for the wealth-producers,
who perform so great a service to society. They
are the only people in all the country whose
special rights and interests have no voice in the
councils of the President. Law, commerce, finance,
all of them have their representative there. And
we want a department in the Government of the
United States that shall be distinctively a labor
department, dealing with the labor questions and
all that comes directly under that term; that deartment dealing with it and them, and speaking
or it and them.
And I may say this, that, speaking for myself,
I want to enter my protest against that common
pepe
that a person is not fit to be a lawmaker
or a law Administrator unless he be a lawyer. I
have a great admiration for the legal profession
and for the high calibre of the men in the profession. But it becomes rather monotonous, if not
irksome, if not dangerous, when the conception
goes on and on and on, and is yet extended, that
those who are called upon to make the laws and to
administer the laws must of necessity be lawyers.
I hope I may not be understood as makinga covert
attack upon the legal profession, because that is
farthest from my mind.
Now I want also to disclose that which I have
in my mind in regard to myself personally. I
would not want any man to imagine for a moment
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that my advocacy of this bill, or any other measure, is promoted by personal ambition of any sort,
for I did myself the justice, in a letter to Hon.
William B. Sulzer more than a year ago, to say
to him that I had heard from some of my
friends, and some of his, that in the event this
bill became enacted into law my name would be
coupled with the secretaryship of the department.
Mr. Vreeland: That might be recognized as very
appropriate, Mr. Gompers.
Mr. Gompers: That may be, but no one appreciates more than myself the inappropriateness in
it. I say this now, as I said to him, that, first, as
a matter of duty; and, secondly, as a matter of
love, there is not an office on God’s green earth
that I know of for which I would exchange the
presidency of the American Federation of Labor.
Mr. Sulzer: Mr. Chairman, I simply desire to
confirm what Mr. Gompers says concerning the
letter he wrote me in this connection.
Mr. Gompers: I have no desire for public office.
But I do believe that a man who knows this labor
problem, not merely from absorption from the
outside but from his actual experience among the
workers—one of them, one who has given his time
and what abilities he may have to the men and
women of labor, not even one who has risen from
the ranks of labor, but one who has remained in
the ranks—would be the man forthe place. And
Iam proud to know that there are a number of
men who fit that description as well as myself, if
not better, men whom I would not care to mention
by name, but men whose sterling worth have been
demonstrated, whose abilities are known, and
whose experiences have been vast—men who can
speak in the name of labor and for labor, not
merely the organized workers, but the unorganized—men who will speak a word for them and
counsel with the President. There have been incidents in our governmental life when probably a
timely word to the President, apart from the advice of men who did not know the subject, would
have prevented a great injustice. I am satisfied
that if such aman as I have attempted to describe
had been a member of the Cabinet at the time of
the railroad strike in Chicago and in the West, no
such great widespread trouble would have occurred, or if it had occurred, no such action as was
taken to stop it would have been necessary.
Legislation recommended by the President to
Congress affecting various departments of the
Government is, I take it, usually recommended by
the head of the department; or, if not so recommended, the President, before making the recommendation himself, will ‘at least advise with the
executive of such a department. And yet when
it comes to a question affecting the interests of
labor, in which the President is also
pected to
make his recommendation to Congress and to
exert his influence, he has not the opportunity
nor the advantage of consulting with and securing the advice of men who can speak in the name
of labor and for labor.
I am strongly convinced that if the Department
of Labor is created it would do a great deal of
good in helping to solve the greatest question of
modern times, the labor question. Solve it? Well,
I don’t know that it will ever be solved completely, because as one subsidiary question shall
be solved another will arise. But it will help to
solve the daily problems of life; it will help to

dignify labor, and it will help toward having a
larger degree of even-handed justice
Mr. Vreeland: I can understand that. I can
understand the advantage of having a representative of any great interest among the people in the
Cabinet. But I would like to have you give a little
attention, before you conclude, to the specific
work which all of these secretaries mentioned in
the bill would perform, recognizing the limitations of the National Government in going into the
States, and recognizing the fact that the States
largely have the power of legislation affecting these
matters about which you speak.
Mr. Gompers: Mr. Chairman, I realize the importance of your suggestion, but here is something
that I should like to observe: If there beany body
of men who are constantly confronted with obstacles to legislative relief from the wrongs of
which they complain it is the workingmen. We go
to the legislatures of our several States and ask for
the enactment of a bill affecting a great injustice.
And we are told: ‘‘This thing really comes under
the jurisdiction of the Federal Government,”’ and
when we go to the representatives of the Federal
Government in Congress we are told that that be.
longs to the exclusive jurisdiction of the States, and
between the two chairs we fall; or, rather, if we
don’t fall, we have to exert all of our strength to
maintain ourselves.
Mr. Vreeland: Well, as I remember, in my own
State, New York, what are called measures relating to labor have been passed pretty numerously
for twenty years.
Mr. Gompers: One of the important laws, for
instance, the one to limit the hours of labor of the
bakers in workshops to ten per day, was declared
unconstitutional by the United States Supreme
Court. The laws of the State of New York restricting the hoursof labor of the street railway employes to ten per day wasdeclared unconstitutional.
And the law establishing the prevailing wage rate
was declared unconstitutional.
Mr. Vreeland: It must have been passed by the
legislature, then.
Mr. Gompers: Yes, sir. Of course, under our
dual form of government, no one realizes more
than I do the difficulty oflegislation, but I doubt
if there are any who have suffered more from the
obstacles interposed by that dual authority of
the Federal and State governments than the organizations of labor—the working people. I use
the term “working people’ advisedly, because
there are so many who attribute to us the attitude
that we are looking after the people who are organized and indifferent to the interests of the unorganized. Asa matter of fact, there is not anything
that we can do in our organized capacity but that
will have its influence upon the unorganized.
Either reductions or improvementsin the wages
and conditions of any labor must have a corresponding influence upon all.
Mr, Vreeland: Referring again to this bill, all of
these assistant secretaries I do not suppose are involved in the principle which you advocate. Assistant secretaries in the various departments now
are provided for as the work is developed for them
todo. You have in this bill a pretty formidable
list of assistant secretaries.
Mr. Sulzer: That was put in with a view, Mr.
Chairman, of systematically classifying labor.
And it seems to me that it would be essential for
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the Government to get the data, the statistics, the
information, necessary for the President and the
Secretary and Congress, that these various assistants be created for the purpose of looking after
that specific thing.
Mr. Vreeland: Well, if it is a mere matter of
statistics asked for, why not use the present permanent Bureau of the Census, with a trained corps
for the purpose of gathering the information? For
instance, you provide here for an assistant secretary whose duty it shall be to supervise all matters
relating to labor engaged in the mercantile industry. I hardly know what you mean by that. If it
is a mere gathering of statistics, we have ample
machinery of the Government to do that now. I
can understand fully Mr. Gompers’ idea, and I
think that he is right about it, that it would not
only dignify labor, but put a spokesman in the
President’s Cabinet. Upon many occasions which
could not be mentioned in advance it would be of
material advantage to labor. I can understand
that perfectly. But I do not just see what practically these assistant superintendents are going
to do, for instance the one to which I have just
referred.
:
Mr. Gompers: May I say a word in connection
with that, please? There is considerable difference
between a statistical investigation, or an investigation for statistical purposes, and a sociological investigation to look to the human side rather
than to the mere tabulation of figures. For instance, some two years ago we asked Congress to undertake an investigation of the labor
of women and children in some of the industries of the United States. There was a mistaken
notion that the Director of the Census had undertaken such an investigation, and if you will consult
the Congressional Record you will find a corre.
spondence which took place between Representative Crumpacker and Director North of the Census Bureau. It was made to appear that the Census
Bureau had already undertaken an investigation
of the subject, ard that the results had already
been attained. Asa matter of fact, the then Pres-

ident, Mr. Roosevelt, on discussing the matter with
representatives of labor and representatives of the
Government, concluded that that was not the sort
of data sought; that it was nota statistical but a
sociological investigation which was asked. Congress accepted that point of view, and not only
authorized but made an appropriation for the investigation. To me statistics are exceedingly important, but they often bring about averages which
are ridiculous, one of which was wittily illustrated
during the Civil War. That famous cartoonist,
Thomas Nast, drew a cartoon in which he showed
the folly of depending entirely on averages. The
representatives of the Confederacy declared that
after a statistical investigation they had found that
the average age of the soldiers in the Confederate
ranks was 35 years. Nast’s picture was of a soldier
of the Confederacy who was a decrepit old man
and of a babe in the cradle. Upon the soldier he
had the designation ‘‘69 years old’’ and upon
the babe ‘‘1 year old,”’ both to be soldiers in the
Confederacy at the close of the war, and their average age was 35 years. Averages are often misleading, and not only misleading, but they are not
always illuminating. It is the difference between
the sociological and the statistical investigations
and data with which we are primarily interested.
Of course I do not believe that Mr. Sulzer is married to every letter and every word and every
provision of the bill, but to its main features.
Mr. Sulzer: That is quite true, I will say.
Mr. Gompers: But its purpose; the spirit behind it.
Mr. Sulzer: It is the result that I am trying to
accomplish.
.
Mr. Gompers: We are confident that with an
intelligent public opinion, and an intelligent
direction of the forces of the organized labor
movement behind a department of labor, we shall
not be apprehensive of the result, and we know
that it can only lead to good, certainly for the
people generally, but especially for the men and
women laboring today, and the children of the
laborers of today, the citizens of the future.

TRADE UNION FRATERNAL INSURANCE.
The International Molders’ Union of North
America is about to start a strictly life insurance feature, the rates being those provided by the fraternal congress tables.
The
amounts to which members will be insured will
run from $500 to $2,000. The union proposes to
take out a charter in the State of Ohio, which
will permit it to operate in all the other States
and Canada. The laws of Ohio provide that to
secure a charter there must be 500 members insured for at least $1,000 each and paid-up premiums amounting to $2,500. After making arrangements for the charter, they give the privilege of
one year to solicit membership. With the membership of the molders’ union in Ohio it is going
to take a very large percentage to get the 500
names required, but the organization will put
forth a very strong effort to secure the quota. The
officials believe tltey will be successful in getting
the required number within the specified time.
This question of insurance was brought up at

the molders’ convention held in Philadelphia in
June, 1907, where, by a unanimous vote of the
delegates, it was referred to the officers and the
executive board to ascertain the feeling of the
full membership, upon whose authorization the
board was empowered to set aside whatever
amount might be required to launch and establish
the project. The financial stringency, followed
by the industrial panic of 1907-08, prevented the
union from entering upon the venture at that
time, but with conditions in the trade as they are
now it is felt that the time for beginning is opportune. The sum of $10,000 has been set aside to be
used in establishing this feature in the organization, and its members are going to put forth a
good, determined effort to make it a success, It
will berunonstrictly business principles. Sympathy
and sentiment will not be allowed to interfere
with its successful work. The union has the services of an experienced actuary and an: insurance
attorney. The experiment will be watched with
sympathetic interest by the members of the other
international unions.
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WASHINGTON, D. C., April 26, 1970.
Hon. ARTEMAS WARD, Jr., Member of Assembly,
Albany, N. Y.
DEAR Sir: Your favor of the 23d instant to
hand and contents noted, also copy of the bill you
introduced April 13, 1910, in the Assembly, ‘‘To
amend the labor law, generally.’’ You request me
to examine the bill and give you my views.
Though I am very much crowded with other important work requiring immediate attention, I
take sufficient time to give a cursory review of it.
In the first place I should say that the study of
the laws of the communities you name does not
necessarily commend the bill tomy judgment. As
a matter of fact, they form a very poor basis upon
which legislation of the character in view should
be based—that is, if anything like conceptions of
American character and American principles are
to be maintained. It is true that theoretically
speaking parts of your bill provide for voluntary
investigation and yet in other features it is for
compulsory investigation, and without so declaring
must necessarily lead to compulsory arbitration.
But for the present, quite apart from this, let me
call attention to one of the provisions of your bill
which declares that when, the dispute affects less
than fifty employes it shall not be considered by
the board which your bill undertakes to create.
It is within the knowledge of everyone who has
had some experience in the labor movement and
the sometimes interrupted relations between employer and employes, that strikes and lockouts of
a mere handful of men, aye, the victimization of
one workman, have led to the most extensive
strikes and lockouts. But apart from that, if the
Stete hasthe right to interfere in the matter at
all, it should certainly interfere whether the
number is large or small.
Your bill invests the board with
power to proceed at its own motion if in the judgment of the
board it may be justified in so doing. The board
is empowered to make recommendations, have
them printed, and it is not difficult to understand
what the results of such recommendations would
be. Your boards are supposed to consist of three
persons: one a representative of labor, another a
representative of the employer, and another, if
they can not agree, to be appointed by the governor. It is true that the parties whom the governor
are to appoint are not to belong to the same
political party, but that does not necessarily indicate that such appointee is to be a labor man, a
represeutative of labor, or one in sympathy, and
experience has demonstrated that the party so
appointed would be supposed to be impartial and
yet his very life, education, training, and environment are wholly out of touch with the condition,
the cause, the experience, or the aspirations of
labor.
You provide further that either of the parties
may be represented by counsel, and I can not see
how, under the Constitution of the United States
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and the State of’ New York (of which latter I am
a resident citizen), any person could be denied the
right of appearing by counsel, and yet I ask you
what opportunity would workmen have to be represented by competent counsel as compared with
the counsel which an employer, a company, or
corporation could secure? Most of the strikes or
disputes which have arisen of large proportions in
the State of New York have been of unorganized
workmen who have neither the training nor experience to appear for themselves, nor have they
the means to retain counsel to protect their rights
and interests and present a comprehensive case.
Your bill compels any person to act as witness,
willingly or unwillingly.
Your bill provides that ‘“‘the decision of the
Board of Arbitration shall be binding upon the
arties who join in application for such a board
or six monthsor until the expiration of sixty days
after either party has given notice of its intention
not to be bound thereby,’’ and you further on
provide that “the lockout or strike if in existence shall forthwith cease.’’ Then further on your
bill makes provision for fine. Of course, on the
surface, it appears voluntary and the parties may
have voluntarily entered into this understanding,
but is it not plain that if men enter into an agreement which involves the performance of labor,
and for any good reason to them the conditions of
employment are unfair, onerous, burdensome; and
if they are then compelled to work, whether it be
for six months or one day, involuntary servitude,
slavery, is the condition of these workers? In no
otker instance in our economic, industrial, commercial, or public life, is the specific performance
of the terms of a contract required, particularly
for personal service. The imposition of a fine for
failure or refusal to comply with the terms would
mean imprisonment.
Perhaps your sincerity ought not to be questioned. You see, we observe industrial disturbances arise, we are inconvenienced thereby and
wish to rid ourselves of it, and quite a number of
well-meaning people, and others not quite so wellmeaning, aim to take away from the workmen the
only means of checking or protesting against
injustices heaped upon them, to prevent them from
securing aredress from wrong, an improvement
in their condition. Of course, you may answer
that the terms of your bill apply equally to employers, but what is to prevent an employer for
any reason closing down his plant for repairs, for
reorganization, and then under one pretext or another evading or avoiding any award which may
be rendered against him? When workmen act,
by reason of their very numbers it is an open act,
a public act. When employers in their offices determine upon a'course, it is known to themselves
alone. There are some who would invent any
means totie the worker to hig toil. Not many
months ago one who wasa
large employer of
labor, and who now appears before the public as a
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publicist, frankly admitted to me that that was
his purpose and the purpose of many more with
him.
The organized workers of our country have done
more to prevent, avert, and bring down strikes to
a minimum than any other factor in all our country. Unrest among the workers exists not only in
the United States but in every civilized country of
the world. It finds its expression variously in the
different countries, and much as we may try to
prevent strikes yet there can be no question that
they are the most intelligent, conservative and
rational means employed by the workers of this
or any other country. Deny the right of the workers to exercise their power of withholding their
labor, place them in the power of gigantic corporations or at the whimsical] notions of politicians,
and their discontent will be manifested in other directions and means resorted to entirely repugnant
to American thought and American methods.
Having aided as much as probably any other man
in our country to avoid and avert strikes, to reduce
them in number and intensity, I have the right to
say that this species of legislation of which your
bill is a type is going the wrong way to attain a
desirable end. As labor will become better organized, as employers realize the justice to which the
workers are entitled—namely, a living wage commensurate with American character and standard
oflife—strikes will become fewer
You of course know that the Australasian countries have had some experience with compulsory
arbitration, all in an effort to prevent strikes and
lockouts, and what a mess they have made of it.:
One of their representative men came here years
ago to convert the American employers and work-
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ers to adopt the scheme. It required all the
energy all of us could bring into play to prevent its
consummation. Now employers and workers are
in entire agreement as to its undesirability. The
same New Zealander came here two years ago and
admitted his error. Let me say that arbitration is
only possible when voluntary. It can never be
successfully carried out unless the parties to a dispute are equals or nearly equals in power to protect or defend themselves. Arbitration voluntarily
entered into and voluntarily adhered to, such a
policy brings more permanent industrial peace
than all other devices which even some wellmeaning men propose.
You say that the reason your bill was introduced
so late in the session was due to the fact that a
study of the differeut laws upon the subject took
some time and the idea did not come to you until
rather late in the session. Surely that statement
in itself should indicate that you have not had the
time or opportunity to study the industrial question suffi-iently upon which a revolutionary measure of such vast consequence involving such fundamental rights should be urged by you before the
legislature. Under separate cover I am sending
you a copy of an address which I delivered at
Chicago December 17, 1900. I wish you could see
a file of the AMERICAN FEDERATIONIST, the official journal of the American Federation of Labor,
for the editorials which appear in the March and
April issues, 1901. I refer you also to the American Academy of Political and Social Science,
Bulletin, July, 1902.
Very respectfully yours,
SAMUEL GOMPERS,
President, A. F. of L.
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By THOMAS REECE.
[Exclusive correspondence of the AMERICAN FEDERATIONIST. ]
Lonpon, Jay 28, 79/0.
NCE more the cotton trade crisis has been
postponed three months by a decision
arrived at by the master spinners on May
27. Itis asserted that 92 per cent of the
members of the Masters’ Federation voted for the
5 per centcut being made in wages, and altogether
the owners of 47,000,000 spindles were in favor of
a reduction. The official reason given for the postponement of the fight (a serious and savage conflict it would have been) is that it would be very
improper to precipitate a big industrial conflict in
a period of national mourning for the late monarch.
The problem for the operative cotton spinners of
Lancashire is a momentous one.
Systematic
short time has reduced their “—
and brought
down their level of general comfort to a point
where a 5 per cent cut in the small wages they at
present earn would bring to thousands of homes
the actual pinch of want. Furthermore, it is not
always possible to see where the present necessity
for a reduction, from the employers’ point of view,

comes in. Itis true that earnings of the mills have
gone down and that very frequently dividends
have had to be paid from reserves, and after all
these reserves were accumulated in the boom
periods for such an occasion as this and the share
that the workers had in the boom periods was of a
severely circumscribed character. Two advances
of 5 per cent in wages were secured. One of these
has since been taken back and now the second is
threatened. Mills spinning American cotton are
now working fifteen and a half hours weekly short
time, and in the weaving departments there is
much slackness and waiting for warps. Returns
from firms employing 123,000 workpeople show a
decrease of 8 per cent in wages paidas compared
with a year ago. The last report of the Operative
Cotton Spinners gives the united membership as
19,440, an increase of 229 on the year. Of these
11,134 were piecers. Of the full members almost 10
per cent were unemployed, as compared with 134
per cent a year before. This report mentions that
the total number of claims made by members
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under the Workmen’s Compensation Act since it
came into force has been 3,844.
Employment elsewhere throughout the country
is increasingly good, and the published returns
from the various trade unions showing the percentages of members unemployed records for
nearly every industry except cotton improvements
both upon the preceding month and as compared
with the figures of the corresponding period of
1909.
The eleventh annual convention of the South
Wales Miners’ Federation was most successful,
and the financial figures were substantial. The
accounts showed that the income during 1909 was
$378,685 and the expenditure $352,910, the credit
balance of $615,055 at the beginning of the year
having risen to $640,000 odd, over $25,000 being
thus added to accumulations, which now total
$1,130,385. The out-of-work expenditure increased
from $16,685 to $126,155; the strike pay from
$91,645 to $122,955; the total of general expenditure (including these items) having risen from
$205,145 to $353,760. The number of delegates
present were 249, representing 129,031 members
out of the total membership of 141,089. Nothing
very sensational took place during the convention's
sessions, but plenty of solid work was putin. It is
interesting to note especially that the delegates
unanimously resolved to establish a weekly newspaper devoted to their interests, a committee being
appointed to drafta scheme. Scarcely any reference was made to the new wage agreement, but
there was some discussion upon rule 20, and a resolution was passed enlarging its scope, so that in
future it should be invoked upon all wage questions, instead of (as at present) only in defense of
an existing rate. Upon the ‘abnormal place’
difficulty the meeting agreed to a motion desiring
the men in all districts of Great Britain to seek a
fixed wage; and, upon failure to secure this, that
a national conference be called. An amendment
of the Coal Mines Regulation Act was demanded,
with more inspection; and other resolutions which
were passed dealt with the Osborne case judgment,
the decision that damages may be set off against
wages (as to which an appeal to the House of
Lords is desired), and similar matters.
Labor troubles have arisen in Newport amongst
the general laborers engaged in the handling of
cargo, and the matter has been referred to arbitration. The coal trade was not affected except so far as
a resolution of the coal-trimmers indicated the intention to stand by the laborers, should assistance
from the trimmers be necessary; and the railwaymen also were sympathetic. The railway employes
of the Alexandra Dock Company passed a resolution
wishing success to the strikers, and deciding ‘‘to
stand by them in their efforts to maintain the position for which they were fighting.’’ This Newport trouble is not yet at an end, and the process
of arbitration is likely to be difficult, so that, although coal shippers are not directly involved at
present, the matter is one which at any time may
occasion uneasiness.
The deputation of the British Parliamentary
Labor party, which has been on a visit to Germany to inquire into the condition of the German working classes, returned to England on
May 24. The scope of their inquiry included the
cost of living, housing accemmodation, wages,
and hours of labor, and the standard of life gen-

erally. Three weeks was spent on the tour, and
the delegates speak highly of the magnificent organization of the German trade unions. A report is to be published before the middle of June.
The labor exchanges continue to furnish statistics of an encouraging character. The proportion of vacancies filled to vacancies notified rose
from 69 per cent in March to 75 per cent in April,
and the number of exchanges opened are now
over 100. At the same time there are apprehensions amongst trade unionists that the labor exchanges may be misused. The exchanges are
absorbing one of the most important functions of
a trade union—that of finding situations for its
unemployed. They afford new and quite inexpensive opportunities for employers to obtain contact with workers whose misfortunes have weakened their capacity for individual bargaining, and
have thus become a comparatively easy prey tothe
employer who has no conscience where wages are
concerned, and who will have no scruples about
using the exchanges for strike-breaking purposes.
I remember that the labor exchanges in Germany
were reported to be regarded by the trade unions
there rather unfavorably, although nothing definitely detrimental has been urged against them.
As a result of a conference between the managing
committee of the British General Federation of
Trade Unions and the head official of the Labor
Department of the Board of Trade, instructions
are being given to the local branches of the affiliated trade unions to sift locally all complaints as
to the unfair use of local exchanges and to forward the results to the Federation headquarters.
The Board of Trade has given the Federation an
assurance that in all cases of trade disputes the
exchange officials are bound to observe absolute
neutrality, but at the same time it appears that an
employer whose workmen have been locked out or
who are on strike will’be supplied with men to
take their places. The men so supplied are informed of the circumstances surrounding the application and that is all. This is a very big
reading of ‘‘absolute neutrality’’ and one that will
bring up the whole question, I am afraid, in a very
acute form before long.
Genuine sorrow has been felt by British labor
men at the death of King Edward VII. The
trade union leaders here recognize the late monarch’s interest in international peace and social
reform. The Housing Reform and Old-Age Pensions were two topics in which he took personal
interest. As Prince of Wales he sat on the royal
commission on the housing of the working classes
twenty-five years ago, having as colleagues there
such different types of men as Cardinal Manning
and Henry Broadhurst, one of the earliest oldtype labor members of Parliament. Later on, on
the royal commission on the condition of the aged
poor, which led eventually to the Old-Age Pensions Act, the King, then Prince of Wales, examined witnesses personally to secure information.
The Labor party, however, is strongly opposed
to any undue postponement of the debate on the
Lords’ veto issue. The labor men are not concerned with the contention that the raising of important constitutional issues will embarrass King
George V in the early months of his reign. It is
known that the new King as Prince of Wales followed the veto discussions closely and is well
equipped for that agitation.
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WASHINGTON, D. C., June 4, 19/0.
Since our last report the Building Trades
Department granted charters to Anderson, Ind.;
Lawrence, Mass.; Walla Walla, Wash.; Muskogee, Okla.; Utica, N. Y.; Tulsa, Okla.; Muskegon, Mich.
The Birmingham, Ala., charter, revoked for refusal to comply with the instructions of the department by unseating the
seceding electrical workers, has been applied for
under the laws of the department, and on investigation it being found that the offending union has
been unseated, the charter has been duly restored,
In addition it is gratifying to report that the
efforts of the department to thoroughly reunite the
various building trades in the city of New York
under the chartered council have been in every
way successful There are one or possibly two
exceptions, but ‘it is anticipated that in the very
near future these will fall in line. When it is
understood that for many years past the New York
building trades have been organized under a series
of councils, each contending against the other for
supremacy, with no single aim or purpose bv which
the local organizations could be guided in furtherance of their work collectively, it will be readily
seen that the success of the department in bringing about an almost complete coalition of eligible
building trades under the department is a consummation for which we may be indeed truly
thankful.
The adjustment carries with it decidedly more
than appears on the surface, as will be seen when
explanation is made of the complete reorganization of the marble trade and its several branches
under the international union. For a considerable
time there has existed in New York a dual organization of marble workers of numerical strength
almost as great as that of the unions identified
with the American Federation of Labor. These
bodies were responsible in large measure for the
maintenance of divided councils. With the amalgamation of the Jatter in the council chartered by
the department, the dual unions of marble workers have been completely absorbed by the international. Thus the latter have secured sole control cf the marble industry in the city of New
York. We are indebted to Presidents Gompers
and Kirby, Organizer Hugh Frayne, and the international officials of our several affiliated unions
for the result thus shown.
.
No less important is the successful culmination
of the efforts of the Executive Council of the
Building Trades Department in bringing about a
complete reorganization in the city of Chicago. It
will be recalled by those interested that the Tampa
convention directed the executive officers of the
department to meet in Chicago for the purpose of
bringing about a complete alignment of the
various building trades that are eligible to
membership in the chartered council. These
efforts were continued almost uninterruptedly
until a few days since, when we were rewarded by
securing the universal approval of the building
trades through their surrender of all other factions
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or forms of organization, and their acceptance of
the council chartered by the department as the
single medium of protection for the future. What
is deserving of more than passing notice is the
fact that for the first time in the history of the
building trades of Chicago those that are eligible
to membership under the laws of the department
have been lined up, and the Building Trades Council becomes at once a strong, powerful, and harmonious organization. As in the case of New
York, accompanying beneficent results have been
achieved, in that the steamfitters’ helpers from
the time of their organization have been an independent body without any national or international
affiliations; this union, of undoubted strength and
solidarity, has in the new order of things applied
for and received a charter from the International
Association of Steam and Hot Water Fitters and
Helpers, and is now under the control and jurisdiction of that body.
The jurisdiction claims of the affiliated international unions, embodying decisions rendered in
trade disputes and agreements reached between
contestants, have been compiled and published by
the department, and are now ready for distribution. Space will not permit of their publication in
these columns, but I feel it my duty to call attention to the issuance of the pamphlet so that those
interested may be extended the opportunity of applying to the department for copies, in order that
trade disputes as they arise from time to time may be
adjusted in accordance with the decisions and
agreements reached. Respectfully submitted.
Ws. J. SPENCER, Secretary- Treasurer.
RAILROAD EMPLOYES’ DEPARTMENT.
By P. F. RicHARDSON, Secretary-Treasurer.
November 21, 1908, will long be remembered
by the thousands of railroad workers in this
continent, as it was on this date that the
delegates to the Denver convention of the
American Federation of Labor unanimously indorsed the resolution officially launching the
Railroad Employes’ Department, the department having been formed the preceding evening
by the representatives of the ten organizations
composing it. Its inception, like that of all other
movements for the uplift and betterment of the
workers, wasa simple, unostentatious affair without pomp or ceremony. The delegates present
representing railroad employes were unanimously
in favor of closer affiliation, and the unanimity
shown in favor of forming the department may be
taken as evidence that many of them had previously considered the advisability of such a
movement and needed only the co-operation of
the others to launch a railroad department to
further safeguard and protect the interests of the
men they represented.
If we compare the difference between our employer of a few years agoand our employer of
today we wonder why a railroad department was
not formed years ago. Ina short period of time
we have seen railroads buy, lease, absorb, or consolidate with others, and where we had a number
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of roads managed and operated independently of
each other today we have great systems of railroads, many traversing several States, under the
same management, with resources almost unlimited.
It is not the intention of this department, and
we doubt if it ever will be, to follow the example
of the railroads by absorbing or merging the
organizations affiliated, but on the contrary it
guarantees complete autonomy
to affiliated bodies,
and the constitution of each is supreme as far as
the department isconcerned. Its aim is to unite
more closely the members of the different organizations employed on railroads for their mutual
protection, and to enhance their welfare wherever
it may be accomplished, in compliance with the
constitutions of their respective organizations.
While the character of the work done and the
wages paidtorailroad workers are different, they
are, however, practically subject to the same rules
and regulations, under the same officers, are paid
out of the same treasury, no matter how large the
railroad may be; therefore, it may truthfully be
said that there is every reason why the crafts
should federate to their mutual advantage on each
system, and no reason against doing so. The number of charters issued so far is evidence that the
railroad workers have at last the form of organization they have long sought.
Although instituted in November, 1908, a few
months elapsed before a constitution was adopted,
permanent officers elected, and the manner of
financing it determined, after which a few more
months passed before the department officers were
in a position to conduct it in the manner set forth
in its constitution. Since then seventeen charters
for system federations have been issued, and as we
only issue one charter to each railroad, this means
that the crafts on seventeen railroads have secured charters from this department. On many
other systems steps have been taken to secure
charters, and meetings have been held in several
cities, where the aims and objects of the department have been explained to the representatives of
the system organizations, with very encouraging
results, from which we expect to receive many applications for charters in the not distant future.
The national organizations composing this department are as follows:
International Brotherhood of Blacksmiths and
Helpers;
Brotherhood Railway Clerks;
Switchmen’s Union of North America;
International Brotherhood of Maintenance of
Way Employes;
International Association of Steam, Hot Water
and Power Pipe Fitters and Helpers;
Order of Railroad Telegraphers;
Brotherhood of Railroad Freight Handlers;
International Brotherhood of Boilermakers,
Iron Ship Builders and Helpers of America;
International Association of Machinists;
International Assuciation of Car Workers.
The general officers and system officers of affiliated organizations have been unusually busy during
the past few months negotiating for advanced
wages and improved working conditions on the
several railroads throughout thecountry. We expect their work in this direction on many railroads
will soon be over for this year, when they will be
in a position to give more of their time to further
progress of the department.

UNION LABEL TRADES DEPARTMENT.
WASHINGTON, D. C., June 6, 7970.
To the Officers and Members of Organized Labor.
DEAR SIRS AND BROTHERS: Your attention is
called to a bill now pending before Congress dealing with the subject of Prison Labor. During the
hearings held on Bill H. R. 12,000 it was brought
out in the evidence that, while the evils of the
prison contract labor system extended in many
directions, no industry was so menaced by this
system as that coming under the jurisdiction of
the United Garment Workers. In the testimony
given the fact was clearly brought out that the
manufacturing of shirts and overalls had to a
large degree been given over to the prison labor
contract system.
Testimony proved conclusively that two firms
working under different names, the officers of
both being the sume, have contracts in fourteen
different prisons or reformatories employing a
large number of prisoners, and each particular
place engaged in the manufacture of shirts and
overalls. The contract price paid for the labor of
these prisoners varies from 35 to 60 cents per day.
Millions of shirts are produced yearly by this one
combination alone, and there are a number of
other individual contractors who are operating
under this prison labor contract system.
The class of shirts manufactured are to a large
degree known as ‘‘working shirts,’’ and are sold
to merchants all over the country as the product
of ‘‘free’’ or ‘‘fair’’ labor.
Your attention is called to this matter because
of the fact that after all there is but one way for
organized labor and its friends to know when
purchasing shirts, or in fact any other commodity,
that the article purchased was made under clean
and healthy conditions, that adecent rate of wages
was paid and a short-hour workday obtained in
manufacturing the product, and that one way is in
having attached to the purchase the union label
issued by the respective organizations in interest.
To prevent a further extension of this prison
labor contract system in the manufacture of shirts,
overalls, etc., it is the bounden duty of members
of organized labor and their friends, when making
purchases of goods of this character, to see that
the union label of the United Garment Workers
appears upon the same.
Your local union is urgently requested to appoint a committee to wait upon the dealers in your
locality who are handling goods of this character,
and urge them to insist when placing orders in
the future for shirts that the union label of the
United Garment Workers shall appear upon the
same, and you are also requested to refuse to purchase any article of this gr any other character
unless the union label of the organization in interest is attached thereto.
Bear in mind that when insisting upon being
furnished with goods bearing the union label you
are not only assisting your fellow-workers in that
industry but you are also assisting yourself, for it
has been truthfully said that the member of a
union who would purchase a non-union made
article is not doing his full duty to himself or to
his fellow-trade unionist. Insist upon the union
label at all times. Give your full patronage to
such places as display union store cards and handie
union-made commodities.
Fraternally yours,
THOMAS F, TRACY,
Secretary- Treasurer.
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METAL TRADES DEPARTMENT.
WASHINGTON, D. C., June 9, 19/0.
Labor in its warfare for better conditions, better laws, and better protection for its members
and humanity in general, and its further purpose of keeping intact the rights of the
people,
encounters many obstacles and innumerable difficulties which hamper and retard to some extent
its progress; but to its credit let it be said that
nothing will deter it from waging a relentless
and unceasing campaign for right and justice.
When men believe that their cause is right,
as the men of labor do, and when they witness
the unscrupulous use of the power and the influence of the corporation, of the judiciary, and
of the legislatures aligned against them, they are
compelled, for their own preservation as well as for
the preservation of their government, to’ rebel
against the abuse of power. It is this unwise and
selfish spirit that will ultimately bring the American wage-earners to the threshold of independent
action, and to refuse longer to be corraled on election day to respond to the call of those whose practices, promises, and methods in the past have not
been such as to merit the approval of the men of
labor; but, on the contrary, have excited and provoked the men of laborand their friends,
and in consequence of this manner of treatment they will turn
to their real friends for an adjuvant hand; they
will select from their own ranks men to represent
them in positions where our interests have been
sacrificed, so that in the future they will no longer
have to beg and crawl to gather up the crumbs
from the table.
Promises often broken creates distrust and a
desire for a change; we have asked many times
and promises have been made, but little have we
received, therefore labor’s confidence has been
shaken and it will not be content longer with
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mere promises. It will refuse longer to cast its
lot with those whose interests prejudice labor’s
chances for relief. The cardinal principles of our
movement, justice and fair dealing at the hands of
all, must be preserved and perpetuated, and until
it safely establishes these principles in the hearts
and minds of its enemies, the battle will never
cease, and the work will be carried onward with
the same vigor and earnestn@ss which has characterized it in the past, and which will continue
to characterize it until the wrongs are righted.
If any man or men believe that the power to wrest
from labor its rights lies within them, then labor
believes the power to resist is within itself. How
beautifully the men of the Bethlehem Steel Company illustrated this, when without the semblance
of an organization, without the presence or dictation of the so-called labor agitator, they on their
own initiative laid down their tools and refused
longerto submit to the will and the power of this
giant corporation, though it had millions of dollars behind it, the spirit of manhood arose in their
breasts and they determined to engage this modern Goliath in a struggle for right and justice.
The result of this conflict means that in the future
the men will be prepared to combat as an” organization distasteful opens ofemployment. This
is convincing proof tHat organization is the only
weapon in the hands of the workingman that will
insure a protection of his rights and will get for
him the things that honestly belong to him.
Let every wage earner avail him or herself of
this opportunity to assist in perfecting our movement by joining hands with usin this righteous
struggle, for to remain apart from us is only to
impeach our motives and makes our battle harder,
while unanimity is emblematical of right and
lends courage, strength, and success to every
movement.
ALBERT J. BERRES,
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Secretary-Treasurer.
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WASHINGTON, D. C., June 18, 1970.
SAMUEL GOMPERS, President, American Federation of Labor.
DEAR SIR AND BROTHER: In continuation of my
report, submitted April 15 for the May issue of the
AMERICAN FEDERATIONIST, as to the progress of
the legislation before the Sixty-first Congress, in
which labor is interested, I herewith report in brief
such bills that have been passed by Congress and
the status of other measures of interest to the
workers.
REPORTING ACCIDENTS.
The bill H. R. 3649, requiring common carriers
to report all accidents to the Interstate Commerce
Commission, was reported out of conference April
23, agreed.to by both houses April 28, and approved by the President May 6.
BOILER INSPECTION FOR LOCOMOTIVES.
Additional hearings were given by the House
Committee on Interstate Commerce on May 16 and
17 on Federal locomotive boiler inspection, but
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no report is forthcoming from that committee up
to this writing.
On June 2, in response to the request of the legislative committees of the American Federation
of Labor and the railroad brotherhoods, Senator
La Follette introduced the bill H. R. 25924, by
Townsend, of Michigan, which was a modification
of the original Locomotive Boiler Inspection bills,
as an amendment to the Railroad Rate Bill, and
on June 3, before Senator La Follette had an opportunity to discuss the merits of this measure
on the floor of the Senate, Senator Elkins, Chairman of the Senate Committee on Interstate Commerce, requested that it be withdrawn as an
amendment to the Railroad Rate Bill, and that his
committee would report out the original measure
at an early date and pass it at this session. On
condition that this assurance should be publicly
made on the floor of the Senate by Senator Elkins,
the legislative committees would not object to
Senator La Follette withdrawing the Boiler Inspection amendment from the Railroad Rate Bill.
(See Congressional Record of June 2 and 3.)
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COMPENSATION FOR INJURIES TO WORKMEN ENGAGED IN INTERSTATE COMMERCE,
The House joint resolution No. 127, by Sterling
of Illinois, providing for the appointment of a
Commission to investigate the subject-matter of
employers’ liability and workmen’s compensation,
etc., was reported out of the House Judiciary Committee June 2, and passed the House June 6, with
amendments. It is now before Senators Nelson,
Warner and Bacon, a subcommittee of the Senate
Judiciary Committee.” A favorable report on this
resolution by the Senate Judiciary Committee is
expected shortly,
CONVICT LABOR.
The Convict Labor bills, H. R. 12000 and
12001, were reported favorably on May 20 to the
House Committee on Labor by the subcommittee
having those bills under consideration, and on
June 17 the full committee agreed to report both
these bills to the House.
DEPARTMENT OF LABOR.
Interesting hearings were held on May 25 and
26 before a subcommittee of the House Committee
on Labor on the bill H. R. 3646 by Sulzer of New
York, which provides for a Department of Labor.
President Gompers, Secretary Morrison, and the
legislative committee of the American Federation
of Labor, with other friends, were heard at length.
On June 14 the subcommittee reported the bill
favorably to the full committee, with a recommendation that the chairman redraft the bill providing for an enlarged scope of activities for the
proposed Department of Labor. The committee
decided on June 17 to report this bill tothe House.
EIGHT-HOUR BILL TO COVER GOVERNMENT WORK
BY CONTRACTORS AND SUBCONTRACTORS.
Representative Kendall introduced House Resolution No. 706 on May 19, calling for the discharge
of the House Committee on Labor from further
consideration of the eight-hour bill, H. R. 15444
(endorsed by the American Federation of Labor),
aud that the bill be immediately considered in the
House as though regularly reported by said committee. This resolution was referred to the Committee on Rules, of which Representative Dalzell
is chairman. Up to this writing no meeting of the
Committee on Rules has been called to consider
this resolution.
On June 4 Representative Kendall introduced
an amendment to the Sundry Civil Bill, providing
that the public work included in that appropriation bill for the United States Government by
contractors and subcontractors should be performed under eight hour regulations. The amendment wasruled out of order by Representative
Mann, chairman of the Committee of the Whole
House. Representative Wilson, of Pennsylvania,
immediately appealed from the decision of the
chair and after a spirited debate the committee
divided. The vote stood 99 yeas to 61 nays. The
decision of the chair was sustained. The eighthour amendment was rejected.
Mr. Kendall immediately followed with another eight hour
provision to cover new cortracts and making an
exception to existing contracts. Representative
Tawney promptly objected and the amendment
was ruled out on a point of order.
The eight-hour amendment for the construction
of battleships, colliers, and other vessels for the
Navy, which passed the House in the Naval Ap-

propriation Bill on April 8, was the subject of a
bitter attack by the shipbuilding interests, and no
resource was spared by them to induce the Senate
to eliminate this provision. Equally persistent and
vigorous efforts were made by the American
Federation of Labor and affiliated organizations to
retain this eight hour provision. President Gompers addressed a letter to each Senator giving the
history of the endeavors to obtain an eight-hour
law covering contractors and subcontractors doing
work for the United States Government. In it he
also brought forcible attention, with documentary
evidence, to the Senators concerning the undignified and un-American tactics employed by the Fore
River Shipbuilding Company of Quincy, Mass., in
its endeavor to have the Senate eliminate this
proviso. All the legislative committees representing labor before the Sixty- first Congress cheerfully
assisted in retaining this valuable amendment,and
on May 20 the bill was reported to the Senate by
the Senate Committee on Naval Affairs with the
eight-hour amendment intact, and it passed the
Senate May 23 with an additional amendment,
‘that one of the battleships should be constructed
in a Government navy yard.’’ This provision then
became a subject forthe conferees to consider.
On June 10 the House conferees reported this
Senate amendment unfavorably, but after a very
animated debate in the House the recommendation of the conferees was rejected, and the Senate
amendment, to build one of the battleships in the
Government navy yards, was adopted in the House
by a vote of 113 yeas to 63 nays.
It is confidently hoped that this signal victory
by labor will assure to it the eight-hour day in the
shipyards of the country on all future government
contracts and will be the means of making the
eight-hour day an established feature on private
work as well as public work in those yards.
MINES AND MINING.
The bill H. R. 13915 providing for the establishment in the Department of the Interior for a
Bureau of Mines, and which was previously reported by me as passing the House January 25,
1910, was reported out of the Senate Committee
with amendments, and was passed by the Senate
May 2. The billasamended then went toconference.
The conference report was agreed toon May 9 and
10, and was approved bythe President May 16.
The sum of three hundred and ten thousand
dollars ($310 000) has been appropriated to carr
the bill into effect. This is an exceptionally meritorious measure that will be productive of great
good. Great credit is due to organized labor for its
persistent advocacy of this wise humanitarian
legislation.
POSTAL SAVINGS BANKS.
The bill H. R. 25986, by Gardner of New Jersey,
as a substitute for the Senate Bill 5876, was introduced on May 17, and after several caucuses on
the part of the Republicans it was taken up in the
House on June 9 and passed. It is probable that
the House bill will be accepted by the Senate in preference tothe bill passed in that body, although
both the House and Senate bills at this time are in
the hands of the conferees.
SECOND-CLASS MAIL RIGHTS FOR TRADE UNION
AND FRATERNAL, PUBLICATIONS.
The bill H. R. 22239, by Dodds of Michigan,
was finally reported out of the Post-Office Committee June 2, with amendments that improved
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the bill. It passed the House June 6, and is now
before the Senate Committee on Post-Office and
Post-Roads. Diligent efforts are being made to
have this important measure passed by the Senate
this session.
INJUNCTION LIMITATION.
At last the ice has been broken and the greatest
subjects of interest to labor have received some
attention upon the floor of Congress. The bill S.
3724, by Overman of North Carolina, was proposed
by him asan amendment tothe Railroad Rate Bill
on June 2, and it ~— the Senate by a vote of 33
yeas, 28 nays and 31 not voting. The conferees
agreed to report it favorably June 15. The measure
in question isa mild form al elewstion regulation,
in that it protects the States in the execution of
their laws against encroachment by the Federal
courts on the fallacious plea of ‘‘unconstitutionality,” and while this bill has no immediate effect
upon issues at stake among the workers, yet the fact
that it was adopted as an amendment to the railroad rate’bill after a lively debate in the Senate is
sufficient evidence to show that the spirit of unrest among all interests is almost ready to take
action against arbitrary restraining orders issued
suddenly and without due and sufficient consideration by a single judge of a court.
The Moon pro-injunction bill, H. R. 21334,
which was favored by the President, was finally
deserted by him for this session on June 7, he
having come to the conclusion that it could not be
forced through Congress without at least being
amended to protect the rights of the workers.
Representative Wilson of Pennsylvania has introduced a new bill, H. R. 25188, as a substitute
for his former bill, H. R. 3058, to cover the questions of injunctions and anti-trust provisions. This
has been done after due deliberation on the part
of the representatives of labor, both in and out of
Congress.
ANTI-TRUST AMENDMENT TO SUNDRY CIVIL BILL.
During the consideration of the Sundry Civil
Appropriation Bill H. R. 25552, in the House,
when the section was reached on June 2 making
appropriation for the enforcement of the anti-trust
laws, Representative Hughes of New Jersey offered
this amendment: ‘‘Provided further that no part
of this money shall be spent in the prosecution of
any organization or individual for entering into
any combination or agreement having in view the
increasing of wages, shortening of hours, or bettering the condition of labor, or for any act done
in furtherance thereof not in itself unlawful.”
This amendment made the creatures of the
“‘system’’ squirm and every possible parliamentary motion imaginable was made to prevent it
going to a vote, but it finally passed the Committee of the Whole House by a vote of 82 yeas to
52 nays. The Sundry Civil Bill, as amended,
passed the House of Representatives June 4; it
was reported out of the Senate Committee on
Appropriations to the Senate on June 7, and the
anti-trust amendment herein referred to was
stricken from the bill by the committee. President Gompers promptly dispatched a circular
letter to officials of affiliated organizations urging
protests to be sent to the Senators against this
proviso being taken from the bill and “‘insisting
that the House provision be maintained.’’ This
effort was ably seconded by legislative representa-
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tives, Messrs. Roe and Wills, of the railroad organizations, and every possible effort was made with
Senators individually to restore this proviso to
the bill. In the meantime the employers’ associations and the ‘interests’? had been active
and they urged Senators to strike the proviso
from the bill. The amendment was reached
in the
Senate on June 9; Senators Bacon, Owen, and
Gore ably defended the rights and interests of the
workers, while Senators Heyburn, Hale, and
Gallinger displayed a most bitter spirit toward the
amendment. Heyburn was particularly coarse and
vicious, and he vented his evident hatred and
contempt for laborers and labor organizations
without stint. A yea and uay vote was called for
by Senator Gore; it was conceded after some
sparring, and the United States Senate therein
placed itself on record as being opposed to any
organization or individual making an organized
effort to increase wages, to shorten hours, or to
better the condition of labor without running the
risk of criminal prosecution under the provisions of
the Anti-Trust Law. No act of Congress, nor any
vote ever taken in Congress has shown such a
transparent contempt for the workers as this
record vote displays for all the world to see. This
action on the part of the Senate will throw the
Hughes amendment into conference and will
afford our friends an opportunity to again make
it an issue when reported to the House and the
Senate by the conferees.
.
For the information of those who desiretoknow
how their senators voted upon this question, the
roll is here given and explained. Senators voting
‘‘yea”’ wanted the Hughes amendment eliminated.
Those voting ‘‘nay’’ wanted it restored.
YEAS—34.
Borah.
Crane.
Kean.
Bourne.
Crawford,
McEnery.
Brandegee.
Cullom.
Nelson.
Bristow.
Dick.
Oliver.
Brown.
Dixon.
Perkins.
Bulkeley.
du Pont.
Smoot.
Burnham.
Flint.
Stephenson.
Burrows.
Frye.
Stone.
Burton.
Gallinger.
Warren.
Carter.
Gamble.
Wetmore.
Clapp.
Hale.
Clark, Wyo.
Heyburn.
NAYS—16.
Bacon.
Gore,
Percy.
Burkett.
Jones.
Simmons.
Chamberlain.
Martin.
Smith, S. C.
Dolliver.
Newlands.
Warner.
Fletcher.
Owen.
Frazier.
Page.
On June 16, during the consideration in the
House of the Porto Rico Bill, H. R. 23000, Representative Wilson of Pennsylvania succeeded in
amending it so that “eight hours shall const itu
aday’s work * * * on behalf of the Government or any municipality” and a fourteen-year
limitation for age of children employed in hazardous or unhealthful occupations, He also secured
another valuable amendment to the bill guaranteeing the right of action for the workers to recover
damages for injuries incurred during employment.
Many other matters have engaged the attention
of the legislative committee, but lack of space forbids reference thereto
ARTHUR E. HOLDER,
Legislative Committee, A. F. of L.
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FROM THE ATLANTIC TO THE PACIFIC,
In this department is presented a comprehensive review of industrial conditions throughout the
country.
This includes:
A statement by American Federation of Labor general and local organizers of labor conditions in
their vicinity.
Increases in wages, reduction of hours, or improved conditions gained without strikes.
Work done for union labels.
Unions organized during the last month.
City ordinances or state laws passed favorable to labor.
Strikes or lockouts; causes, results.
A report of this sort is rather a formidable task when it iis remembered that nearly 1,000 of the
organizers are volunteers, doing the organizing work and writing their reports after the day’s toil is
finished in factory, mill, or mine.
The matter herewith presented is valuable to all who take an intelligent interest in the industria}
development of the country. It is accurate, varied, and comprehensive. The information comes from
those familiar with the conditions of which they write.
These organizers are themselves wage-workers. They participate in the struggles of the people for
better conditions, help to win the victories, aid in securing legislation—in short, do the thousand and
one things that go to round out the practical labor movement.
;
:
5
Through an exchange of views in this department the wage-workers in various sections of the
country and the manifold branches of trade are kept in close touch with each other.
:
Taken in connection with the reports from secretaries of international unions, this department
gives a luminous vision of industrial advancement throughout the country.
FROM

INTERNATIONAL

Billposters.
William McCarthy.—Trade conditions are very
_. No new developments since last report.
ur members have maintained conditions.
Brick, Tile, and Terra Cotta Workers,
Wm. Van Bodegraven.—We have formed new
unions in Iowa and Texas since last report. State
of employment fair in our line. Lockouts still
continue in some places.
Brushmakers.
Geo. J. Vitzhun.—Business improving in our
line. No strikes or troubles to report. Nothing
new at this writing. Conditions remain pretty
much the same as last month.
Carvers (Wood).
Thos. J. Lodge.—State of employment in our
line improving. Wood carvers of New York City
seem to be getting in line. No strikes to report.
eb expended $150 in benefits for deceased memr.
(Ceramic, Mosaic, and Encaustic Tile Layers.
Jas. P. Reynolds.—Our locals in Rochester and
Syracuse, N. Y.; Philadelphia, Pa., and Hartford,
Conn., obtained increased wages without strike
this season. We have strike on hand in Totonto,
-_ for increased wages. Trade conditions are
air.
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Cement Workers.
Henry J. Uliner.—Cement workers are organizing throughout the country. Prospects for business improving. We expect to place another
organizer in the field. Our members in St. Louis
are asking for increased wages. New unions have
been formed in Fort Wayne, Ind.; Chicago, IIl.,
and Vancouver, B. C.
Elastic Goring Weavers.
Alfred Haughion.—Trade conditions have been
poor, but show some improvement during the
month. We have paid out $96 in payments for
benefits for unemployed members. Our branch in
Brockton, Mass., reduced hours to fifty per week.
They formerly worked fifty-five-hour week.
Engineers (Steam).
Robert A. McKee.—We are holding our own.
The following new unions have been organized
since last report: Coleman, Tex.; Tampa, Fla.;
Palestine, Tex.; Rock Island, Il].; Lincoln, Nebr.,
and Peru, Ind.
Engravers (Watch Case).
Otto F. Altenburg.—Trade conditions are only
fair. Our members are working five days a week.
Glass Workers,
Wm. Figolah.—We have an organizer on the
road and expect large increase in membership.
Business fairly steady. New unions were formed
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in Dayton, Ohio, and Fort Wayne, Ind., during the
month.
Jewelry Workers.
Geo. J. Bessinger.—We are contemplating the
establishment of a minimum wage scale in union
label shops. State of employment is fair in our
industry. A new union was recently formed in
Providence, R. I.
Lathers (Wood, Wire, and Metal).
Ralph V. Brandt.—State of employment good,
and steadily improving. A new union was organized recently at Sedalia, Mo. We expended $550
for deceased members during the month.
Machine Printers and Color Mixers.
Chas. McCrory.—All trade matters have been
settled for the next two years. All members
steadily employed. We expended $200 for sick
benefit during the month.
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dustry. State of employment fair. Some of our
members are out on strike for increased wages and
better shop conditions. A new union has been
formed in Pennsylvania during the month.
Theatrical Stage Employes.
Lee M. Hari.—Our members have had steady
employment, but will be slack now. for a short
time. No strikes or troubles toreport. New unions
have been formed in Maryland, Missouri, and
Texas. We are making steady gain in membership.
Slate and Tile Roofers.
J. M. Gaviak.—We expect to see a busy summer season in our industry. Several of our locals
have increased wages. No strikes or troubles in
our ranks. New unions have been formed in
various localities.

Mine Workers.
Edwin Perry.—We have secured an almost
unanimous increase of 5 per cent in wages. We
are making gratifying gain in membership. Four
new unions were organized recently.

Stove Mounters.
J. H. Kaefer—Our trade in fair sHape. The
strike at the Bowie Stove Company in Rome, Ga.,
was won after a conflict lasting nearly a year. A
new union was organized in London, Ont., recently. We expended $300 in death benefits
during the month.

Molders.
_ Victor Kleiber.—There has been some recent
improvement in conditions and wages in our in-

Travelers’ Goods and Leather Novelty Workers.
Murt Malone.—Our members in Newark, N. J.,
recently obtained 10 per cent increase in wages.

FROM

DISTRICT,

STATE,

ALABAMA.
Bessemer.—John Cason:
Organized trades in good shape and steadily
employed. We are continually booming all union
labels.
Birmingham.—Henry C. West:
Skilled trades are in pretty good shape. Electrical workers recently secure increased wages
amounting to 50 cents per day, and twenty minutes reduction in the day’s work. Conditions of
the unorganized miners here are horrible. Organizer Terry has been doing good work in the
Birmingham district and his efforts have brought
results. Carriage and wagon workers have reorganized. Bakers organized not so very long ago.
Mobile.—Geo. W. Jones.
The Alabama State Federation of Labor convention during April was well attended. A notable
feature was thé affiliation of the farmers’ organizations and their promised co-operation in legislative
work in the future. Their national president was
present at the convention. The umions are holding their own. New affiliations are reported by the
central body.
ARKANSAS.
Hot Springs.—P. I. Hensley:
Building trades are having fair season. Painters
and carpenters are talking of asking advance in
wages. Electrical workers have come in line.
Teamsters are organizing.
Mema.—Geo. W. Lacy:
There is very little building going on this summer, but the carpenters are maintaining conditions despite this "Rendiony. Wage scales of union
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men are decidedly superior to wages received by
non-union men.
Midland.—C. J. Acton:
Organized labor in good shape, but the unorganized workers are not doing much. With exception of miners, all trades are working fairly
well.
Expiration of contracts, which are made
every two years, caused miners suspension of work.
They are standing out for advance in wages, to
which they are certainly entitled.
CALIFORNIA.
Bakersfield.—Fred. . Gribble:
There is a difference of from one to two hours
per day in the hours of unorganized workers, as
compared with the workday of the union men.
Also a difference of from $1 to $3 per day in wages.
Work is steady. We are fast becoming a strictly
union shop town. Clerks, engineers, and bakers
are organizing.
Fresno.—Tom C. Seaward:
Organized labor steadily gaining in strength and
in eficiency. The unorganized workers are waking up. Employment is fairly steady. Brewery
workers recently obtained increased wages, ranging from $2 to $4 per week, under
a three-year contract. The brewery workers signed this up with
an increase in membership of 100 per cent. Plasterers have organized. MHodcarriers and harnessmakers’ unions are under way. Am getting street
workers and packing house employes interested in
organization.
Modesto.—J. B. Brazelton:
Carpenters, painters, plumbers, cement workers,
plasterers, and teamsters are organized in this
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city. These unions are nearly all less than one
year old. Lathers and electricians are organizing.
Conditions are satisfactory in most cases. Practically all unions are affiliated with the building
trades council.
Stockton.—Tom Bone:
Nearly all industries have steady employment.
Car men received two cents per hour increase in
wages, without strike. Machinists and molders
are on strike at the Samson Iron Works and the
Holts works.
Teamsters at Modesto organized
recently.
CONNECTICUT.
Hartford.—T. J. Sullivan:
Conditions as far as the building trades are concerned are the very best in New England. Building
trades have increased wages to $3 per day for
laborers and $5.20 for masons. This increase
amounts to from 40 to 60 cents per day. A determined effort is being made here towards the introduction of*the open shop. The Manufacturers’
Association is back of this movement and we are
on the lookout. S2veral new unionsare under way.
All union labels are agitated.
FLORIDA.
Miami.—aA. D. Hill:
The drainage of the Everglades has wonderfully boomed this section. Peace and plenty
generally prevail. Public opinion ‘is favorable to
organization. Every candidate for public office is
in favor of union labor and labor legislation. Employment is remarkably steady for this season of
the year and the future is bright. The minimum
wage of $3.50 for the eight hour day holds good
here, but there are skilled mechanics receiving
much higher wages. Organized labor leads the
way and the unorganized workers are following in
their wake. Women’s label league is being organized. Electrical workers are now in line. Blacksmiths are also coming in right.
Tarpon Springs.—Henry M. Grammer:
So far the carpenters are the only mechanics
organized. Hopeto report hodcarriers and building laborers in line soon. Since the carpenters organized their request for eight-hour day was
granted.
IDAHO.
Pocatello.—Wm. Liddell:
Union labor in good shape. All demands have
been granted without trouble. Non-union men are
working longer hours at lower wages than the
union men get. Employment is steady. Carpenters obtained increase from 50 cents per hour to
62% cents April first. Hodcarriers formed union
recently.
ILLINOIS.
Aurora,—E\mer A. Ford:
Condition of labor generally fair. Organized
labor is decidedly better off than the unorganized.
Work is steady in all industries, excepting building trades. Carpenters and teamsters are asking
for increased wages.
Chicago.—J. C. Colgan, J. E. Quinn, and W. N.
McLeod:
A general increase in wages in all industries is
noticed. Condition of organized labor good. Employment is steady in all lines. Freight handlers

of Muskegon, Mich., organized recently. Unions
of freight handlers ‘are under way at Ludington
and Flint, also railroad clerks at Flint and Bay
City. Splendid work is done by the unions in the
interest of all union labels. Patternmakers received
increase in wages at the Troy Laundry Machine
Company without strike.
East St. Louis.—John F. O'Flaherty:
All trades have fairly steady employment. Mill
workers’ lockout has been settled.
Edwardsville.—Peter Dresch:
Organized labor making
steady progress.
Through conference with contractors having work
in charge on municipal improvement in our city
we expect to have all the men employed join their
respective unions. Employment fair in all lines
excepting miners. Central labor union is booming
all union labels.
French Village.—James Conway:
Generally speaking organized labor in this section is in good shape. During the past month
state of employment has improved greatly,
especially in the building industries. State legislature passed some good legislation in the interest
of the miners. Cement workers are organizing
union. Will try to get bakers’ union under way.
Gillespie.—E. Williams:
Organized labor has the best of it throughout
this district. Wages are fairly good. Employment
is steady here nearly the whole year around. The
bakers’ union label isin use here. We are urging
merchants to handle full lines of union labeled
goods.
Glen Ellyn.—Wm. Laier:
Street-car men are thoroughly organized. Carpenters have about 75 per cent of the men in their
trade in their organization. Federal union was
organized at Wheaton during the month. Wages
are from 5 to 25 cents per hour more for union
men than for non unionists.
Herrin.—Caleb Rash:
Organized labor in good shape and steadily employed. Carpenters obtained raise of 50 cents per
day. Members of federal union get 30 cents per
hour. All union men demand the union labels, I
hope to get carpenters, teamsters, and a federal
union under way at Christopher during the month.
Joliet.—Timothy F. Pell:
Building trades are fully employed. All building trades obtained increase in wages without
strike. There is increased demand for all union
labels.
Horseshoers and railway clerks are
organizing.
‘
Kewanee.—T. R. Davis:
Street-car men won strike through arbitration,
gaining 2 cents per hour increase and other conditions, such as stools for the motormen and free
transportation for their families. Expect to reorganize laundry workers during the month. Conditions are about the same as last month.
Marseilles.—O. E. Covell:
Conditions for the workers here are fair. Work
is steady in mills. Have no strikes or troubles to
report. Wood, wire, and metal lathers have formed
union at Ottawa during the month. Have another
new union under way.
Pana.—E. H. Mosher:
Union men have shorter workday than the unorganized workers. The same wage scales we
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had last year prevail this year. Bakery workers
and clerks are organizing. We are urging merchants to carry full line of union labeled goods.
Rock Island.—P. J. Carlson:
Organized labor is doing fairly well this season.
Carpenters have raised wages from 40 to 45 cents
per hour. Plumbers in Davenport secured increase
from $3.50 to $4 per day. Plumbers of Rock
Island have also established a minimum wage of
$4 per day. Sheet metal workers of this city and
Davenport and Moline are out on strike for increase in wages, and union conditions. Hodcarriers are on strike for the eight-hour day and
$2.75
per day. Millmen in Davenport, Iowa, are
on strike for nine-hour day, 27% cents per hour
and union conditions. Hoisting engineers formed
union recently.
Staunton.—Jos. W. Rizzie:
All trades are well organized and in fair shape.
Everything moving along smoothly. No unorganized laborers to speak of in this section. Closing
down of the mines caused employment to be somewhat unsteady. Bartenders’ union has been organized at Litchfield. Bartenders have union under
way at Gillespie. Good work is done for all union
labels.
Taylorville.—Jas. A. Holmes and George King:
There is a very great difference in condition of
unorganized workers as compared with the conditions of the union men. Federal union recently
secured eight-hour day forits members. Carpenters
work nine-hour day. Teamsters, painters,and mine
workers have the eight-hour day. The city council has passed a union labor clause. Cement workers havé organized. Electrical workers show
indications of coming in line shortly. All trades
are steadily employed at fair wages, with exception of miners who are out on strike.
Urbana.—Wm. Gillespie:
Condition of organized labor improving. Nearly
all unions have had their contracts signed up for
the season. No strikes ortroubles. Wages have
increased somewhat, but can only be considered
slightly as compared with the general cost of living necessities. Unorganized workers have a hard
time of it. Bakers of this city are organizing.
INDIANA.
Anderson.—Karl C. Wolfe:
All workers are enjoying unusually good conditions so far as steady employment is concerned.
Work is plentiful in nearly all industries, with
demand for more men in some lines. Printers
recently obtained advanced wages without trouble.
Bakers here are forming union. Printers have
active union label committee looking after the
union labels.
Bedford.—Samuel R. Stevens:
Conditions are good and work is steady for all
union men in this section. Wages have increased
from 10 to 40 cents per day as result of strikes in
some cases. One firm recently recognized the
union. We doall possible to push the union labels
to the front.
Boonville.—John C. Wright:
Work has been steadier during the past month
than for some time previous. Railroad sectionmen
gained advance in wages recently. The Indiana
miners have practically settled and are now working in good shape. Organized labor in fair shape.
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Dugger.—R. Shepler:
Carpenters, plasterers, and miners have organized and improved their working conditions. Unskilled labor is unorganized and in poor shape.
We have never had any strikes here, but wages
have been increased and hours reduced since the
unions were organized here. Central labor union
is being formed.
East Chicago.—J. J. Sullivan:
Everything looks bright for the organized workers here. Some of'the trades have increased
wages and bettered conditions without trouble.
Work is steady.
Evansville.—P. D. Drain:
State of employment fair in this section. We
find that we make better progress by arbitrating
our difficulties than by striking, although the latter means is sometimes the only means left. All
building trades have been on strike since April
first. An injunction has been issued against the
carpenters’ union in connection with this strike.
Fort Wayne.—J. C. Werkman:
Organized labor in fair condition.
Work is
steady. Some organizations have increased wages
10 percent. Plumbers’ strike is partially settled.
Plasterers’ tenders have organized recently. The
Federation of Labor got up a booklet advertising
every union-made article for sale in this city. We
find this the best method so far adopted.
Goshen.—J. O. Mick:
There are not many organizations in this city as
yet. Carpenters, painters and paperhangers, and
blacksmiths are the only unions here. No strikes
have occurred. The hours, generally speaking, are
ten per day and the wages are so that most of the
men come out about even after the week’s work
is done. Most of the men here seem to be afraid
to organize for fear of discharge. But some day
they will realize that trade organization is the only
thing which will make them economically independent.
Logansport.—Dora Smith and O. P. Smith:
Condition of organized labor continues to improve. Members are becoming more active in the
work and take greater interest in the cause of
unionism than formerly. State of employment
here shows decided improvement since the spring
season set in; all lines are pretty steady at this
writing. Brewery workers obtained substantial
increase in wages and improved working conditions. Ice teamsters expect increase in wages and
improved working conditions without strike.
Women’s label league is active in promoting the
sale of union-labeled goods in this city. Garment
workers, bakers, and cement workers are organizing.
Muncie.—W. S. Porter:
Organized labor steadily employed and steadily
gaining in membership. The unorganized workers are noting the difference in their conditions
as compared with the union conditions, and are
knocking for admission in the ranks of the unionists. Several concessions have been secured by
union men without strike. Horseshoers and
boilermakers are organizing.
Rochester.—Boyd Bidwell:
Organized cigarmakers, painters, and musicians
are in good shape. Wages show a steady increase,
but the nine-hour day still prevails here. Work is
steady in all industries. Barbers are organizing.
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IOWA.
Des Moines.—C. F. Moorehead:
Organized labor conditions show decided improvement throughout the whole State, The
unions are making good progress. So far as I
know, the unorganized workers have not increased
wages this year. Nostrike or troubles, with exception of leather workers. Work is steady.
Dubuque.—Simon Miller:
oe
trades are all busy at this writing.
Building laborers and hodcarriers obtained increase of 2% cents per hour, and eight-hour day.
Carpenters and painters have secured increase in
wages. Innoinstance do the unorganized workers
receive the wages nor hours that the union men do.
Union men should fully realize the importance of
political activity and elect to office only such men
as have clearly indicated their stand on matters
affecting labor. Stationary firemen are organizing.
Fort Dodge.—Thos. L.. Lynch:
The organized workers have higher wages and
shorter hours than the unorganized workers.
Work is steady in all lines. Will try to have organization of blacksmiths under way this month.
Keokuk.—J. C. Karle:
Condition of organized labor fair. All trades
steadily employed.
Muscatine.—Johbn C. Nietzel:
Organized labor in very good condition. Condition of unorganized labor fair, owing to the great
demand for labor in all lines. As result of strike
the unorganized street-car men obtained slight increase in wages. Organized workers receive
better sanitary conditions and higher wages than
the unorganized workers.
Mystic.—D. M. Van Dike:
The outlook in this section is very encouraging.
Peace and harmony prevail in the labor and business interests in this city. The eight-hour day
is general. Have union of retail clerks under way.
Waterloo.—E. G. Pullen:
Organized trades are in very good shape. Nearly
all locals report increase in membership at every
meeting. Millmen secured nine-hour day with ten
hours pay without strike. Work is steady. Building laborers have formed union. We continually
agitate all union labels.
KANSAS.
Atchison.—C. D. Monger:
All men are working steadily. Wages have in.
creased about 10 per cent as result of strikes of
leather workers and machinists. Union men are
decidedly in advance of the unorganized workers
as regards wages and hours. Tin and sheet metal
workers have organized. Plumbers and steamfitters are forming unions.
Hutchinson.—H. G. De Merrit:
The unions are making steady progress. Organized workers have secured some increase in wages
and better conditions all along the line. Work is
steady. Coopers have formed union. Laundry
workers, musicians, machinists, and clerks are
about to form unions.
Kansas City.—Sim A. Bramlette:
With few exceptions all organized labor is in
better condition in this territory than it has been
for many years. Wage increases have been secured together with improved conditions in nearly

all lines. Unorganized labor continues to be underpaid and a menace tothe progressof organized labor.
The outlook is good for steady employment in all
lines. Carpenters of Kansas City and vicinity secured increase of 5 cents per hour without strike.
They will secure an additional increase of 5 cents
per hour on August first and half-holiday on
Saturdays.
Mulberry.—H. D. Bevans:
Condition of organized labor good. With exception of mines, all other industries have steady
employment.
No unorganized labor to speak of
in this city. Carpenters and joiners formed union
during the month. Have unions of teamsters and
federal union under way.
Pitisburg.—J. J. Nolan:
Work is steadyin all building lines, All organized
trades enjoy good conditions. Have one new union
under way. Coal mines have been shut down since
April first pending settlement.
Salina.—F. A. Simpson:
All trades here are steadily employed at this
writing. Teamsters increased wages this summer.
Unskilled laborers also obtained slight increase in
wages without strike. Have the following unions
under way: Retail clerks of Salina and Hutchinson, inside electricians, cereal workers, and
teamsters.
Topeka.—W. E. Bryan:
Organized labor enjoys better conditions, shorter
hours, and increased compensation as compared
with the unorganized workers. Work is steady at
this time. Carpenters show increased activity in
adding new members. We continually agitate the
union labels.
;
eene.— aaane R. Wilson:
organized trades in good shape and enjoyin
steady work. We have secured ein pa. co
ments in wages and working conditions without
strike. The organization of a district council in
this vicinity would be of great benefit to the organizations here.
KENTUCKY.
Louisville.—Peter Campbell and H. C. Searle:
Work is plentiful os | prospects are bright.
Conditions generally speaking are good, especially
for building trades. About 3,000 tobacco stemmers struck for higher wages, and after compromise, returned to work. Leather workers returned
to work under improved conditions after eight
weeks’ strike.
Union shops are working full
crew, but unorganized are working short time.
The eight-hour city ordinance is in the hands of
committee in the city council, and we hope to
hear it reported soon. The eight-hour State law is
being applied on contractors and subcontr ictors
working for the State. Hoisting engineers and
hodcarriers have formed unions.
Maysville.—M. T. Kehoe:
Cigarmakers are busy, but other trades are
slack, as regards employment. Organized workers in good shape, and their good conditions at
present are due entirely to their efforts in the
past.
Paducah.—R. M. Miles:
Employment steady in all industries. Conditions
of organized trades are very good. Lathers secured
part of their demands in agreement after being out
five weeks. Carpenters have also been granted
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their demands after a strike of two days, gainin ,
substantial increase in wages. Teamsters form
union recently. Havetwo new unions under way.
West Point.—A. F. St. Clair:
All labor here is unorganized with exception of
the carpenters. Carpenters’ union advanced their
wages two and one-half cents
per hour without
strike recently. We succeeded
in having three
labor sympathizers appointed on town board of
trustees, which gives them a majority.
LOUISIANA.
New Orleans.—J. Stadler:
Most industries afford steady employment at
this time. Bakers and waiters have strikes on at
this writing. The waiters organized recently. Our
committee from the central labor council is always
actively pushing the union labels.
MAINE.
Bar Harbor.—Nelson M. Chaney:
Organized workers are in good shape. Unorganized workers, however, are in poor shape and receiving at least 25 cents less per day than the
union men. Carpenters recently increased their
wage scale 25 cents per day. Plumbers obtained
increase of 50 cents per day without strike.
Painters were on strike nine days for 50-cent raise
but compromised at 44 cents per day increase.
Portiand.—H. .. McKinley:
Conditions are steadily improving. A number
of unions report gratifying increase in membership. The conditions of the unorganized workers
are deplorable and in some instances could be
called ‘“‘un-American.’’ As result of strike lasting
three weeks, carpenters’ demand for $3.28 per day
was compromised at $3 and eight-hour day. Portland at present has the largest building boom in
its history. Machinists and boilermakers are
organizing.
MASSACHUSETTS.
Adams.—C. W. Wells:
Organized trades in good shape. Carpenters
advanced their wage scale from $3 to $3.36 the
first of May.
Athol.—Harrie M. Pike:
All trades are pretty steadily employed. Machinists have signed new agreements with firm carrying
a flat raise of 25 cents per day. Organized trades
in good shape, but the unorganized are not so
well off.
Cambridge.—Harry W. Joel:
Conditions are good and employment steady for
organized industries.
Brookline town employes
secured raise of 25 cents a day, making their scale
$2.25a day. Painters and decorators have formed
union. Good demand for all union labels.
Chicopee.—J. F. pe
Organized labor making steady progress. Unorganized workers are standing still so far as
improvement in wages or conditions are concerned.
Holyoke.—Thos. J. Durnin and Urban Fleming:
Employment is steady for most trades in this
vicinity. Improvements in wages and hours have
been secured without strike. Good demand for
the union labels. A central labor union of Ware
and Palmer is being formed. Teamsters and cloth
pressers are also organizing. Carpenters raised
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their wage scale from 37% cents to 41 cents per
hour and forty-four hour week. Plumbers increased wages from $2.75 to $3.25 per day and
forty-four hour week as result of one week’s
strike. Bricklayers advanced wages from $4.40 to
.80 and secured Saturday half-holiday three
months of the year.
Lawrence.—M. M. Stevenson:
Building trades are very busy at the present
time. Organized labor in this city is in very good
shape. Plasterers and carpenters obtained increased wages without strike. Plumbers and
steamfitters won strike for increase in wages. A
building trades department was formed recently.
Roofers and cooks and waiters are organizing.
Malden.—Philip Appel:
Organized labor conditions are much better than
the unorganized. Work is fairly steady in all
lines. No change in conditions to report. Have
one new union under way.
North Abington.—W. P. Mackey:
Employment steady in all lines. The majority
of the workers here are organized. A label committee is actively pushing all union labels,
Quincy.—Chas. W. Hanscom:
_ All unions report increased membership. Building trades and granite industry affords plenty of
work. Carpenters and plumbers secured Saturda
half-holiday. All organized trades in good condition. The eight-hour bill was passed by legislature. Painters and retail clerks have formed
unions. Have unions of hodcarriers and stone
masons under way.
South Framingham.—Charles A. Hawkins:
_ Conditions are g
and work is steady in all
lines. Central labor union has a committee working for all union labels.
MICHIGAN.
Coldwater.—Geo. Faust:
We have only one union here so far—the cigarmakers. These workers have already improved
their conditions since their organization. A label
committee is promoting the union labels in this
city.
Flint,—John A. C. Menton:
Several mass meetings held here recently have
aroused increased interest in our cause. Plumbers
have won their strike in fourshops, Their demands
are the nine-hour day and $3.75 per day. Prospects
are bright for settlement in all shops.
ave
several new unions under way.
Jackson.—O. E. Reeves:
Work is plentiful and steady. Organized trades
have far better conditions than the unorganized.
Carpenters and printers secured increased wages
without strike. Plumbers secured the eight-hour
day. Street-car employes obtained increased wages
through arbitration. All the above trades are well
organized. Sheet metal workers have formed
union. Clerks are organizing. We elected a union
man to the office of police judge. Trades council
is actively pushing all union labels.
Kalamazoo,—E. H. Ellis:
Skilled trades are well organized, but with the
unskilled workers there are practically no organizations, Work is steady. As result of nearly two
years’ negotiations the street railway men were
game increase in wages. Theatrical employes
ave organized.
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Muskegon.—Fred Kooi:
Building trades, metal trades and the woodworking shops are steadily employed. Organized
labor reaps its reward in satisfactory wages and
improved working conditions. Unorganized workers are content to receive what ever the employers
offer. Several new unions are being formed.
There is some talk of starting a labor paper.
Saginaw.—W. H. Ferris:
’
Employment is steady. All organized trades
have been working full time, with exception of
the miners. After a brief suspension of work, the
miners secured the adoption of their scale. Bricklayers secured five cents more per hour without
strike. Stationary engineers are organizing. Hatters, broommakers, and cereal mill employes are
especially active in pushing their union labels before the public.
MINNESOTA.
Minneapolis.—E. G. Hall:
:
Employment is steady in all lines. Union men
secure much better conditions than the unorganized. Sign painters’ strike for increase of 50 cents
per day has been settled. Sprinkling fitters on
strikein three shops and twoshops have signed up.
Leather workers are holding for their demands;
have hope for success, Teamsters and unskilled
laborers on city work have secured improved conditions. Garment workers and glass bevelers have
formed unions. A number of meetings are being
held to strengthen the newer and weaker unions.
St. Cloud.—l,. R. Porter:
There is no comparison possible between the
condition of the organized workers and the unorganized, as the latter are far behind the standard of the unions. Teamsters obtained raise of 50
cents per day over their last year’s scale which
gives them $4.50 a day of nine hours. City council
endorses union labor on all jobs. Federal union
which was organized last year obtained increase
to $2 per day shortly after their organization.
They allowed their union to lapse and this spring
when all other city employes were advanced in
wages they received nothing. Fair demand for all
union labels in this city.
MISSISSIPPI.
McComb.—Geo. Hull:
Practically all trades here are organized and in
good shape. Negotiations are pending for increased wages and better conditions. Employment
is steady. Car workers received slight increase in
wages and improved conditions. Carmen are securing gratifying increase in their membership.
Railroad clerks expect to report large increase in
membership.
Vicksburg.—Magruder Hoxie:
:
Organized trades have good conditions and
steady work. Plumbers are on strike for the eighthour day. Painters are likely to organize soon.
MISSOURI.
Columbia.—Walter Ballenger:
Conditions are steadily improving in all trades.
Organized trades are in good shape as regards conditions and hours and fast improving as to wages.
Work is steady. A trades council was recently
formed with the following unions affiliated: Paint-

ers, lathers, plumbers, printers, carpenters, and
barbers. Tailors are talking organization.
Kansas City.—John T. Smith:
Carpenters, a.
paperhangers, tinners,
boxmakers, molders, bakers, bakery drivers, machinists, electricians. engineers, firemen, brewery
drivers, bottlers, and malters are organized and
have received increased wages. Organized labor
is in better shape than ever before. We have
moved into our new labor temple. Ninety labor
unions are housed there. The building has fourteen meeting halls. Work is fairly steady. Laborers have formed union. Expect to bring several
new unions in line soon.
Marshail.—A. M. Rock:
Organized labor in prosperous condition and
making steady gain. Employment is steady. Carpenters and joiners have organized at Slater.
Moberly.—C. B. Dysart:
Work of all kinds is plentiful. Everything is
working in harmony here. Wages are good for
union men. Cement workers are organizing.
MONTANA,
Havre.—O. H. Webber:
All union trades are in good shape. No strikes
or trouble to report. Work is steady in all lines.
Bartenders and barbers are organizing.
NEW HAMPSHIRE.
Concord.—Chas. J. French:
Organized labor in fine shape. Employment
steady and plentiful. The Toronto plan of political
action has been adopted by the.union men of this
vicinity. Theunion labels are pushed at all times.
Nashua.—John J. Coyne:
Work in shoe industries is dull at present.
Employment good in all other lines. Blacksmiths have formed union. The organized workers
receive better wages and work less hours per day
than the unorganized.
NEW MEXICO.
Albuquerque.—H. E. Thornburgh:
Work is plentiful in all lines at this writing.
Wages and working conditions are good. Union
men are 50 per cent better off as regards conditions
than are the unorganized workers. Have unions of
bartenders, musicians, and tailors under way.
Artesia.—M. A. Trimmer:
The wages of the unorganized workers are $2
r day of nine hours, while the union scale is
rom $2.50 for unskilled laborers to $4.50 for
mechanics. The public is favorable to organized
labor and we find most of the contractors in the
same attitude. Well drillers and unskilled laborers organized recently.
NEVADA.
Rawhide.—J. C. Thornburgh:
Miners and other workers are pretty well organized, with exception of bakers. Conditions are
good for union men, but employment is rather uncertain.
NEW YORK.
Albany.—Wm. A. McCabe:
Organized labor in fair sha
The unions have
kept up their union standard notwithstanding the
fact that employment has not been quite up to the
mark. Street-car men settled their one day’s strike
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after conference with the superintendent. The
employers’ liability bill passed the legislature and
was signed by the governor, carrying with it the
compensation act recommended by the commission
appointed for that purpose.
Albion.—John W. Greenwood:
State of employment is better than it has been
for years. Organized labor works less hours per
day and secured higher wages than do the unorganized workers. There is demand for skilled
practical quarrymen here.
Amsterdam.—J. J. Allen:
Work is steady in all trades. Organized labor
in good shape. Brussel weavers obtained 10 per
cent increase in wages without strike. Union men
have shorter workday and get more money than
the unorganized workers in the same industry.
Baldwinsville.—William Orvis:
Work is steady at this writing. Wages have
improved without strike for organized workers.
There are some shops and mills which are not
organized, but the unorganized are few in number.
Batavia.—J. T. McLaughlin:
Union men here work the eight-hour day while
unorganized have the ten and twelve hour day.
Work is steady and conditions are good for
organized workers in this section. Meat cutters
organized recently.
Hudson,—Alburtis Nooney:
Organized trades in good shape. Painters
obtained increase of 25 cents per day without
strike. Carpenters won strike forthe eight-hour
day. There is increased demand for the union
labels in this city. Work is steady in all industries.
Ithaca.—E. A. Whiting:
Organized labor is in splendid condition, much
better off than unorganized labor, whose wages
are subject to frequent and unfavorable changes.
Carpenters, painters, tinners, and masons have
advanced their wage scales this spring without
strike, which shows that systematic organized
methods are better than the unorganized attempts
to improve conditions. Central body expects to
secure increased membership.
Little Falls.—Thos. J. Crowley:
Conditions are good and employment steady for
most men at this time. ,Unorganized labor in
poor shape. Spinners obtained raise of 10 per
cent. Bartenders organized during the month.
There is fair demand for all union labels.
Middletown.—A. M. Phillip:
Work is steady and conditions are good for all
organized industries.
Brush hands gained increase of 25 cents per day without strike. Hope
to get the retail clerks in line soon. The union
labels are in demand.
Mount Kisco.—Emil Schmelter:
Organized trades in fair shape. Employment is
steady. May have two new unions under way
next month.
Mount Vernon.—Wm. Hamilton:
Work is steady. Carpenters raised their wage
scale to $4 per day and practically secured the
union shop. All building trades are making good
progress. Excavators have organized. Central
labor union has appointed a label committee and
we look for results in this direction.
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Newburgh.—John Rothery:
Organized labor in good shape. New members
are coming inallthetime
Building trades have
steady employment, but overall shops and hat
shops are on short time at present. Bakers, after
a strike of two weeks, wonall demands.
Bricklayers and hodcarriers are on strike for increase
in wages. Have union of slate roofers under way.
New York.—Chas. H. Sheraton:
While work has become more plentiful for the
unorganized workers as well as the organized,
the former have not secured any improvement in
wages or conditions. Organized labor has demanded and is securing increase in wages all
along the line. As result of strike the sailors on
most of the passenger lines out of New York have
increased their wages $5 a month and gained
recognition of their union. The Latin sailors and
firemen on the Atlantic are organizing in large
numbers and prospects look brighter for them
than ever before. As this body of men number
about 6,000 on the Atlantic, it is easy to understand what they can obtain when organized. A
sailors’ univn was recently organized with a membership of 125. Prospects for branch of seamen’s
union in Brooklyn are very bright.
Platisburg.—J. C. Malampy:
Condition of organized labor is very good. Unorganized workers, however, do not have as good
conditions and they work nine to ten hours per
day, while union men have eight-hour day. All
building trades established the eight-hour day
May first without trouble. The eight-hour law is
strictly lived up to on all city work. All union
labels are boomed.
Poughkeepsie.—John Bradley:
Conditions are tair in this section and employment is steady. Plumbers and tinsmiths obtained
advance of 25 cents per day and signed agreement
for three years. Printers increased wages 50 cents
per week and renewed old agreement. Unorganized
men are working at the De Lava! Separator Company for $9.18 per week, who would under union
conditions receive $15 per week. Cement workers
have formed union. Have two new unions under
way.
Saranac Lake.—C. O. Davis:
All trades are steadily employed. Condition of
organized workers is better than the conditions
under which the unorganized workers have to
work, Carpenters of Lake Placid are organizing.
Saratoga.—D. I. Paine:
Organized trades in good shape, but employment is uncertain. Carpenters have raised their
wage scale 25 cents per day. Am urging the
demand of the union labels at all times.
Scheneclady.—John J. Henley:
Organized trades doing fine. They are reaping
the fruit of their organization and securing better
conditions every day. Work is steady in all
branches. Brewery workers gained big increase in
wages and shorter hours after one hour's strike. A
number of new unions are coming in line and
prospects look bright for organizzd labor in this
city.
Tarrytown.—J. Hopkinson:
Condition of organized labor is steadily improving. Wages show an average increase of 25
per cent. Condition of unorganized labor, however, is deplorable. Machinists are making a great
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campaign in organizing the Hudson Valley all
along the line. Sheet metal workers formed union
during the month. Lathers and wood workers
have unions under way.
NORTH CAROLINA.
Goldsboro.—Joel Powers:
Conditions are fair and employment steady.
Union men have fair conditions. Railroad machinists at Newberne have formed union. There
is good demand for all union labels.
Raleigh.—W. H. Singleton:
Union men have steady employment and good
conditions. Bindery women have formed union.
Electrical workers and barbers are organizing.
OHIO.
Bellefontaine.—A. M. Armer:
Conditions are improving in this vicinity. Work
is plentiful. Machinists have obtained increase of
5 per cent without strike.
Cambridge.—Albert E. Pitt and Chas. F. BaughPomapecto are bright for organizations in this
city. Expect to organize several new unions.
Organized labor in good shape. Employment is
steady.
:
,
Canton.—T. T. O'Malley:
The workers here are mostly unorganized.
wages
and
Work is steady, but hours are long
low. Tin and sheet metal workers organized recenty and presented scale of wages, which has
been signed by five of the employers, but in the
other shops the men are on strike. Employers’
liability law was passed by the State legislature.
Have one new union under way.
Cincinnati—Frank L. Rist:
_
The membership in local unions here shows
steady increase. Condition of organized labor is
good. Bridge and structural iron workers are on
strike for increase in wages. Carpenters obtained
increase of 5 cents per hour after two weeks’
strike, Hard wood finishers and carriage and
wagon workers orgauized during the month.
Cleveland.—Michael Goldsmith:
Organized labor in splendid condition. Work is
plentiful.
,
Coshocton.—Chas. W. Brownfield:
All organized trades steadily employed with the
one exception—the miners, who have been idle
because of strike in their industry. Organized
labor in splendid shape. Plasterers organized
recently. Central body committee is preparing for
elaborate celebration of Labor Day with parade
feature in the morning, followed by speaking in
the afternoon.
Crooksville.—S. R. Frazee:
Organized labor making steady progress. All
unions in fine shape. Miners areidle at this
writing, but potteries are working full time. Have
two new unions under way.
ox
East Liverpool.—}. P. Duffy:
Work is fairly steady. Organized conditions are
good, but some of the unorganized workers are in
very poor shape. The majority of the carmen
obtained increased wages, but some of them are
striking for recognition of the union and increased
wages. There is a growing demand for all union
labels.

Jackson.—J. D. Williams:
The unions are making steady progress. Everything moving along harmoniously. Employment
is steady. Clerks and blacksmiths are organizing.
Lima.—W. F. Batty:
There is a good field for organization work here.
Organized workers obtain much better wages
and conditions than do the unorganized. The
hours of the unorganized workers asa rule areten to
twelve hour day. Printers who have been out since
October, 1909, have settled theirstrike. Organized
trades work eight and nine hour day. Painters, plasterers, and lathers have organized recently. We
are building up the central body, for much depends
on the strength of this body. Employers’ liability
bill was passed by State assembly.
Marietia.—Wm. F. Debold:
Organized labor in fair shape and steadily employed. The union labels find good patronage.
Middletown.—Henry W. Naegele:
Condition of organized labor was never better,
Unorganized workers are very much dissatisfied,
and we look for them to come in line. Work is
plentiful and everyone is busy. Printers obtained
increase in wages without trouble. Machinists
and lathers formed union recently. Have three
new unions under way. Our union label committee is active.
Nelsonville.—Chris Evans:
Organized trades are making steady progress
in this section and the mine workers are in the
lead. After a full month’s cessation of work the
mine workers have increased wages 5 per cent.
Living necessities, however, show an increase of
from 10 to 50 per cent over prices three years ago.
Spring field.—C. W. Rich:
The last month has been one of unexampled
prosperity in the history of the local movement.
In addition to the railroad organizations, several
of the industrial crafts have secured better wages
and working conditions. Electrical workers have
secured an increase of 25 cents on the day; painters, telegraphers and railway trainmen have secured
material increases; barbers and clerks have obtained half-holiday; carpenters have established
contractual relations with employers wherein none
but union carpenters will be employed on work in
the future. In addition to this several other crafts
have negotiations pending. Since the first of the
year, the various localshave added materially to
their membership—in some instances it has been
doubled. This is notably true of the electrical
workers, painters and metal polishers. While the
union men have been obtaining these better conditions there has been no change among the nonunion men. They are still working the same hours
at wages which are considerably below that paid
their organized brothers. Employment is far
above the average in a!l crafts. In several there
is not enough men tosupply the demand. This is
true in the building trades and in the printing industry. A number
of new state laws have been passed
beneficial to the wage-earnefs, the most important
being the Employers’ Liability Bill, passed in a
form satisfactory to organized labor. In addition
to this fourteen other labor bills of more or less
importance have been secured. While no new
unions are under way, there bas been a material
strengthening of existing locals, and they are now
in shape to make a demand for better conditions.
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Label agitation continues good. In fact so good
that the Forepaugh-Sells Brothers show refused to
place any advertising until the label was shown on
the various newspapers. This condition holds true
in other lines.
Steubenville.—A. C. Johnston:
,
Organized labor in nearly all cases is chosen in
preference to the unorganized workers. Employment is steady. Carpenters after three days’ strike
secured their demands. Laundry workers are
organizing and expect to have a federal union under
way.
Toledo.—E. E. Smith:
.
The unious here have made good gains, both as
to wages and conditions. Engineers, laundry
workers, pressmen and barbers, and firemen
secured increased wages without strike. Team
drivers, and electrical workers won their demands
after short strike. Employment is steady for all
kinds of labor. Employers’ liability
law was passed
at the last session. All union labels are demanded.
Zanesville.—Jos. A. Bauer:
ia
Organized labor in good shape, but condition of
unorganized labor is not so good. Carpenters,
painters, and plumbers obtained increase in wages
and eight-hour day without strike. Work is not
so plentiful as it should be at this time.
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the month. Have another union under way. The
union labels are demanded at all times.
Lehigh.—C. E. Connally:
Organized labor in good shape in this vicinity.
The unorganized workers, however, seem afraid
to demand even the protection they are entitled to
under the State laws.
McAlester.—D. S. O'Leary:
Work is unsteady at this writing. Organized
trades are in fair shape, but unorganized workers
are badly off. They are not employed over two
days a week. Coal miners are still on strike. Good
work is done for all union labels.
YSweee
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McCurtain.—M. F. Massey:
Organized labor in fair condition. Miners are
on strike, but other unions report steady progress.
All unions with exception of miners have raised
wages without strike. A central body was formed
here during the month. Have four unions under
way. Carpenters organized recently.
Oklahoma.—J. D. Traylor and D. F. Harrington:
Work is plentiful. Painters, paperhangers,
leather workers, and teamsters have secured their
demands for better wages and conditions. All
city work is done on the eight-hour basis. City
employes obtained increased wages. Laborers organized recently. Hodcarriers, tailors, and others
are likely to organize during the month.
OKLAHOMA.
Sapulpa.—S. G. James:
Conditions in general are fair. Employment,
Cherokee.—V . H. Jones:
ie is unsteady. The unions are doing fairly
The carpenters are the only workers who have a
«6
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union in this place. In other trades there are not well.
Thomas.—A. Ward:
enough to form union and most of them are unionAll organized trades are busy and the outlook is
card men from other cities. The union workday
bright for the summer. Clerks are organizing.
is observed here. Carpenters have advanced
Woodward.—F. E. Allison:
wages to 40 cents per hour and eight-hour day
ome
We now have the following trades organized:
without strike. Union label league, barbers, and
Carpenters, painters, bricklayers, and federal
retail clerks are likely to organize.
union. The outlook is good for steady work. We
Chickasha.—A. W. Bennett:
;
Organized labor in fine shape. Employment is have secured nine-hour day without strike. Labor
council
is being formed.
steady. Union men enjoy shorter hours and
higher wages than the unorganized workers.
OREGON.
Laundry workers and federal union are being
Roseburg.—A.
F.
Latham:
organized.
There are a number of trades here yet unorganEi Reno.—J. S. Campbell:
‘
ized, but we are getting them in line. Plumbers
Conditions have improved somewhat since last and teamsters are organizing.
Carpenters obreport. Work is not so plentiful as it should be tained eight-hour day and good conditions withat this time.
out strike.
Salem.—J. F. Wisner:
Enid.—Julius Pieh:
Our organizations are thriving, and union men
Nearly all trades here are thoroughly organized
are
securing decidedly better conditions than those
and working eizht-hour day while the unorganized
iil
et
Rd
i
secured by the unorganized workers. Wages have
work nine and ten hours per day. Work issteady
increased about 15 to 20 per cent since January
in most lines, but some are uncertain of steady
work, Sheet metal workers received increase of first. Painters are organizing. All union labels
are
pushed.
50 cents per day without strike. Plasterers, blacksmiths, retail clerks, and laundry workers have
The Dalles.—A. R. Barnett:
unions under way.
Organized labor is steadily gaining ground in
FF
aS
wv
this section. For a small place it has been someHobart.—J. M. Wilkinson:
what overrun as regards employment, but work
About 50 per cent of the workers of this city are
has been steady this year. Carpenters gained inorganized, and seem to be preferred by employers.
crease
50 cents without strike. Brewers walked
Prospects are bright for steady employment in the out for ofeight-hour
day and 50 cents raise and senear future.
cured same. Everything moving smoothly. The
union labels are well patronized.
Lawton.—A. 1. Rebey:
Work is steady in this section for the men with
PENNSYLVANIA.
paid-up union cards. The more thoroughly we
Akron.—D. S. Smith:
organize the workers, the better able we are to
Union men find employment more steady than
secure improved working conditions ani higher
OSSSVwSE,
|Sew
do the unorganized workers. Wages are from 30
wages. Federal union was organized here during
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to 50 per cent higher for union men than for nonunion workers. Shoe workers are forming union.
Altoona,—J. H. Imler:
All industries are steadily employed. Union
men have obtained improved conditions, but unorganized workers are very much behind. A state
law providing for semi-monthly pay-day has been
enacted. Have four new unions under way.
Ashland.—Geo. W. Keller:
The organized workers have good conditions
and steady employment, but unorganized workers
can not secure any improved conditions. Carpenters obtained slight increase without strike.
Bethlehem.—Harry F. Detweiler:
Employment is fairly steady in this section.
Carpenters’ union is making steady gain.
Painters are about to organize.
Butler.—Chas. M. Myers:
Work is steady in this part of the State. Organized conditions are far superior to the unorganized.
Wages of the different organized trades have
increased—barbers, carpenters, bricklayers, and
stonemasons obtained increased wages without
much trouble. The unorganized workers find little
encouragement in this city and are employed only
when there are not union men to go on the job.
Carpenters won their strike after five or six days.
Union label league reports progress in its work.
Carbondale.—Joseph W. Hansen:
Conditions are very good in this city. Work is
steady, mines running fulltime. All trades have
secured improved conditions and higher wages.
Bartenders formed union recently.
JSohnstown.—James Williamson:
All union carpenters are steadily employed. No
strikes have occurred. Coal miners organized and
are on strike for wage scale and check weighman.
Lancaster.—E. E. Greenawalt:
All lines have fairly steady employment. Conditions improving for organized labor. The unorganized workers are waking up. Printers increased
membership from seven to one hundred since
January. and gained the eight-hour day and $2
a week increase in four offices and others are coming over. Carpenters gained 3 cents an hour.
Plumbers secured Saturday half-holiday. Painters
established minimum wage of $2.50 aday. Iron
molders have been locked out for demanding 10
per cent increase in wages. The men are standing
firm. Printing pressmen and plumbers organized
recently.
McKeesport.—A. 1. Smith:
Work is steady for all workers.
Teamsters
formed union recently. Clerks, freight handlers,
and meat cutters are organizing.
.
Meadville.—W. J. Sook:
Organized labor in fair shape. Work is plentiful
and wages are fair. No idle people here. There
is increased political activity among the workers.
The union labels find good demand here.
Monongahela.—M. W. Forester:
Condition of organized labor growing better
every day. Unorganized workers work longer
hours and receive less wages than the union men.
Carpenters are now receivirg better wages than
ever before in this valley. They recently secured
increase of 50 cents per day after short suspension
of work.

Mount Carmel.—P. P. Pulaski:
Organized workers as a rule have fair conditions.
As result of four days’ strike textile workers secured half-holiday on Saturdays and all legal
holidays.
Mine workers, textile workers, and
musicians have formed unions. Teamsters and
bartenders are organizing.
Oil City.—P. J. Walsh:
Employment is steady for all classes of labor.
Condition of organized labor is excellent. Barbers
secured ten-hour day as result of strike, Carpenters and joiners obtained eight-hour day. Union
men receive from 50 cents to $1 per day more than
the unorganized workers. Standard Oil Company
granted an increase of 10 per cent to all employes.
Pennsylvania Railroad gave 6 per cent increase to
all of its employes. Sheet metal workers have
formed union. Painters and paperhangers are
organizing.
hiladelphia.—Wm. J. Boyle:
Employment is becoming more steady. Carpenters expect to secure increased wages. On the
recommendation of the mayor, the city council
passed an ordinance whereby city bridges, sewers,
etc., will hereafter be repaired by mechanics employed directly by the city government and under
union hours and wages. Hat and bonnet frame
makers have organized.
Upholsterers, bakery
workers and boilermakers are organizing. ,
Pittsburg.— Miss Emmilinne Pitt:
Inasmuch as organized labor of almost every
craft throughout the city is receiving more consideration and winning more victories than for
considerable time past, naturally a jubilant strain
runs through Pittsburg labor circles, as they are
surely making rapid strides toward higher and
better things for labor in the future, and they are
immensely proud of it, too. Noteworthy evidence
of our progress and firmer spirit of unity is the
fact that we are now in full possession of our handsome labor temple, a beautitul buff brick building
of steel structure, four stories high, affording some
of the finest, best equipped, and most commodious
offices, lodge and assembly rooms in the city.
The formal opening of the temple will be held the
first Monday in September. Another interesting
development last week was the organization of
blacksmiths at Braddock,’
Pa., when almost three
score of men of the craft joined hands in union
fellowship. Mr. WilliamJ. Kelly, presidentof the
Pittsburg Iron City Central Trades Council, delivered a telling address for the occasion. The Pittsburg branch of the Women’s International Union
Label League is meeting with much success in their
hard but thorough and systematic work for the
agitation and placing of ail union label products
with firms through the city, many merchants
acknowledging that they are now receiving many
requests for union-made goods and expressing their
willingness to place them on sale. A womans’
auxiliary of machinists’ union has just been
formed with an enrollment of almost forty members. Director Joseph Armstrong, of the Department
of Public Works, has recently issued an order that
all employes of the various departments coming
within his supervision must be union men and
ey union wages. Mr. Armstrong is one of the
ew men who, when they are in a position to become a positive force for good in a community,
have strength of character to live up to their
convictions.
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Scranton —M. E. Kane:
Conditions here are improving slowly but surely.
Many trades have advanced wages as well as conditions. Teamsters organized with a membership
of sixty. Electrical workers reorganized with a 100
per cent organization and secured increased wages.
Cement workers organized recently with good
membership. There is a marked improvement in
trade conditions here.
Sharon.—L. M. Snyder:
The organized trades here are formulating plans
for concerted demand for higher wages and better
conditions to be made next spring. Carpenters
obtained raise of 10 per ceut, making their wage
scale $3 75 for eight-hour day for outside men and
the same for nine-hour day for shop men. Plumbers are on strike for 50 cent raise. There is increasing demand for all union labels.
Pottstown.—W. E. Schmearer:
Conditions are fair, but could be still better, and
to that end we are working steadily. Generally
speaking, the unorganized workers do not secure
as good wages as the union men, although in some
instances the unions have raised the standard for
both. Carpenters increased wages from 30 cents
per hour to 35 cents. No other demands have
been made. The organized trades generally have
the Saturday half-holiday. Central labor union
was organized recently. Retail clerks and barbers
are organizing.
Spring Cily.—H. I. Diehl:
Union men are working under much better conditions than the unorganized workers.
Stove
foundries are now working from three to five days
a week. Nostrikes or troubles to report. Charcoal works are running day and night. Expect
to have the bakers under way by next month.
Wilkes-Barre.—Rufus B. Easton:
Most organized workers enjoying good wages
and satisfactory conditions. Unorganized workers are somewhat unsettled, their wages and hours
are uncertain. Generally speaking, employment
is steady. Typographical union obtained new
wage scale. We have an active committee looking after all union labels.
SOUTH CAROLINA.
Columbia.—Wm. J. Smith:
Conditions are good for the workers here. Work
is steady. Southern railway shop employes went
on eight-hour basis May first.
Spartansburg.—Chas. W. O'Daniell:
All mechanics are steadily employed.
Since
the painters organized they receive higher wages.
The improved conditions secured by organized
workers is attracting the attention of the unorganized workers. Electrical workers of Greenville,
S. C., have formed union. Hope to report organization of clerks of this city and painters of Greenville next month.
Walterboro.—J. 1,. Wood:
Condition of organized labor fair. There are a
great many unorganized workers here, but we
hope to have them in line. It is noticeable that
already our agitation has improved conditions
even for them. This town is booming in building
circles and employment is steady. There is decided improvement in wages of from 25 to 50 per
cent.
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SOUTH DAKOTA.
Deadwood.—A. D. Landers:
The unions have taken a firm stand against the
efforts of the mine owners’ association. Work is
steady for all workers except those that are
locked out in the mine owners’ trouble. Have one
new union under way. Am organizing a women’s
label league.
Huron.—C. A. Mann:
Conditions are good for organized workers.
Work is steady. Central body is being formed.
Machinists’ helpers are organizing.
TENNESSEE.
Knoxville.—Wm. E. Reich:
Organized trades in good shape and steadily
employed. Southern railway shops granted increased wages from 32 cents to 35 cents per hour,
with eight-hour day and strictly union shop.
Sheet metal workers and musicians have formed
unions. Musicians organized with nearly all
men in the profession as charter members.
Painters and decorators are organizing.
Martin.—J. B. Jeffress:
Carpenters are fairly well organized here. Without strike wages have advanced about 30 per cent
in the past two years. Organized labor is the
controlling influence. Hope to have a federal
union organized in this city.
Memphis—C. W. Merker:
Conditions are improving for organized workers.
Work is steady in most lines. Electrical workers
are on strike. Some of them have reached settlement.
TEXAS.
Abilene.—W. T. Scarborough:
All organized labor steadily employed, but unorganized workers get very low wages for their
labor. All union men demand union labels.
Austin.—Jos. Amstead:
Work is steady in all industries. City cartmen
get increase from $40 to $50 per month. City laborers increased wages from $1 75 to $2 per day. The
dam across the Colorado will be built under eighthour day and union wage scale. Hope to have
several new unions under way.
Beaumont.—R. S. Greer:
As compared with the condition of unorganized
labor, the organized workers have good conditions. Mine workers suspension of work is still on,
but things look favorable for them. Work in building trades has picked up. Brickmakers organized
recently. Hope to get carpenters and clerks
together during the month.
Childress.—R. E. White:
All trades steadily employed. Organized labor
in fair shape. Railroad shop men are expecting increase in wages in the near future. The eight-hour
day is —
on city work. In our last election
we elected the mayor and one alderman on the city
board. One new union was organized during the
month. Have two others under way.
Cleburne.—C. C. Stewart:
There seems to be a strong desire for organization among the workers here. Work is steady.
Barbers and painters have formed unions recently.
Have clerks’ union under way.
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ranks of organization may be formed into a fedCorsicana.—C. F. Barnes:
eral labor union and hope to report this soon. The
All organized trades are enjoying steady work
central labor union, through its committee, is
and good conditions.
Carpenters work fortyurging all merchants to carry full stock of unionseven hours per week; all other unions work
labeled goods.
forty-eight hours per week, Am working to organize the sheet metal workers. The mechanic’s lien
Palestine.—C. R. Angell:
law was passed by the last session of the legislaAll organized labor doing fine and receiving all
ture.
demands. There is little demand for unorganized
Dallas.—R. H. Campbell:
labor. Work is steady. Every one working the
Organized labor is rapidly improving conditions
eight-hour day and several different trades have
here. Work is not stea iy in building trades owing
obtained increase in wages. Weare asking all
to the great number of men attracted here by the
candidates for county and State offices to come out
advertising of the Chamber of Commerce, and
and declare themselves on the labor question.
there is not enough work for the men to do.
Bartenders, teamsters, and plumbers areorganizing.
Leather workers are on strike for the eight-hour
There is astronger demand for the union labels
day. The men are standing firm. Several new
than ever before.
contracts have been signed and conditions greatly
Port Arthur.—J. G. Noyes:
improved. Union men work much shorter hours
All organizations in good shape. The unorganand get higher wages and pay for overtime work.
The unorganized workers rarely ever get pay for ized workers here as elsewhere are taken advantage of by most employers. State of employment
overtime work. Cigarmakers and garment workis good inall lines. We succeeded in reducing
ers are doing good work for the union labels. A
the workday by one hour and increasing the wages
new contract has been presented by the bak25 cents per day for members of federal union,
ers. They have signed all the shops they had
last year and gained advance of $2 per week in without strike. Two federal unions have been
organized during the month. Have butchers and
wages. Brewery workers secured new contract
meat cutters’ unionsunder way. The legislative
and increase of $2 per week without strike. Thirleague of this county have taken the records of
teen cents per hour was secured by the typographiall candidates for office.
cal union for the daylight newspaper men, making
55 cents per hour the rate for all men employed on
Quanah.—R. F. Southall:
daily newspapers known as ‘‘daylight men.’’ Also
Employment has been steady, but just now is
secured agreement for overtime pay, without strike.
not quite upto the standard. We have secured
Waiters obtained union shop contract with some
eight-hour day without strike. Wages have imsmall concessions. Their membership is increasproved. Condition of organized labor is steadily
ing rapidly. Nearly all shops in the city display
improving. Painters formed union during month.
their card. Railroad machinists have gained in- Have blacksmiths and teamsters’ unions under
crease of several cents per hour. Sheet metal
way.
workers signed new contract with increased wages.
Sherman.—Josh McGrew:
The new building trades section is doing good
Work is fairly steady. Union men are much
work and its success for the future is assured.
better
off as regards hours and wages. The unorDenison.—B. F. Shearod :
ganized
workers work ten hours for about half of the
Organized workers have great advantage over
union scale for the eight-hour day. A large bank
the unorganized workers in this city. Employbuilding here is being constructed entirely by
ment is steady. Some of the union men have adunion labor. Musicians and possibly others will
vanced wages 50 cents per day and secured eight
organize
during the month.
hour day. Have four or five new unions under
way.
Teague.—G. E. Stoy:
All organized trades here are 100 per cent strong.
Greenville.—T. M. Reshow:
Machinists won strike, reaching a favorable setThe workers are coming in line. Teamsters’
tlement after one week. Electrical workers and
union is under way. Have bright prospects for the
women’s label league are organizing. We look for
formation of a federal union.
work to pick up in good shape after while.
Longview.—W.T. McDuffie:
Terrell.—_Wm. H. Hoylman:
Carpenters and railway employes are the only
Organized labor in fair shape, but condition of
trades that are organized as yet. We have had the
unorganized labor is deplorable. State of employeight-hour day since January, 1909. Work is unment shows decided improvement since last report.
certain in most industries. State legislature passed
Carpenters of Commerce organized recently.
the mechanics’ lien law at the last session.
Lubbock.—W. P. Price:
Tyler.—C. F. Simons:
Organized labor is making’Steady progress. We
The unions here are in fair shape. Carpenters
have
not had any strikes in this district, but wages
have had eight-hour day since May first. This
in most cities have advanced 25 cents per day for
was secured without strike. Will try to organize
eight hour day. There seems to be a wave of
barbers’ union soon. Union labeled goods are on
unionism sweeping over this whole district. Have
sale here.
two
new unions under way.
Marshall.—t,. Rouselle:
Waco.—John R. Spencer:
Very few unorganized mechanics in this city.
Work is plentiful in building lines and prospects
Work is steady. Railroad machinists, boilerbright for the future. Other trades are well emmakers, blacksmiths, and brass molders received
ployed. Painters and leather workers are standabout 10 per cent increase in wages May first. The
only workers that are now left outside of the ing firm in their demands for improved conditions
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and eight-hour day, respectively.
Legislative
candidates are being questioned on labor measures.
Wichita Falls —C. B. McConnell:
Conditions in this city are better than ever before in the history of the organized labor movement here. Work is steady in all industries.
Trade organization is rapidly becoming established
and unionism is looked upon favorably by the
public. feamsters are organizing.

UTAH.
Ogden.—W. M. Piggott:
Conditions are good and gradually improving
for organized trades. Unorganized men receive
from 50 cents to $1 less per day than the union
scale. No strikes have occurred, but wages have
increased in most industries and hours have been
reduced in others. Employment is quite steady.
Retail clerks are organizing.
*

DOMINION
CANADA.
Berlin, Ont.—Otto H. Zimmer :
Condition of organized labor steadily improving.
Cigarmakers are not very busy, but all others are
fairly so. Upholsterers’ union gainedslight increase
in wages afterstrike. Wages are about 25 per cent
higher for union men than for the unorganized.
Carpenters and cigarmakers work nine and eight
hour day. Open meetings have been held for the
benefit of the woodworking crafts.
Cranbrook, B. C.—E. H. Reed:
Organized labor do:ng well at present. Barbers’
union reduced the workday approximately twelve
hours per week all over the city without strike.
Printers are endeavoring to increase their wage
scale by gradual stages from $21 to $24 per week.
Barbers organized during the month.
Edmonton.—AlbertJ. Healy:
Practically all kinds of labor is in demand at
this time. Organized workers have shorter workday and higher rate of wages than the non-union
workers. Barbers’ union signed up one-year contract. Bookbinders and several other trades are
organizing.
Fernie, B. C.—J. E. Gravett:
There seems to be a better demand for unskilled
labor than is usual, but this is owing tothe scarcity
of men in woods and mills. Stonecutters have reorganized and are doing well. Everything moving
along smoothly.
Lethbridge, Alberta.—J. M. Ritchie:
Building laborers are steadily increasing their
membership. All building trades unions are well

NOTES.
organized. Employment has been somewhat unsteady, partly owing to the influx of men from
outside points. The eight hour day has been established in building trades through strike. Hope
to report several unions organized next month.
Ottawa, Ont.—Alfred Hopkins aud Harry Langley:
Work is steady. Ottawa electric railway employes have settled with the company for increase
of 1% cents per hour advaice and better working
conditions.
Pressmen secured five year agreement with $2 50 increase to $4.50 for five years.
Feeders and assistants get $4 increase covering five
years. We are trying to get the eight-hour day
in all agreements with employers in the building
trades. Lathers and meat cutters have formed
unions,
Quebec, Que.—M. Walsh:
There is good demand for organized labor in
printing trades.
The bookbinders are making
great efforts for the eight-hour day. Other trades
are very busy, excepting the cigarmakers. Bricklayers are organizing.
Vancouver, B. C.—A. Letroadec and R. P. Pettipiece:
:
Bakers gained shorter workday, increased wages
and union shop, after two days’ strike. Building
trades have enforced the working card without
trouble. Sheet metal workers and leather workers
are on strike. Provincial federation of labor has
been formed. Union membership is growing more
rapidly than ever before. Trade conditions brisk.
Teamsters, cement workers, glass workers, and
waitresses have organized. Civic employes are
organizing in a federal union.

DISTRICT AND GENERAL ORGANIZERS.
Number Commissioned Organizers, American Federation of Labor, 1,397.
Organizers, J. J. Fitzpatrick, Emmet T. Flood, Thos.
District No. 1.—Eastern.
H, Flynn.
Comprising the States of Maine, Vermont, New
District No. V.—Northwestern.
Hampshire, Massachusetts, Rhode Island, ConnectiComprising the States of Minnesota, Iowa, North
cut, and the Province of New Brunswick, Canada.
Dakota, South Dakota, Nebraska, and Manitoba.
Organizers, Jacob Tazelaar, Frank H. McCarthy.
Organizer, John A. Flett.
District No. ll.—Middle.
District No. VI.—Southwestern.
Comprising the States of New York, New Jersey,
Comprising
the States of Missouri, Kansas, Texas,
Pennsylvania, Delaware, Maryland, the District of CoOklahoma,
and
Arkansas.
lumbia, and the Province of Quebec, Canada.
Organizer,
M.Grant
Hamilton.
Organizers, J. D. Pierce, Hugh Frayne, Cal Wyatt,
4
District No. Vil.—Inter-Mountain.
H. L. Eichelberger.
Comprising the States of Montana, Wyoming, ColoDistrict No. Ill.—Southern.
rado, New Mexico, Arizona, Utah, and Idaho.
Comprising the States of Virginia, North Carolina,
Organizer, C. O. Young.
South Carolina, Georgia, Florida, Kentucky, TenDistrict No. Vill —Pacific Coast.
nessee, Alabama, Mississippi, and Louisiana.
Comprising the States of Nevada, Alaska, WashOrganizer, William E., Terry.
ington, Oregon, California, and the Province of British
District No. 1V.—Central.
Columbia.
Organizer, Stuart Reid.
Comprising the States of West Virginia, Ohio,
Indiana, Illinois, Michigan, and Wisconsin.
Porto Rico, Cuba.—Santiago Iglesias.
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FINANCIAL STATEMENT.
The following is a statement of the receipts and expenses for the month of May 1,1910. (The months are
abbreviated thus: j, f, m, a, m, ete.)
1. Balance on hand May 1, 1910
$161,612 =
2. Central labor union, Huron, S D, sup.....
5¢
Hair spinners 12353, 2-c assess for united
hatters
60
Stone planermens 12866, 2- c assess for united
hatters
2 00
Central labor union, Pittsfield, Mass, tax,
» & mm, 2...
2 0
Central labor union, South Bend, Ind, tax,
. f, m, 710
e
2 50
Central labor union, Easton, Pa,
f, m
;
2 50
Central co-ope rative union, Guthrie, and
vicinity, Okla, tax, j, f, m
2
Trades and labor assem, Council. Bluff,
Iowa, tax, may, 09, to and inel apr, *10
Federated trades and labor council, San
—
Cal, tax, jan, 10, to and inel dee,
0
Hat trimmers 11594, tax, apr, 10, $2.45; d f,
2.45
Mine ral wate r bottlers 11820, tax, j, f, m, a,
10, $2.60; d f, $2.60
ey labor 9079, tax, j, f, m, a, $1.80; af,
; &c assess for united hatters, 27¢
Trades and labor assem, Moberly, Mo, tax,
oct, 09, to and inel mar, *10
o> workers prot 7692, tax, f, m, ‘10, $14;
» $14
Federal labor 12692, tax, apr, $2. 15; d f, $2.15

”2. Federal labor 82038, tax, apr, $2.10; d f, $2.10
Suspendermakers 9660, 2-c assess for united
hatters
insists wiles daiia dina
Federal labor 12706, tax, f, m, °10, $1.9; d f,
$1.95
—
Federal labor 7087, tax, ‘may, "10, $9.50; d f,
$9.50; 2-c assess for united hatters, $3.80
nee candlers 12000, tax, mar, "10, $1.20; d f,
1.20
‘
<—aetiewn
Trades assem, Utica, N Y, tax, j, f, m, "10
Central ra union, Asheville, N C, tax,
d, 09, j, f,
.
;
Trades and one assem, Aurora, Ill, tax,
jan, "0, to and incl! june, "0
Central labor union, Conneaut, Ohio, tax,
j,f,m, "0...
Trades and en council, La Crosse, Wis,
tax, o, n, d, *
Trades and } EE Pueblo, Colo, tax,
jan, °10, to and ine! sept, "10
Gold beaters 12899, 2-c assess for united
hatters :
Intl boile rmakers and iron ‘ship builders
of A, 2-c assess for united hatters.
Cigarmakers
intl union, tax, j, f, "10
‘
Intl union of united brewery workmen of
A, 2-c assess for united hatters.....
“
American federation of musicians, 2-c
assess for united hatters
Journeymen sailmakers 12751, 2c assess for
united hatters.................
Natl bro of operative potters, tax, mar, 710,
to and incl july, °10, $173.85; 2-c assess for
united hatters, $115.90.
Bro of railroad fre -— handlers, tax, nov,
‘09, to and incl feb,
Paving cutters of U MG of A and Can, 2-c
assess for united hatters....
Amal lace curtain operativ es of A, 2c
assess for united hatters.....
Intl oo and copper plate pr inters union
of N A, 2-c assess for united hatters
Railroad helpers and laborers 12922,
apr, *10, $1; d f, $1 .
Calmut joint labor council, Ke nsington,
Ill, tax, jan, °10, toand inel june, ‘l0..
Local 8, cement workers and helpers, sup
Federal labor 12735, tax, apr, ‘10, #c; d f, 9c
Intl alliance theatrical stage employes of
US of Aand Can, 2-c assess for united
hatters ....
ali
Intl alliane e theatrical stage employes of
U Sof A and Can, sup
Federal labor 11459, tax, feb, 9c ;; df, 9c;
sup, 50c
Federal labor 12791, tax, may, “su, 7c;d f,
75c; sup, $4.25. ...
.
Machinist he rer ‘and labore rs 12887, tax,
apr, $1.30; df, $1.30; sup,
Oke 2
Federal labor 9993, tax, may, 10, $5; d f, $5;
sup, 50¢
on oeen
Horse nail workers 7180, tax, apr, °10, $4;
d f, $4; sup, 50c ...
Elevator conductors and starters 11959, sup
Federal! labor 12872, sup
Machinists helpers and labore rs 12910, tax,
apr, "10, $7.50; d f, $7.50; sup, $4.25
s
Central labor union, Washington, DC, tax,
jan, "10, to and inc] june, °10, $5; sup, $1.70
a:
AC McClurg & co, Chicago, 11], su p
3. Beoeecks prot 10175, tax, mar, ‘10, $2.80;
d f, $2.8
ies
;
.
Newsboys 10911, tax, apr, ‘10, toand incl
sept, ”*
eases
.
Federal ‘kee 9626, tax, may, 10, $2; d f $2;
2-c assess for united hatters, 80c
Laborers prot 12855, tax, apr, $5.05; d f, $5.05;
2-c assess for united hatters, $2
Trades and labor council, Grand ‘Rapids,
Mich, tax, j, f, m, "l0.....
Tae tian. wiee
Federation of labor, Yonkers, N Y, tax, i,
f, m, 10
=
Firemens asso 12270, tax, apr, 10, $5; d f, $5
Retail clerks intl prot asso, tax, mar, "10
Intl union of siate workers, tax, apr, °10
Lithographers
intl pand basso of U 8S, and
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3.

Can, 2-c assess for united hatters
Upholsterers intl union of N A, tax, j, f,m
Natl asso machine printers and color
mixers of U S, tax, f, m, a, m, "10
Federal labor 12686. tax, feb, "10, Thc; d f, 75e
Intl bro composition roofers, damp and
waterproof workers, sup
Alburtis Nooney, Hudson, N Y, sup
Railroad hy Ipers and laborers 12775, tax,
apr, $1.75; d f, $1.75; sup, 50c
United bro of carpenters and joiners, local
830, sup
Scalemens prot 114038, sup
:
Laborers prot 12943, sup
Federal labor 11366, tax, may, 45c; d f, 45c;
SL 1ona ane dubia + bone aaneeen ian :
Trades and labor |€ oune il, Bue yrus, Ohio,
tax, nov, W,toandineclapr, ‘10 ..........
Central labor union, Tacoma, Wash, tax,
dec, 09, to and incl may, ‘10
U — neckwear cutters 6939, tax, apr, $5;
f, $5; 2-c assess for united hatters, $2
( eutent labor union, New London, Conn,
tax, j, f, m, "10
Federal labor 81F2, tax, ‘a, . J, "10, $5.70; d f,
$5.70
Trades and labor council, Hoquiam, Wash,
tax. Jan "10, to and incl june, "10
Trades and labor council, Burlington,
Iowa, tax, j, f, m, "10
sities tae
Stenographers, typewrite rs, bookkepers,
and assistants asso 11773, tax, f, m, a, 10,
$11.70; d f, $11.70
in
'
Federal! labor 12853, tax, mar, $1.15; d f, $1.15
Federal labor 7479, 2-c assess for united
I
=RE REET
an
Building employes 12695, tax, f, ‘m, a, 710,
$3.75; d f, $3.75; 2-c assess for united hatLs 56.4:< pete eiteabah anh
aeiawasneeee
4. Steel plate transferrers asso of A, 2-¢ assess
for united hatters......
‘Ke
Stovemounters intl union, tax, m, a, ‘10...
Travelers goods and leather novelty workers intlunion of A, 2-c assess for united

$32 52
42 00
9 32
1 50
6 75
1 00
4 00
50
50
9 00
390
5 00
5 00
12 00
2 50
ll 40
5 00
2 50
23 40
2 30
1 38
8 00
110
9 00

STATEMENT
Pe
ee ee a
ee
Chainmakers nat! union of U Sof A, 2-c
assess for united hatters
4 00
Ceramic, mosaic, encaustic tile layers and
helpers int! union, tax, m, a, acct m, ‘10
28 22
Intl longshoremens asso, tax, m, a, 10
200 00
Federal labor 10651, tax, mar, °10, $3.50; d f,
$3.50; sup, $1
;
Rios
:
8 00
Central labor union, Fredericksburg, Va,
sup, $5
5 00
— — carpet printe rs ‘and fille rs local 4,
Fe Ae labor 12681, tax, apr, $1.50; d f, $1.50;
rere
sandaae
5 00
Federal labor 12681, 2-c assess for united
hatters
,
—
6
wr tt nail makers 10953, tax, apr, "10, $2.35;
f, $2.85; sup, Sic; 2c assess for united
LL ng Mie
.
ane
614
Federation of trades, Columbia, S C, tax,
dec, 09, to and incl may, °10, $5; sup, 0c
5 50
5. Glass bottle blowers asso, U S and Can, 2-c
assess for united hatters.......
200 00
Wood wire and metal lathers intl union,
tax, may, $25; 2-c assess for united hatters, $100
125 00
Boot and shoe workers union, tax, feb, °10
12 47
Cooks and waiters 10968, tax, apr, $6; d f, $6
12 00
Federation of labor, Perth Amboy, N J,
tax, d, 09, j, f, "10
2 50
Central labor union, Parsons, Kans, tax,
j,f.m, "10
2
Asso assist foremen, sec ond grade, dept of
street cleaning 12817, 2-c assess for united
BGOOTS fo. 00 222s ov vcccces
2 #0
Trades and labor council, Memphis, Tenn,
tax, feb, °10, toand incl jan, ‘ll
10 00
Federated trades council, Santa Clara co,
Cal, tax, jan, °10, to and incl june, ‘10
5 00
United trades and labor council, Streator,
Ill, tax, dec, 08, toand incl may, ‘10
5 00
Machinists helpers 12804, tax, apr, 75c; d f,
T5e ;2-c assess for united hatters, 30c
1 80
Machinists helpers 12813, tax, mar, °10, 75c;
d f, Te
i: $6 54%
1 60
Hair spinners 12347, tax, may, 0, $2.4
$2.95; 2-c assess for united hatters, $1.18
7 08
Federal labor 12909, tax, June, °10, $3.75;d f,
3.75
7
Centrai labor union, Chattanooga, Tenn,
tax, j, f, m, ‘lv
we
2 50
Federal labor 12645, tax, a, m, *10, $1.20; d f,
$1.20
2 40
Federal iabor 10185, tax, mar, °10, 0c; d f, ec
1
Central labor union, White Plains, N Y,
tax, nov, 09, toand incl apr
5 00
Central trades and labor council, Kingston, N Y, tax, j, f, m, “10
2 60
Trades and labor assem, Kewanee, I), tax,
j, f, m, “lu
250
Central labor union, Trenton, N J, tax,
j,f, m, "10
2 50
Trades and labor assem, Chicago He ights,
Ill, tax, jan, ‘10, to and inel june, ‘10
5 00
Intl asso theatrical stage employes « Us
and Gan, bal of monthsj, f, m, a, m, j, "10,
$45; bal 2-c assess for united hatters, $30
75 00
Federal labor 11345, sup
4 00
United trades council, Brownsville, Pa,
tax, j, f, m
:
25
6. Journeymen tailors union of A, on acct 2-c
assess for united hatters
sens
220 00
Journeymen tatiors union of A, bal 2c assess for united hatters
20 00
Rockmen and seeaean 12433 tax, may,
"10, $13.05; d f, $15.65....
be
27
Patte -rnmake rs league of N A, tax, apr,
$26.50; 2-c assess for united hatters, $106
132 50
Int! bro electrical workers, tax, mar, °10
75 00
Intl union of elevator constructors, tax,
apr, ‘W...
.
10 10
American wire weavers. prot asso, 2-c assess for united hatters
:
6 88
Trades and labor assem, Bloomington, II),
tax, j, f.m
_—
2 50
Trades and labor council, Tulsa, Okla, tax,
feb, °10, to and incl july, °10
a
5 00
Central labor union, Worce ster, Mass, tax,
jax, j, f, m, acct apr, ‘lv
3 00
Central labor union, Akron, ‘Ohio, tax, * f,
Si, RE APEs
See eS
2580
Trades and labor asse m, ‘Muscatine, Towa,
tax, f, m,a, "lU......
2
Lamplighte rs 11043, tax, ‘apr, 10, $; d f,$5:
2-c assess for united hatters, $2.50......
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6. American society of plate engravers 9003,
tax, may, $2; d f, $2; 2-c assess for united
hatters, 8Uc
Keg inspectors 11254, tax, apr, $15; d f, $15;
2-c assess for united hatters, $6
Assorters and packers 8316, tax, m, a, 10,
$11.10; df, $ll.lo
:
Federal labor 12760, tax, apr, $1; d f, $1;
assess for united hatters, 5vc
Central labor union, Nashua, N H, tax, jan,
10, to and incl june, "10
Laborers prot 8856, tax, may, 75c; d f, 75e;
2-c assess for united hatters, $1
oe
8139, tax, apr, °10, $1.50;
50
cloth and stock workers 10184, tax, apr,
$l. 4" adf, $1.25; 2-c assess for united hatte
Trade: scand labor assem, Mase ‘utah, Ill, tax,
jan, °10, to and ine! june, ’10
Amal meat cutters and butcher workmen
of N A, sup
‘
Federal labor 12989, tax, may, ‘10, ie; d f,
50c; sup, 50c.
Federal! labor 12962, sup
,
Mineral water bottlers 11317, sup
‘
Federal labor 12957, tax, may, $2.95; d f,
$2.95; sup, $2.75.
Central labor union, Lancaster, N Y, sup
Trades and labor council, Powell co, Mont,
sup
ee
Paving ¢ utters of US and G‘an, sup
. Switchmens union of N A, tax, mar, $37.60;
2-c assess for united hatters, $150
ioe
Amer fed of musicians, tax, may, *10
Order of railroad telegraphers, 2-c assess
for united hatters
United brotherhood of carpenters and
joiners of A, tax, mar, °10
John B Lennon, treas, A F of L, Bloomington, Ill, interest on deposits, $5,000 for six
months.....
5 dake
Intl brick, tile and terra cotta workers
alliance, tax, apr, "10..
Watch case engravers intl asso of A,
assess for united hatters
:
—
labor union, Du Quoin, Ill, tax,
Pipe caulkers and tappers 7348, 2-c assess
for united hatters...
‘néitens
Federal labor 12949, sup....
Laborers prot 12920, tax, may, $6.75; df, $6. 75
Federal labor 12793, 2-c assess for united
hatters...
Federal labor 12787, ‘tax, apr, $2; df,$
Federal labor 12835, tax, apr, $1.75;
2-c assess for united hatters, $1.75.....
Sewing machine operators 12812, tax, m,
a, 10, $6; d f, $6
Park dept laborers 12835, tax, a, m, ”
$3.50; d f, $3.50
Lamp workers 12800, tax, apr, 65c; d f, 65¢c;$
2-c assess for united hatters, 26c
Federal labor 11624, sup
Railroad helpers and laborers 12832, tax,
june, °10, $3.10; d f, $38.10; sup, $2.15
Steaegrageere and typists asso 12755, sup
Edw V Wood, Syracuse, N Y, sup.....
Suspendermakers #660, sup ...
Railroad helpers and laborers 12950, sup
Bottle cap, cork, and stopper workers 10875,
tax, apr, $12.50; d f, $12.50; sup, $1; acct 2-c
hatters assess, $4
:
Cigar tobacco strippers 12971, sup.
es
Jute rope and twine workers 12972, ‘sup.
Excavators prot 12798, sup
ite
Excavators prot 12973, sup
Federal labor 12974, sup............. ?
Laborers prot 12976, =
Laborers prot 12975,s
Central labor union, iridge water Mass,

$10 00
Trades council, Birmingham, Ala, sup....
1 00
Trades and labor council, Battle Creek,
Mich, sup
10 00
United trades and labor council, Dunkirk
10 00
and vicinity, N Y, sup
5 00
. Central laborunion, San a lo, Tex, sup
10 00
Federal! labor 12976, sup.
10 00
~ deral labor 12977, sup.
adiaiaids
oote labor 129837, tax, apr, °10, $7.50; d f,
Machinists helpers’ 12764, ‘tax, apr, $5; df,
$5; 2-c assess for united hatters, $2
Central labor union, Tarrytown and vic inity, N Y, tax, dec, ‘v9,j, f, 10
Trades and labor council, Oneonta, N Y,
tax, j,
Trades and labor assem, O'Fallon, Ill, tax,
jan, °10, to and incl june, 10
eke
Central labor union, Vincennes, Ind, tax,
j, f, m, “10
:
Machinists helpers 12799, “Xe assess
united hatters
Federal labor 10829, 2-c assess for united
hatters....
9 Sie
Federal labor 8060, tax, may, $3.75; d f, $3.75;
sup, $2.50; 2-c assess for united hatters,
$1.50
Ceramic, mosaic, encaustic tile layers and
helpers intl union, 2-c assess for united
hatters
i cnuae
Federal labor 12306, tax, f, m, a, °10, $1.65;
d f, $1.65; 2-c assess for united hatters, 22c
Federal labor 12812, tax, apr, ‘lv, $1.30; d f,
$1.30
Tin, steel, iron, and granite ware workers
300 00
10943, tax, may, "10, $8.25; d f, $8.25; 2-c assess
for united hatters, $3.3u
,
928 90
Federal labor 12872, tax, apr, $2; d f, $2; 2-¢
assess for united hatters, 80c....
Federal labor 6925, 2-c assess for united
75 00
hatters
Federal labor 12804, 2-c assess for united
25 72
hatters....
Central labor union, Kansas’ City, "Kans,
8 00
tax, jan, "10, to and incl june, °10
-_
Central trades and labor assem, Spring2 50
field, Mo, tax, jan, ’10, to and ine! dee, "10
Paper bag workers 11757, tax, may, °10, 55c;
2 60
f, 55e
Stone ware ‘potte rs7117, 2-c assess for united
1 00
hatters
*
3 35
Laberers prot 12908, 2-c “assess for united
13 50
“hatters...
;
een: ES
a
Marble, mosaic, and terrazzo workers
12707, 2-c assess for united hatters
Federal labor 12652, tax,a, m, °10, 70c; d f, Je
Hat and cap leather sweatband cutters
11307, tax, may, "10, 75c; d f, Tic; 2-c assess
for united hatters, $1
Laborers prot 8249, tax, apr, °10, $1; d f, $1
Tobac co strippers 9608, tax, apr, $5; d f, $5;
sq“
8wo K
88
$8 2-c assess for united hatters, $2
er ix:
pouse packers mec tax, may, $1.80;
«
sain aad labor council, Escanaba, Mic h,
tax, dec, 09, to and inc! noy, ‘lU....
Trades and labor assem, Sheridan co, W yo,
tax, june, °10, to and incl nov, *10
Trades and labor assem, Alton, Ill, tax, j,
f, m, ‘10.....
Wyoming state fed of labor, tax, a, m, j, "10
ll
SSssk
SB
Bakery and confectionery workers intl
union of A, 2-c assess for united hatters
Quarry workers union ofN A, 2-c assess for
SIS
6 no neviwsuoksowexhcestss
4
Boot and shoe workers union, 2-c assess for
united hatters
Bro of painters, decorators, and paperhangers of A, 2-c assess for united hatters 1,119 68
Bro of painters, decorators, and paper326 20
hangers of A, tax, apr, 10
Intl shingle weavers union of A, tax, f, m,
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a, "10
°
-"
Federal labor 12919, 2-c assess for united
hatters
Federal labor 12362, refund of strike benefits paid week ending apr 22, "10
R R helpers and laborers 12524, tax, apr, 09,
to and incl mar, °10, $4.20; d f, $4.20; sup, $1
Decorative iron and wire makers 1 2088, tax,
may, "10, 85c; d f, 8c; sup, 2e ’
Laborers prot 10295, sup
:
sa
Federal labor 8116, sup.....
, eccndics Ses
posers: labor 12925, sup
Fede ral labor 12987, sup... .
aa
Boxmakers and sawyers local 267, sup..
Federal labor 11449, 2-c assess for united
hatters
Federal labor 8279, tax, m, a, °10, $2.50; df,
2.50; 2-c assess for united hatters, 50c..
Trades council, Mansfield, Ohio, tax, jan,
10, to and incl june, °10
Intl alliance billposters and billers of A,
2-c assess for united hatters
Amal wood workers intl union of A,
assess for united hatters....
Federal labor 11728, tax, feb, 45c; d f, 45¢
Trade and labor council, Poughkeepsie,
N Y, tax,j, f,m
Monongahela Valley central trades council, Charleroi, Pa, tax, oct, U8, to and
incl mar, *10
we
Tobacco strippers 10422, tax, may, $3;
$3
Sail and tent makers 12757, 2-c assess for
united hatters...
Riggers prot 10298, tax, apr, "10, $1; d f, $1
Stone sawyers 12884, tax, a, m, "10, $5.70; d f,
Pin ceness
Sche r vaeieaiiiaks
cielo’
Central labor union, Canton, hese tax,
jan, ‘10, to and incl june, °10.
Federal labor 6854, tax, apr, $1.25; d f, $1.25;
2-e assess for united hatters, 66c.
Bricklayers 10982, tax, mar, 35c; d f,35c..
Laborers prot 11738, tax, m, a, "10, 70c; d f,
Jvc
Womens prot 19742, tax, feb, 65¢; d f, 55¢__

$22 35
42
400
9 40
14
25
1 00
50
75
5 50

2

65

STATEMENT
. Womens labor prot 12721, tax, mar, ‘10, $2.90;
d f, $2.90.
Locomotive cleaners a“we wipers 122752, tax,
feb, °10, $1.75; d f, $1.
Artesian well drtiters‘ond levermen 10344,
tax, may, $1; df
Grayes Harbor Maa
and labor council,
Aberdeen, Wash, tax, jan, ’10, to and inel
june, °10
Central labor union, Hanover and McSherrystown, Pa, tax, j, f, m, 20...
Sewer and drainage pipe layers 12824, tax,
may, ‘10, 9c; d f, Sc; 2-cassess for united
hatters, 40c
Federal labor 12978, sup Central trades council, Braddock, Pa, sup
Central labor council, Anaconda, Mont,
sup
Y M Cc A, pre ss, New York ©ity. sup
Central labor union, San Juan, P R, sup .
Mineral water bottlers 11317, sup
Navy yard clerks and draftsmen 12327, tax,
ape. anes f, $8.05; ~j 50ec
Utah state federation of labor, tax, june to
and incl nov, ‘10, $5; sup, 50¢
é
:
Federal! labor 10128, tax, a, m, °10, $1.95; d f,
$1.95; sup, $16
ecole
.
. Federal labor 12776, tax, mar, °l0, $10; df,
= derrickmens prot 6721, tax, m, a, m,
Stone
10, $7.50; di f, $7.50
15 00
Trades assem, Schenectady, N Y, tax, j, f,
me 90
—
Railroad helpers 12979, sup
10 00
Intl photo engravers union of N A, tax,
m, a, *10, $35.47; 2-c assess for united hatters, $67.32
102 79
Intl asso bridge and structural iron workers, tax, a, m, “lo
100 00
United textile workers of A, tax, f, m,
a, "10
150 00
United cloth hat and cap makers of N A,
tax, j, f, 10
17 88
Ceramic, mosaic, encaustic tile layers and
helpers int! union, tax, bal may, ‘10
1 00
Mineral water bottlers 10218, 2-c assess for
united hatters
:
hawiwenanh
‘
Central trades and labor council, Great
Falls, Mont, tax, d, 09,j, f, "10
Trades and labor ahh Peru, Ill, tax, jan,
10, to and inel june, ‘10
Horse nail workers 10682, tax, may, 10,
$3.25; a f, $3.25; 2-c asseSs for united hatters, $1.30
eevece
Federation of labor, Kankakee, Ill, tax, f,
m, a, "10
+s
Federal labor 12915, tax, may "10, $3.20; d f,
$3.20
;
Telephone ope rators 1079, tax, a, ma, °10, $1;
df, i
.
Janitors prot 10367, 2c assess for united
hatters
Federal labor 11891, tax, apr, ‘10, $2.60; d f,
$2.60...
Trades and labor council, Peekskill, N Y,
tax, jan, °10, to and incl june, ‘10
Rockmens 12712, tax, acct m, $10; d f, $10.
Excavators prot 12711, tax, mar, °10, $5; d f,
$5
Central labor union, Philade Iphia, Pa, tax,
jan, 10, to and incl dec, *10
Saw workers 12423, tax, f, m, a, ‘10, $3.30;
d f, $3.30; 2-c assess for united hatters, 50c
Trades and labor council, Port Arthur,
Tex, tax, o, n, d
;
=
:
Trades council, Muncie, Ind, tax, j, f, m,
10
Central labor council, Montgomery, Ala,
sup
Federal labor 12902, tax, may, "10, $1.55; d f,
$1.55; sup, 22c; 2-c assess for united hatters, 6c
~
a a
”
Federal labor 8806, sup, $2; 2-c assess for
united hatters, $1.80
:
;
. Laborers prot 12980, sup
Railroad helpers and laborers 12981, sup
Laborers prot 12082, sup....
Central labor union, Chant, Okla, sup.. Intl union of slate workers, 2-c assess for
united hatters ....
Intl bro of maintenance of way employ es,
tax, apr, $50; 2c assess for united hatters, $200...
Laborers prot 12888, tax, apr, $2.30; d ftwt
Federal labor 9985, tax, a, m, '10. $3.80; d f,

AMERICAN

FEDERATIONIST

INDEPENDENT
SALT
CO.
2102 tayicrss.
Borough of Brooklyn, City of New York
549 to 559
332 East 103d Street
WAREHOUSES:
Manhattan Market
Smith Street, Brooklyn
Telephone Call, 640 Hamilton
Telephone Call, 1 136-79th St.
14.

$3.80; 2-c assess for united hatters, $1
Buttonmakers prot 7181, 2-c assess for
united hatters
Federal! labor 11816, 2-c assess for united
hatters
Machinists helpe 4 and laborers 12021, tax,
apr, $2.10; d f, $2.1
—
Federal labor wor, seine may, $3.90; d f, $3.90
Picture frame workers 12777, tax, apr, 0c;
d f, We
Cigar factory tobacco strippers 102%, tax,
mar, $2.75; d f, $2.
Ce — labor union, Lebanon, N H,
SSersees
=

tax, ‘a, 09, J.
a eleseth
Trades and labor congress, Dubuque, Iowa,
tax, jan, ‘10, to and incl dee, "10
Intl union pavers, rammermen, flag layers, bridge and stone curb setters, sup
Machinists helpers and laborers 12913, tax,
apr, 75c, d f, 75c; sup, $1
Federal labor 12791, sup
Amal asso of street and electric railway
employes of A, sup
Federal labor 12933, tax, apr, ‘$i.Ay
Railroad helpersand laborers 1226
35e; d f, 35e
Federal labor 12552, tax, m, a, $3.70; d f, $3.70
Central trades and labor union, E St Louis,
Ill, tax, jan, "10, to and incl june, "10
Federation of labor, Geneva, N Y, tax, j, f,
m, ‘I
Federal labor 10651, 2-c assess for united
hatters
Federal labor 12424, tax, apr, $2.05; d f, $2.05
Cigar factory tobacco strippers 11939, tax,
apr, $2.50; d f& $2.50
Riggers prot 11561, tax, f, m, a, °10, $18;
18
ere
workers 6888, ‘tax, may, $4.45;
d f, $4.
nee
Gas =we a tax, a, m, *10, $14; d f, $14; ‘Qe
assess for united hatters, $2.80
Horse nail makers 0656, tax, apr, $2.55;
Federal labor 8033, tax, dec, 09, to and incl
apr, ‘10, $2.50; d f, $2.50..
Railroad transfe r messe ngers ‘and clerks,
11689, 2-c assess for united hatters
Foremen blasters 11955, tax, j, f, m, ‘10,
$2.25;
d f, $2.25....
Mineral and soda water bottlers 9275, tax,
m, a, m, *10, $1.05; d f, $1.05
ee
Pipe layers 12917, tax, may, °10, $2.85; a f,
$2. 85
ad
ie
Fede ry labor 12274, tax, f, m, a, 10, $1.80;
d f, $1.80
vs
Trades council, “Mulberry, Kans, tax, a, m,
J,*
Machinists helpe rs and laborers 12929, tax,
apr, 5iec; d f, 55e
:
Federal! labor 12894, sup. .
.
Laborers prot 8U79, tax, apr, 10, $29.50; d f,
$29.50; sup, 25c; 2-c assess for united hatters, $11.80
; ‘
Hair spinners 12353, tax, may, $1.40; d f,
$1.40; sup, 50¢
Horse nail makers p and b 6170, tax, apr,
10, $5.25; d f, $5.25; sup, $2
Sewer cleaners 12885, tax, apr, 10, $3.75;
3. 75
New York transfer co employe Ss prot 11824,
tax, may, 80c; d f, 80c; 2-c assess for
united hatters, $1..
- Billiard and pool room employes 12983,
sup.
Drainage layers and he Ipers 12984, sup.
Bridge tenders 12338, tax, may, $2; d f, $2,
2-c assess for united hatters, 80c
Music engravers — tax,apr, $1.70; at,

2 50
10 00
10 80
3 60
70
40
5 00
2 50

$1.70; 2-c assess for united hatters, $1...
Street sweepers 12811, tax, apr, $4.60; d f,
$1.5u....
Federal labor 12018, tax, ‘may, ‘$1. df, $1. 5;
2-c assess for united hatters, $2.50.
Central trades and labor council, Jacksonville, Fla, tax,j, f, m, °l0.....
Federal labor 12696, 2-c assess for united
hatters.
;
United neckwear makers "11016, tax, ma r,
$12.50; d f, $12.50...
Hat block make - ‘and helpe rs 12099, tax,
may, 65c;d f,
Grain workers 11407, tax, apr, $1 50; d f,
: =
aes
Locomotive eleaners and wipe rs 12752, tax,
mar, $1.75; d f, $1.75
Newsboys prot 12935, tax, apr, $7.50; d f,
$7.50
Car cleaners 12851, tax, ‘mar, $2. 35; a f, $2. 35;
2-c assess for united hatters, 92c...
Suspendermakers 10342, 2-c assess for
united hatters..
ni
5%
~
ate prot 11408, tax, f, m, a, m, 10,
6;
Federal labor 12934, tax, apr, $1.15; d f, $1.15
—
labor 12962, tax, may, ‘10, 35c; df,
Fe de ral labor 12362, tax, ‘may, , 10, $2.40; d f,
$2.40
Moceasin worke rs 12484, tax, apr, "10, $1.25;
d f, $1.25
_
Coopers intl union of NA, 2-e assess for
united hatters
Elastic goring weavers amal asso
of U
2-c assess for united hatters.....
Brushmakers intl union, 2-c assess for
united hatters
Amal glass workers intl asso of A, 2c
assess for united hatters
Central labor council, Manijowoc, Wis,
tax, jan, 10, to and incl dee, ‘10..
Central labor union, Milford, Mass, tax,
jan, °10, to and inel dee, *10
Federal labor 11624, tax, apr, °10, $10; ‘af, $10;
acct 2-c assess for united hatters, $3.50
Federal labor 12809, tax, apr, °10, $1.25; d f,

$4 40
9 00
5 00
2&
1 00

USE
Kitcbel’s
Liniment
For Rheumatism,
Sprains, Bruises, Aches
and Pains.
It is one of the best
external liniments sold
for man or beast.
It relieves pain like
magic.
Sold by Druggists.
S.

B.

Kitchel

Coldwater, Mich.

FINANCIAL

Carnrick’s
Soluble Food—
A Milk and Cereal
Food for Infants,
Invalids, and ee
peptics
:

STATEMENT

Carnrick’s Lacto-Preparata
A Pure Milk Infant’s Food and Perfect Equivalent for Mother’s Milk.
REED
@® CARNRICKHK
42 te 46 Germania Ave.
JERSEY CITY, N. J.

$1.25; 2-c assess for united hatters, $2....
Horse hair dressers 12889, tax, f, m, "10, $3.40;
d f, $3.40; 2-c assess for united hatters,
68c
Badge, banner, and regalia makers 12249,
tax, a, m, j, 10, $2; d f, $2.
re labor 7426, tax, f, m, a, m, °10, $2;
$2
Suspendermakers 9560, “tax, apr, $5.50; d f,
$5.50; sup, $16
Gardeners and florists 10615, sup..
Hostlers and helpers 11894, tax, apr, 2
d f, $2.50; sup, $1
Newspaper carriers 12062, tax, f, m, a, $7.35;
d f, $7.85; 2-c assess for united hatters, $1;
sup, 50c
.
:
wee
Central labor union, Huron, 8 D, sup
Intl alliance billposters and billers of A,
local 12, sup
Milkmens prot 10297, tax, }. f, m, a, "10, $5;
d f, $5
. Central labor union, Laurence, Kans, sup
Meter mechanical! helpers 12954, tax, may,
10, $1; df, $1
Carriage — wagon workers intl union,
tax, apr,
Federal inibor 13881, tax, apr, $12.50; d f, $12.50
Federal labor 8139, 2-c assess for united
hatters
Federal labor 1227H0, tax, may, $l; d f, $1
Gold beaters 12800, tax, mar, 10, $4.10; d f,
$4.10
Federal labor 11434, tax, j, f, m, "10, $3; d f, $3
Federal labor 80u2, tax, mar, $2.50; d f, $2.50
Lastmakers 9771, 2-c assess for united hat_ters
Cc ityFanaiinnie
e
8 12876, tax, apr, $2.75; ‘at, $2.75;
2c assess for united hatters, $1.10
Federal labor 9435, tax, may, "10, $) 05; df,
1.05
Pilots prot ASSO 12698, tax, apr, $1.15; df, $1.15
Fede = sober 12680, tax, m, a, m, j, $1.60;
d f, $1.60
Federal pace 12919, tax, apr, ’ , $1.05; a f.
$1.05
Sailmakers 11775, tax, j, f,m, 10, $6; d f,$6..
Trades and labor council, Piquia, Ohio,
tax, j, f,m..
Trades council, ‘Eldorado, Il, tax, f,m, a..
Central labor union, Rome, Ga, tax, j, f,
m, ‘10...
Central labor union, Westerly, R I, tax,
dee, 09, to and incl nov, *10
Federated trades and labor council,
Fresno, Cal, tax, j, f, m, "10...
5 siapieitiath
Printers roller makers 10688, tax, may, °10,
Jue ; d f, 70c ;2-c assess for united hatters,$l
Mac hinists he Ipers 12795, tax, j, j, “10, $2;
d
wengiendeasah
Pete:ralcabor 12986, tax, apr, ‘10, $2.20; d f,
Mac shinists he - rs and laborers 12906, tax,
apr, $3.50; d f, $3.50; 2-c assess for united
hatters, $1.40
Stone ee rmens ‘prot 12883, tax, mar, 10,
B: d f, $2; 2-c assess for united hatters,
Ratiroad helpers and laborers 12598, tax,
a, m, $1.70; d f, $1.70; 2-c assess for united
hatters, 40c
Federal labor 12882, tax, apr, 40c; d f, 40c...
Hotel and restaurant employes intl alliance, bartenders league of A, tax, apr...
Intl typographical union, taX, apr, "10
Intl hodcarriers and building laborers union, tax, m, a, "10..
Metal polishers, buffers, platers, brass
workers int! union of N A, tax, apr, "10
Intl wood carvers asso of N A, 2-c assess

$4 50
7 48
4 00
4 00
27 00

Zymocide—
A Colorless, Nonpoisonous, Liquid
Antiseptic

for united hatters ......
Intl shingle weavers union of A, on acct
2-c assess for united hatters
Intl slate and tile roofers union of A, 2-c
assess for united hatters.....
Theatrical tailors and dressers 12719, tax,
apr, ‘10, $1.30; d f, $1.30; 2-c assess for
united hatters, §2c..
Federal labor 12550, tax, a, m, j, ‘10, $1.05;
d f, $14
Office butiding employes 12865, ‘tax, apr,
$3.35; df, $3.35
Federal labor 122794, tax, ‘apr, "10, $2.40; a f,
40
Central trades and labor council, ‘Athens,
Ohio, tax, a, m, j, "10
Central trades and labor council, Roundup,
Mont, tax, jan, "10, to and incl june, °10
Central tradesand labor council, Ft Smith,
Ark, tax, oct, 09, to and incl mar, ‘10.....
a —
repairers 11465, tax, may,
0.
;
Federal labor 9079, sup
Federal labor 12837, tax, apr, ‘10, $3.90; df,
$3.90; sup, B0c .
Laborers prot 12948, sup .
adil
Assorters and packers 8316, sup
ome nder workers 11204, tax, may, "10, $2;
1 f, $2; sup, 2c
oumnihe polishers, quarry men and laborers
10306, tax, may, 45c; d f, 45c; sup, 25c; 2-c
assess for united hatters, 18c
Stone planermens 12866, tax, apr, "10, $4;
d f, $4; sup,$1
,
or
Machinists helpers, 12345, tax, may, $2; d f,
$2; sup, 50c
Laborers prot 12942, tax, may, 10, 75; d f,
75c; sup, $4.15.
Federal labor
tax, may, 10, $5; 4 f,
$5; sup, $3
Florida cet federation of labor, sup.
. Federal labor 12987, sup.
Well drivers 12528, tax, apr, $l. 10: af, vente
sup, $1
Can and tag workers 12069, sup.
Stenographers, typewriters, bookkeepe rs,
and assistants
asso 11773, sup, $1; 2-c assess
for united hatters, $1.56 .
Central trades and labor council, Reno,
Nev, tax, nov, V0, to and incl apr, "10, $5;
sup, $1.60
Amal society of carpenters and joiners, 2-c
assess for united hatters. ,
Laborers prot 11762, tax, mar, ‘10, $1.50; d f,
150.
Central labor union, Port Jarvis, N Y, tax,
oct, 09, to and incl mar. beg
Central labor union, Ithaca, N Y, tax, jan,
10, to and incl june, ‘10.
Trades council, Millville, N J, tax, d, 00,
j, f, "0
Water we ks employes 12306, tax, apr, $1 50;
d f, $12
— aaa 10535, tax, may, °10, $2.25; df,
Sugar
5 workers 10519, tax, may, "10, $3; df,
Porters 12029, tax, apr, 0, ‘$1.75; d f, $1.75
Water pipe caulkers 1080, 2-c assess for
united hatters .
Elevator conductors and starters 11959, tax,
apr, "10, $5; d
‘
Federal labor 12969, tax, may, "10, $2.35; d f,
$2 35.
Ce eK labor, Newburgh,N Y, tax, d, 09,
j, f, "10
Baggage messengers 10167, tax, apr, $1;
18. Central trades assem, Logan, Ohio, sup
Federal labor 11345, sup, 50c; 2-c assess for
16.

210
6 70
4 80
2 50
5 00
5 00
10 00
50
8 30
16
5 00
425

2 60
12
8 20
2 00
2 56
6 0
133 00
8 00
5 00
5 00
2 50
8 00
4 50
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Made of Steel.
For Miners, Quarrymen, Farmers &
All Mea Who Do Rough Work.
Pay for themselvesthree times over.
You can buy shoes fitted with them
from your shoe dealer, or any cobbler can put them on. They will
outlast the shoe. They are lighter
than leather. Write for booklet
that tells all about them.
UNITED SHOE MACHINERY CO.
BOSTON, MASS,
18."

united hatters, $1
ashi
Ladies felt and straw hat workers 12815,
tax, mar, $3.80; d f, $3.80; sup, $3
sais ;
Federal labor 12670, tax, may, $2; d f, $2;
sup, 50c; 2-c assess for united hatters, 80c
F F Murdock Normal School, N Adams,
Mass, sup
Central labor union, Jefferson C ity, Mo,
sup .
Glass packe ¥ prot 12849, tax, Hf“. m, a, m,
10, $1.75; d f, $1.75; 2-c assess for united
hatters, A,
IES EERIE POPPE
Intl ladies garment workers, tax, apr
Intl bro bookbinders, tax, j, f, m, "10, $120;
2-c assess for united hatters, $160...
ai a and subway constructors intl union
of N A, tax, apr
Trades and labor council, Hamilton, Ont,
Can, tax, jan, °10, to and incl dee, 10
Federal labor 12870, tax, may, 70c; d f, 70c;
2-c assess for united hatters, 24c. .
Federal labor 12412, tax, apr, $1. 25;
d f,$1.25
Central labor union, Newport News, Va,
tax, j, acetf
YK labor union, Batavia, N Y, tax, bs
Sendes ana labor assem, Fargo, N Dak, tax,
jan, to and incl june, °10...,...............4.
City firemens prot asso 11431, tax, may
$15.45; d f, $15.45
Wire drawers 124983, tax, m, a, "10, $2.70; df,
Ee
pre ae ae a Sn
Federal labor 8339, 2-c assess for united hatME «0 d.datedecscndeece
6d00 cebuneyarbesewesssas
Feder
may, "10, $3.25;
$3.25
Tuck pointers 10384, tax, apr, $3; d f, $8......
Newsboys prot 10952, tax, mar, "10...
.
oeeeere potters 8302, tax, a, m, . "10, $6;
i f, $6; 2-c assess for united hatters, 80c..
Fede ral labor 8620, tax, may, 45c; df, 45c;
sup, 5¢
Federal labor 8769, tax, apr, Toe: d f, 70e; 2-¢
assess for united hatters, 28c
Journeymen sailmakers 12751, tax, a, m,
$4; df,

$1 5
10 60
5 30
25
50
8 64
80 07
280 00
10 00
13
2 50

5 40
2 00
6 50

@ss
&
8 00

18. Nurses prot 12861, tax, m, j, 10, 70c; d f, 70c
Trades and labor counctl, Lansing, Mich,
tax, oct, 09 toand inc! mar, ’10..
Switchmens union of N A, tax, bal feb,
bal mar, °10, apr..........
. Federal labor, Butte workingmens, 12985,
Ne ck Okccclng etawh ann tibet t eedecdaians
tek Rhalsao
Newspaper and oy deliverers 9463, tax,
mar, ‘10, $50; df, $50...
Central labor en Walden, N x, tax,
july, 09, toand incl acct mar, ’10.......
Street, sewer, and general excavating
laborers 11608, tax, a, m, j, 10, $7.50; d f,
$7.50
ipa ta tare hh schema’
isonet Me veaies
Gas workers 12740, tax, may, 10, $2; d f, $2;
2-c assess for united hatters, 80c..
Cloth examiners and spongers 11680, tax,
j, f, m, a, "10, $45; d f, $45..
Trades council, Appleton, Wis, tax, oct,
09, toand incl mar, ’l0.....
United trades and labor council, Oswe Zo,
N Y, tax, jan, "10, to and incl june, °10.
Central labor council, San Joaquin co, C al,
tax, nov, V9, toand incl july, "10.
Federated trades council, Reading, Pa,
tax, d, 09,j, f, "10...
‘
:
Nail mill employes 9987, tax, apr,
d f,
Se
Plate and sheet glass glaziers 12836, tax,
feb, °10, $6.50; d f, $6.56
Highway department gereettstete S751, tax,
a, m, $3.50; d f, $3.50
Ladies straw and felt hat workers, 12675,
tax, apr, 10. $15; d f, $15. ;
"
Federal labor 83898, tax, may, 85c :d f, 8c.
Federal labor 12475, tax, m, a, $1.50; df, $1.50
Trades and labor council, Mt Olive, Il,
tax, dec, 09, to and incl may, "10
Federal labor 6998, 2-c assess for united hatters
Federal labor 8770, tax, may, °10,75¢; d f, 75¢
Hard lime bridge and curbstone cutters
12737, tax, apr, $1.75; d f, $1.75; 2-c assess
for united hatters, 70c
Horse nail makers 7180, tax, may, $4; df,
$4; sup, $2.25
Connecticut state library, Hartford, C‘onn,
sup.
20. Baggage ‘and mail handlers 12086, sup
Federal labor 12987, sup .
men
Intl bro composition roofers, damp and
waterproof workers, 2-c assess for united
hatters
Amal sheet metal workers Intl alliance,
tax, m, a, "10
United hattersof N A, tax, m, a...
Mineral water bottlers 11317, tax, a, m,
10, $5; d f,$5; 2-c assess for united hatters, $1
Industrial council, Kansas City, Mo, tax,
nov, 09, to and incl apr, *10
Hair spinners 10899, tax, june, 10, $3. 10; af,
, Sa ae
Hat block makers and helpers 12099, tax,
june, 65c; d f, 6c; 2-c assess for united
natters, 30c............
Telephone operators 12402, tax, may, 10,
%e; d f, %e
Undertakers 9049, tax, m, a, m, $7.50; d f,
$7.50 ...
Laborers prot 12098, tax, m, a, $2.50; d f, $2.50;
2-c assess for united hatters, 50c
Central labor union, Meadville, Pa, tax,
jan, °10, to and inel june, "10.............
Central associated trades council, C orning,
N Y, tax, n, d, 09, j, "10
Central labor union, Honesdale, Pa, tax,
jan, °10, to and inel june, ‘10...........
Trades council, Enid, Okla, sup..
Federal labor 12765, tax, apr, $2.50; d f, $2.50;
2-c assess for united hatters, $1
Federal labor 12924, 2-c assess for united
REE
SAE NS Hae,
Federal labor 12930, tax, apr, $1.80; d f, $1.80;
sup, 5¢e
Amal meat cutters and butcher workmen
of N A, sup
Federal labor 12894, ‘sup ‘
Federal labor 12926, sup.....
Federal labor 12962, sup...................000
wee labor union, Omaha, Nebr, tax, n,
i
a
ahs sind ud cwheiel beaks
Fodersi labor. 12988, ‘sup ‘nes
21. Federal labor 9300, tax, a, m, j, "10, $1.50; d f,
$1.50; 2-c assess for united hatters, 20c...

$1 40
5 00
40 16
10 00
100 00
7 00
15 00
4 80

7 50
2 60
2 00

oa te
10 25
10 00
10 00
161 00
85 00
11 00
6 20
1 56
1 #0

5 00
1 6&0
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tax, oct, 09, to and inc! mar, °10
Egg inspectors 8705, 2-c assess for united
ROCCORS... .02550Federal labor 12924, tax, may, "10, $5; d f, $5.
Badge and iodge paraphernalia makers
9136, 2-c assess for united hatters.........
Meat, food,and sanitary science ~mae pened
asso 1 2912" tax, June, 8c; d f, 8
Federal labor 10829, tax, june, pot df, 7-50
Federal labor 12644, tax, a, m,j, $5.25; df,
$5.25
Federal labor 8217, tax, may, $3.50; ‘d f, $3.50;
2-c assess for united hatters, $2
.
Newspaper carriers 12831, tax, may, “40,
$7.50; d f, $7.50
Gas workers 9840, tax, may, °10, $16.25; d f,
$16.25; 2-c assess for united hatters, $6.50
Plate and sheet glass glaziers 12886, tax,
feb, "10, $6.50; d f, $6.50
saat
Rockme ns prot 12712, tax, m, acct j, °10, $20;
f, $20
Trades “o labor assem, Centralia, Iil, tax,
ij, f, m,
‘
,
mT Lk
EN Marshall, Tex, tax, jan, *i0,
to and incl june, ‘l0................
Trades and labor council, Paterson, N J,
tax, jan, to and incl dec, *lW...............
Intl union of cutting die and cutter
makers of A, tax, m, a, m, ‘10, $4.50, 2-c
assess for united hatters, $6
Trades council, Albion, Mich, tax, jan, °10,
to and ine] june, *10,
Pole raisers and electric assistants 12491,
2-c assess for united hatters..
Waste handlers 8064, tax, f, m, "10, $1.20; d f,
$1 20.
Federal gouee 12791, tax, j, j, acct a, "10, $1.25;
d f, $1.
:
Rubber _
12829, tax, apr, $2; d f, $2
Cigarmakers int! union of A, local 156, 2-c
assess for united hatters, on acct.
Bookkeepers, stenographers, and accountants 12646, tax, may, ‘10, $2; d f, $2; sup,
$2.60...
ee
os
Laborers prot 12958, sup hime iemainne
Pole raisers and electric assistants 12491,
tax, may, 10, $3.75; d f, $3.75; sup, 50c
Well drillers 12960, sup...
Railroad helpers and laborers 12874, tax,
mar, $2.10; d f, $2.10; sup,
$1; 2-c assess for
united hatters, 80c
vet
Federal] labor 12857, tax, may » $1.06; d f,
$1.05; sup, $1.
eee
Laborers prot 12992, sup..........
Furniture handlers 12903, sup....
Intl asso bridge and structural iron workers, 2-c assess for united hatters
Federal labor 12765, sup
\e —— strippers 12571, tax, feb, °10,
nc dhink aces dethaennt iocbaseivebe Seendesss
7 > strippers "19736, tax, may, 10, $l;
d
Stone derrickmens 12878, tax, may, 10,
$7.05; di f, $7.05.
Laborers prot 12943, tax, may, "10, $8.25; d f,
$8. 25
Federal labor122758, tax, may, $2.35; d f, $2.35
Agricultural workers 12784, tax, m, a, "10,
$2.10; d f, $2.10.
Teemequasey qase m, , Williamsport, Pa, tax,
dec, 09,j, f,
Central labor anna Ashland, Wis, tax,
jan, ‘10, to and incl dee, v9...
Laborers prot 12908, tax, may, 10, $2.70; df,
$2.70.
:
Federal labor 9903, 2-c assess for united
IRs cia sda icdicevcvad couse
Federal labor 10746, tax, a, m, ‘10, $2.50; d f,
$2.50; 2-c assess for united hatters, 50c....
Sail and tent makers 12757, tax, may, ‘10,
$1.70; d f, $1.70
ard
3
‘
Grain and mason supply handlers 7445,
tax, f, m, a, m, "10, $5;
d f, $5; 2-c assess for
united hatters, Gls.
. . . . . . .csece0s
Agric ultural ween rs prot 12006, tax, apr,
"10, $2.80; d f, $2.8
Federal labor i008, sup
Federal labor 1299, sup
Agricultural workers 11827, tax, apr 5c;
d f, 6c; sup, 50c
Federal labor 7691, tax, may, 10, Toe; df,
70c; sup, H0e
Machinists helpers 11830, ERSpe eS
Banders h ents 12869, tax, f, m, a, #.10; df,
0..

23.
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Breakfast

Cocoa

brown

color

characteristic
of

this

grade
is made
oe
‘at. Office

high
cocoa
only

by

Walter Baker & Co. Ltd.
Established 1780
DORCHESTER, MASS.
ix_—. Laborers prot 10191, 2-c assess for united
hatters
EE
Machinists he ipe rs 9713, -c assess for united
RD 3 dacs su rectabiydanbale
agence conn qucnds
Intl molders union of N A, tax, m, a, ‘10...
Intl asso
of car workers, tax, d, 09, j, f
Co-operative trades and labor assem, Lawtom, Olria,. tx, £, Wy B.cccsccccessccrvcces
Trades assem, Oskaloosa, Iowa, tax, j, f, m,
Mid nsdn duke te oot and ehbasseeieh
Keskenvees
Guernse y Valley trades and labor assem,
Cambridge, Ohio, tax, j, f, m,
"10..........
Wire sewers prot asso 12600, tax, f, m, a, '10,
EE SK cn ins: c dB ended nescasdsesatahbes
Hat trimmers 11594, 2-c assess for united
RN «nabins a dibein4.6400ks
bas Ohi tenes sundae
er
handlers 11234, tax, a, m, j, "10, $15;
i f, $15; 2xc assess for united hatters, $2.
aaeer refinery employes 12045, tax, may,
, | “(7%
Steep
ae snsieElevator conductors and starters 11959.
assess for united hatters.............. ....
Bootblacks prot 11628, tax, f, m, a, m, $3.65;
d f, $8.65; 2-c assess for united hatters, 62c
Needlemakers 11438, tax, apr, $1.05; d f, $1.95
Central trades and labor council, Perry co,
SI, Meant ntedvkcecabcesrntecscStascencece
Gas workers 12989, sup............
beh
Laborers prot 12900, sup................
— hanics he Ipers 12864, tax, apr, °10, $2. li;
f, $2.15; 2-c assess for united hatters, $1
rede ral labor 8227, tax, may, $1; df, $1.....
Horse nail makers 9656, sup.
.
Federal labor 12576, tax,a, m, $ 7 ; d f, $2. 70;
sup, 50c; 2-c united hatters assess, $1.50
United mine workers of re
FF
eae
Spring and pocket knife makers 12229, tax,
BR, Ma, GBS GT, GBS GUD, Bho ce ses cccccecnccsccsce
Machinists helpers ie, tax, m, j, i,
$1.80; d f£, $1.80; sup, $1.70...............esee
% Industrial council, Columbia, Mo, sup..
Federal labor 12001, sup...............esseees
trades assem, Norw ich, NNY, tax, jan, °10,
yy
EE
ee
errr
Trades and labor assem, Brainard, Minn,

$1 00
2 00
500 00
75 00
2 50
2 50
2 50
5 40
1 00
82 00
50 00
200
7 &2
3 90
10 00
10 00
10 00
5 30
2 00
40 00
7 #0
1 00
11 00
5 30
50
10 00
5 00

$5 00
3 30
10 00
1 32
1 70
15 00
10 50
15 00
39 00
13 00
40 00
250
5 00
10 00

6
3
8
5

60
30
00
BU

3
10
10
200

10
00
00
00
10

2 00
5 50
8 40
10 60
10 00
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24. Domestics prot 12996, sup
Federal labor 9644, tax, apr. 40c; d f, 40c
25. Sewer diggers and shovelers 8862, tax, may,
10, $3; d f, $
ia
a: wopeendean 12326, tax, apr, 10, $1.70; d f,
$1.70
beg a? strippers 12046, tax, m, a, 10, $14.5
» $14.50...
Telephone operators 12897, tax, apr, 60c; df,
Reade rs prot ‘]9841, “tax, apr, 10, $2: d 'f, $2
Federal labor 11796, 2-c assess for united
hatters..........
tient ab tier
Federal labor 12915, sup, 0c; 2-c assess for
united hatters, $1.2
aks
oe
Trades and labor anh, ‘Breese, Ill, tax, m,
a, m, 10
Suspender workers 8144, 2-c assess for united
hatters...
Suspender workers 8144, tax, a, m. 10, $1.7;
d f, $1.75
Cement —— setters 12004, ‘tax, m, j, 10,
$2.10; d f, $2.1
see
Federal labor 1318, tax, apr, $2.35; df, $ 5
2-c assess for united hatters, $4c
United garment workers of A, 2-c assess
for united hatters
Intl ster oe - june ande sapiens pers union,
tax, apr,
;
Federal k . 12997, sup
Railroad helpers and laborers 12832, tax,
july, $5.10; d f, $5.10; sup, $3.
Machinists helpers and laborers 12927, sup
Central labor union, Lebanon, N H, sup...
New York state education dept, Albany,
N Y,sup
Laborers prot 12992, sup.
Federal labor 12998, sup
Federal labor 12998, sup
Pocket knife blade grinders and finishers
natl union, 2-c assess for united hatters
Tobacco workers intl union, tax, f, m, a,
$60.64; 2-c assess for united hatters, $80.66
Cigarmakers int! union of A, local 165, on
acct 2-c assess for united hatters....
oe
Central trades and labor council, New Orleans, La, tax, j, f, m, ‘10
Central labor union, Brazil, ‘Ind, tax, f, m,
a, “10
Federation of labor, Ft W ayne, Ind, tax,
jan, °10, to and incl june, °10
aaa
Labor council, Houston, Tex, tax, mar, 09,
to and incl feb, °10
Soft beer bottlers and peddle rs "8934, tax,
may, 75c; d f, 7ic; 2-c assess for united
hatters, 30¢
iacoe
ome
Flat janitors 12361, ‘tax,a,m, °10, $1. 50; d f,
1.50; 2-c assess for united hatters, 0c
Gardeners and florists 10615, tax, apr, °10,
$1.10; d f, $1.10
Trades council, Chickasha, Okla, tax, d, 09,
j, f, "0
é“
Federal labor 12367, 2-c assess for united
hatters
:
ee
Federation of ‘labor, Springfield, Ill, tax,
nov, U9, toand incl apr....
tea
Assorters and pac kers 8316, sup
Federal labor 12714, tax, f, m, $1.10; ‘af, $l. 10;
sup, 50c.
) Starger & co, New York ©ity, sup
Machinists helpers 12561, 2-c assess
united hatters, $1; sup, $1
Trades and labor assem, Fargo, N Dak, sup
Federal labor 12102, tax, apr, $7.50; d f, $7.50
Federal labor 7231, 2-c assess for united
hatters.
Bottle vrs: and handlers 11759, tax, may,
10, $1;
Federal tebe 6854, tax, may, °10, $1.25; d f,
$1.25.
Federal labor 11200, tax, m, a, 70c; d f, 70c;
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2-c assess for united hatters, l4c
“4 +46 of labor, Sedalia, Mo, tax, n d,
5 "0
Federal labor 7241, tax, may, “0, 70c; d f.
7J0c; 2-c assess for united hatters, $l
Bootblacks prot 10175, tax, apr, $2.80;
$2.80St
—— labor 12962, tax, june, 10, $2.50; d f,
$2
Ship drillers 9037, tax, bal n, d, 09, j,f, m, a,
10, $2.80; di f, $2.30,
Intl bro of papermakers, tax, dec, 09..
Intl glove workers union of A, tax, may,
$4.38; 2-c assess for united hatters, en230
Federal labor 12099, sup.
:
Laborers prot 12855, sup....
Federal labor 7112, sup....
Central trades assem, Logan, Ohio, sup.
Federal labor 9066, sup..
Hinds and Noble, New York City, sup.
. Federal labor 12925, tax, may, $2.10; df, $2.10
Intl union steam engineers, 2-c assess for
united hatters.........
Intl asso of machinists, tax, m, a, 10
Federal labor 12838, sup.
Federal labor 12274, 2-c assess for united
hatters, 24c; sup, 2c; tax, may, et df,
60c .
:
Well drillers 12060, sup...
Machinists helpers and laborer Ss 12010, tax,
may, '10, $5; d f, $5; sup, $5.7
Federal labor 8306, tax, may, 10,
$2.50; sup, $1.50
Phosphate mine workers 13000, sup.....
Railroad laborers 12620, sup.
Machinists helpersandtr uckmen I: 3001, sup
Federal lubor 12817, tax, may, °10, 65c; d f,
65c
Federal labor ‘12671, tax, feb, 85c; d f, 85c...
Cooks and waiters 10968, tax, may, °10, $8.50;
d f, $8.50...
: we eae ey
Gas workers 12369, 2-c assess for united
hatters
‘
Womens prot 12721, tax, apr, 10, $1.05;d f,
$1.05
John B Lennon, treasurer A Fof L, Bloomington, Ill, interest on deposits, $40,000
for 6months......
Intl union of steam engineers, tax, apr, °10
Commercial telegraphers union of A, tax,
oct, 09, to and incl mar, °10
Mac — ts ~~pecs ane laborers 12880, tax,
* m, j, "10, $2. d f, $2.50
Cigarmake rs‘intl union of A, tax, mar, 10
Central trades council, Clarksburg, W Va,
tax, f, m, a
Central labor council, Okmulgee, Okla, tax,
m, a, m.
Federal labor 12794, tax, may, °10, $3.10; d f,
$3.10
Federal labor 7295, tax, f, m, a, m, 10, $2;
d f, $2; (1 d f) assess, 10c; Los Angeles
assess, 10c; 3-c assess united hatters, 30c
Federal labor 11723, tax, mar, °10, 45c; d f,
45¢
Pipe caulkers and re pairers 11465, 2-c assess
for united hatters
Mineral water workers 12674, 3-c assess for
united hatters
wr Xr water workers 12674, tax, a, m, $7.50;
d
Federal labor 8002, tax, apr, 10, $2.50; d f,
$2.50; 2-c assess for united hatters, $1
Papercarriers p and b asso 5783, tax, m, a,
2.50; d f, $2.50; 2-c assess for united hatters, 50c
3
Excavators prot 12711, ‘tax, apr, 10, $5; df,
$5..
Domestics prot 12871, tax, apr, "10, 85c; da f,
85c
Lamp workers 12618, tax, a, m, 10, $3.30; df,

0 00
1 70

FINANCIAL

STATEMENT

THOS. A. GLENDINNING
(Formerly with Yale & Towne Mfg. Co.)
97 READE STREET (Third Fioor).
WE make a specialty of attaching door checks and me savivies Yale and other locks, fitting
keys, and of general jobbing work.
:
:
:
:
Phone 820 Worth
NEW YORK CITY.
- _ $3.30; 2-c assess for united hatters, 66c....
9. $77.9; J W Lutkauskas, $40
Decorative weeens wire makers 129388, tax,
10. Organizing expenses, Stuart Reid, $58.21;
june, '10, $1; d f, $1
T M Storkson,
$10; Louis Prince, $e M
Newspaper carriers prot 12831, 2-c assess for
M Donoghue. $20; H Frayne, $31.95
united hatters...
Strike benefits, 4 weeks, mar l4 to apr ll,
Federal labor 12362, (1 df) assess, 9c; Los
10, bricklayers 11659, Santiago Iglesias.
Angeles, assess, 9c
. Stamps, 10,000 2-c (1d f), PO dept....
State norma! school, Greely, Colo, sup. ....
Salary, office employe, week ending ‘may
Labor council, Kern co, Cal, =e, jan, °10,
14, 10, L A Sterne..
toand incl june, '10, $5; sup, $1.6
Organizing expe nses, Gal Wyatt, $19.05; A
Federal labor 12967, tax, may, °10, $1.8: a f,
A Hay, $98.49; M G Hamilton, $4.60; E T
$1.85; sup, 80c
Flood, $47.50; Jacob Tazelaar, $64.55; H M
Pn ne me.when
10342, sup
00
Tarr, $1.50..
Federal labor 10746, sup
Strike benefits, 26th week, ending apr 29,
Mineral water workers 12674, sup
10, federal labor 12362, H E Schoner, secy
Machinists helpers and laborers 12952, tax,
Organizing expenses, CO O Young, $58;
may, $1.80; d f, $1.80; sup, 50c
Flett, $38.55; H meatier, $36.00; J E GalLamp workers 12604, tax, a, m, $1.20; d f,
ligan, $30
$1.20; sup, 50c
Stamps: 1,000 1-c, $10; 1,000 2-e, $20; 300te,
Laborers prot 8249, tax, may, $1.75; df, $1.75;
$12; PO dept
:
sup, $1.50
Expressage, Adams Express co
Laborers prot 12975, sup
Organizing expenses, Santiago, Iglesias
House raisers and movers 12314, tax, m, a,
Supplies: 10 special made binder bel
boxes, $5; 2 doz pencils, $1; 1 doz blotters,
Local 142, bro cement workers, sup
50c; 4,000 sheets paraffine paper, $3;
Small supplies
waste basket, 50c; 2 wire letter trays,
Advertisements AM FED..
50c; 2,000 sheets paper 84x11, $1.50; reSubscriptions Am FED.
south
pairing fountain pen, $2.25; 8 bottles
Premiumson bonds
ne
ink eradicator, 75c; 1 bottle ink eradi—_——_
eator, 2c; repairing fountain pen,
Total
)
$1.25; 2,000 fasteners, $1.40; 12 indelible
——
pencils, $1; 1 doz blue pencils, $1; 8 boxes
EXPENSES.
rubber bands, $6.2; % gross erasers,
$5;
. One months rent in advance,
T A Wick1 bottle red ink, $1.25; 4 boxes pins, $1.60;
ersham....
Seals and stamps, J Baumgarten & Sons co
Legislative expenses, A E Holder
Organizing expenses, Santiago Iglesias..
seme 6,500 2-c, mailing circulars (1d f),
O dept
Stamps, 2,000 2-c, P O dept
40 00
Organizing expenses, A A Hay, $97.15; E T
Flood, $47.50; Stuart Reid, $50; Wm E
Terry, $47.50
. Salary, office employes, week ending may Lf
10: J Kelly, $30; R L Guard, $0; DF
Manning, $21; L A Gaver, $19; LA Sterne,
$21; JE Giles, $25.29; A L McCoy, $18; DL
nye A $18; F L Faber, $18; I M Rodier,
MC Farmer, $18;
M Connell, aw
WwW W ‘Howlin, $16; A E Hawkins, $15; G A
Boswell, $15; R S Thomas, $14; M Webster, $18; S Lankford, $18.50; K Carr, $14;
C R Breneman, $10.6; F E Waggaman,
$12; E R Brownley,
$11; W von Ezdorf, $12;
D J Nielsen, $15; I ‘V Kane, $17; N E
Lynch, $9; E N Parsons, $15; BL Dsihoun,
$9; S E Woolls, $15; L E Roberts, $9; EC
Howard. $12; S B Woollis, $10.39; I M Lauber, $18
Legislative expenses, A E Hoider
Organizing expenses, J D Pierce
Strike benefits, 2d week ending apr 24, °10,
federal labor 908%, Frank Insley, secy....
Strike benefits, 2th week ending apr 22,
2e2
%s
ge?2s
10, federal labor 12862, H E Schoner, secy
Organizing expenses, H Streifler, $36.90;
Cornelius Ford, $21.80; F H McCarthy,
$128.40; E C Davidson, $20
Two weeks salary, J W Sullivan
2%Ses
Translating, W Von Ezdorf
Organizing expenses, H L Eichelberger,
$62.12; John A Flett, $52.9; T H Flynn,
$50.20: Hugh Frayne, $73.85; M G Hamilton, $56.80; Jacob Tazelaar, $68.90; Cal
W yatt, $50.35: C O Young, $58.25
. Organizing expenses, Santiago Iglesias..
Contribution to Am FED, Thomas Reece. . 38Sse
Organizing expenses, T H Flynn, $47;
H L Bichelberger, $66.70; wa. E Terry,
$47.50; Joseph Tylkoff, $20;H Frayne,
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THE PERFECTION OF WHISKEY
QUALITY IS ALWAYS FOUNDIN

HUNTER

BALTIMORE

RYE

RIPE AND MELLOW
RICH AND REFINED
Sold atall first-class cafes and by jobbers.
WM. LANAHAN & SON, Baltimore, Md.

13.

14.

16.

17.

1 jar paste, 75ic; 6jars paste, $8.90; 200
scratch pads, $6; 1 special made box, $1.25;
J Frank King
ws
bas
Organizing expenses, JIG Noyes, $20; KT
Behrends, $20; William Hamilton, $20;
William Laier, $20; H A Denny, $W.......
Mepepete trip to St Louis, Mo, and Indianapolis, Ind, and return, Frank Morrison,
secy
geinry. office employes, week ending may,
14, 10: J Kelly, $30; R L Guard, $30; D F
Manning, $21; L A Gaver, $19; J E Giles,
$18; A L McCoy, $18; D L Bradly, $18; F
L Faber, $18; I M Rodier, $17; M M Connell, $10.71; I M Lauber, $18; W H Howlin, $21.38; A E Hawkins,
$15; G A Boswell,
$15.71; R S Thomas, $14.66; M Webster,
$18; S Lankford, $14; F K Carr, $14; C R
Breneman, $10; F E Waggaman, $12; E
R Brownley, $11; D J Nielsen, $15.72; A
B Harkinson, ne’ I V Kane, $17; N E
Lynch, $9.68; E N Parsons, $15; B L Calhoun, $9; S E Woolls, $15; L E Roberts,
$9; E C Howard, $13.74; S B Woolls, $9. .
Stamps: 1,475 1-c, $14.75; 1,475 2-c, $29.50; PO
dept
Salary, office employe, week ending may,
14, 10, M C Farmer
Legislative expenses, ‘A E Holder
Stamps, 5,000 2-c (1fd), P O dept
Organizing expenses, Jas Seamer viii. $50;
OJ Painter, $20; Harry G Moose, $20; D
F Harrington, $20...
Salary, office employe, 5 days, week ending may 14, 10, W von Ezdorf....
Organizing expenses, J D Pierce...
Salary,as treasurerof A Fof L, for year
1910, John B Lennon.....
Organizing expenses, H Frayne, $72.70;
Jacob Tazelaar, $61.90; J W LER,
$20; Jacob Tilkoff,$20......
Salary, JW Sullivan
Organizing expenses, John Fitzpatrick,
104; J E Gallegan, $14.25; John J Fitzpatrick, $20.
Organizing expenses, Cal Wyatt, $65.97; A
A Hay, $02.55; T H Flynn, $46.70; Cornelius

$45 85
100 00
93 90

Ford, $19.50; MG Hamilton, $59.05; H L
Eichelberger, $60.75; JA Flett, $32.25
Stamps: 2,500 2-c, $50; 200 3-c, $6; 400 4-c, $16;
PO dept
Organizing supeness. F H McCarthy, $44.40;
Stuart Reid, $54.42
. Salary, Ta employe, week ending may
21, "10, I M Rodier
Expressage, Us _ ee co
Stamps, 2,500 2-c (1d f), P Odept..
Organizing expenses, David Kreyling....
One copy “Organized Labor,” American
Book and Bible House....
Onpatne expenses, C O Young, $50. 50;
Wm E Terry, $47.50; E T Flood, $47.50; J
D Pierce, $50.85.........
. Organizing expenses, Stuart Reid, $150;
Stuart Reid, $100..
Se
Salary and expenses, IW Sullivan. ae
Salary, office employes, week ending may
21, "10: J Kelly, $30; RL Guard, $0; DF
Manning, $26; L A Gaver, $19; LA
Sterne, $22.50; J E Giles, $18; A L McCoy,
$18; D L Bradley, $18; F L Faber, $18; M Be
Farmer, $18; M M Connell, $10; I
Lauber, $18; W H Howlin, $18.48; A ¥
Hawkins, $15; G A Boswell, $15; RS
Thomas, $14; M Webster, $18; S Lankford, $18.29; F K Carr, $14; C R Breneman,
$10; F E Waggaman (54 days), $11; ER
Brownley, $14.14; W von Ezdorf, $12;
Nielsen, $15; A B eee $12; I V
Kane, $17; N E Lynch, $9.42; E N Parsons,
$15; B L Calhoun, $9; S E Woolls, $15; LE
Roberts, $9; E C Howard, $12; S B
Woolls, $9..
Organizing expenses, Ed Perkins, $10.90;‘H
Streifier, $39.90; Stuart Reid, $65..
Translating, Wilfrid Rouleau..
Ice, EC Kernan.
Phone service, 0 & P Telephone co.
Balance of premium returned on ‘bond,
Harry Hocker, secy.
. 3,000 2-c stamped env elope: 2 P Ode pt Soon
Organizing expenses, Chas Munal
Legislative expenses, A E Holder....
Contributions to AM FED, Hans Fehlinger
Organizing expenses, Geo B Howley, $20;
Joseph Mongel, $20; M M Donoghue. $50
Salary, office employe,one day, week ending may 28, "10, A B Harkinson
24. Organizing expenses, Hugh Frayne, $70.40;
Joseph Tylkoff, $20; H L Eichelberger,
$66.80; Jacob Tazelaar, $67;E T Flood,
$417.50; Wm E Terry, $56.50; Cal Wyatt,
$60.90; T H Flynn, $49.06; MG Hamilton,
$66.05; J A Flett, $53.70
Expenses acct electrical workers controversy, James Duncan
. Stamps: 600, 1-c, $5; 2002-c, $4; 150 4-c, $6; PO
dept
ue. office employes, week ending, may
28, 10, L A Sterne, $21; R L Guard, $30....
Organizing expenses, C O Young
Salary, office employe, week ending may
28, 10, G A Boswell.
Personal tax A F of L, CC Rogers, collector
of taxes, D C.
Installing electric bells, John H Tasker..
Organizing expenses, Agnes Nestor, $116.90;
J D Pierce, $58.85; W J Bartlett, $20
Supplies: 20 reams No 4 letter paper, $13;
12 purple copy ribbons, $%; 3 reams No4
letter paper, $1.95; 1 ribbon, 50c; Smith
Premier Typewriter co
2 quires No l4 stencil paper, Typewriter &
Office Supply co
1 ee sn repairs, Remington Typewriter
1 ribbon, oF © Smith & Bros, Ty pew riter co
Clippings, Natl Press Intl co
2 transfer boxes, $4; 150 manila folders, 75c;
Library Bureau
Lettering number of door, William Martin
Cleland
Telegrams, Western Union Telegraph co.
Rent of typewriter, mar 3, "10, to may 3, 10,
Underwood Typewriter co
1 American Newspaper Directory, 1910,
Brentanos
Telegrams, Postal Telegraph Cable co....
Printing: 500 circulars, organize a central, $10.50; 1,000 letter-heads,
$37; 500 letter-heads, $3.50; 500 circ, district organizer, $6; 100 copies, article from Am FrEp,

mS
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$2.60; 600 circ, district org, 2nd ed, $6; 2,000
circ, estab a central, $24.85; 170 circ, district org, $4.65; Law Reporter Ptg co....
Printing, may, 1910, AM Fep, Law Reporter
REE
FS PER Te BE SS ew
27. Salary, office employes, week ending may
28, 10: J Kelly, $30; D F Manning, $21; LA
Gaver, $19; J E Giles, $18; A L McCoy,
$18; D L Bradley, $18; F L Faber,$18; IM
Rodier, $17; M C Farmer, $18; M M Connell, $10; I M Lauber, $18; W H Howlin,
$16; A E Hawkins, $15; RS Thomas, $15.32
M Webster, $18; S Lankford, $20; F K Carr,
$14; C R Breneman, $10; F E Waggaman,
$12.85; E R Brownley, $11; W von Ezdorf,
$12; I V Kane, $17; N E Lynch, 9; EN
Parsons, $15; BL Calhoun, $9; L E Roberts, $9; EC Howard, $12; S E Woolls, $15;
S B Woolls, $9; D J Nielsen, $16.80
One months salary, Saml Gompers, pres...
One months salary, Frank Morrison, secy.
Commissions on advertising contracts for
month of feb, 1910
Fee, m 0, 18c; matches, 40c; newspapers and
magazines, 9#%c; hauling and drayage,
$3.75; checking baggage, 10c; disinfectant,
2c; freightand expressage, $1.80; cheesecloth, 70c; glasses, 5c; postage due, ext
car tickets, $9.75; J E Giles
‘
Hauling Am FEp, J E Giles
Postage on Am FED, PO dep
Expenses for month of ~
"1910, ‘Sami
Gompers, pres.....
Stamps, 16,000 l-c (ld f), PO dept..
. Salary, J W Sullivan....
Legislative expenses, A E Holder
Organizing expenses, M M Donoghue,
J D Hawkins, $20. .
Book with addresses of ¢ lergymen of Boston, Henry Abrahams
Organizing expenses, M Goldsmith, $6.88;
W E Terry, $30.
Addressing, folding, and filling ‘circulars,
1 4-7 days (1d f), H M Sprague, i
E Jewel, $2.45; E B Kane, $2.45; D H
Sprague, $2.45
.
31. Organizing expenses, T H ‘Fly nn, $47.55;

STATEMENT

26.

Drink

.....

31.

RECA PITULATION.
Balance on hand May 1, 1910
Receipts for month of May, 1910

$161,612
. 21,905
. $183,517
Expenses for month of May, 1910............
14,790
_@
Balance on hand June 1, 1910............
. $168,717
In general fund
$48,770
In defense fund for local trade and federal
labor unions
119,947
aSE
Sr
Total
.$168,717
SSS
#88
FR A NK MORRISON,
Secretary, A. F. of L
J.M.

BREWING

56
24
79
84
95
46
49
95

YORK
& SONS
MANUFACTURERS OF
Band Instruments, and Music Publishers
SEND For CATALOGUES.
GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.

GENEVA

ON DRAUGHT
GENEVA

J D Pierce, $52.10; H L Bichelberger,
$51.65; J Tazelaar, $51.85; J A Flett, $50.36;
D M Nolen, $20; H Frayne, $86.05; J Fitzpatrick, $5
elampe received and used, Frank Morrison, secy
Printing: 3,000 envelopes, printed, $3.75;
1,000 billheads, $5; 2,000 organizers lists,
$72; corrections, list of organizations, $15;
1,600 letter circulars, $4.25; 300 letter circulars, $3.75; 10,000 quotations, $30; 20,000
aims, $42; 20,000 endeavors, $60; 20,000
trade unions, $26; 3,000 envelopes, printed,
$8.75; corrections, list of organizations,
$15; 10,000 trade unions, $18; corrections,
list of organizers, $6; 16,000 letter circulars to ministers, $56.25; folding, seas
Trades Unionist Pub co.

AND

“HOME

BREW”

IN BOTTLES

CO.,

Geneva, N. Y.*

Ask any of your friends who use

Lion

.&:..Milk

if it is not the best they can get at any price.
Also if the premiums they get for Lion labels
are not really worth while.
Your grocer now has Lion Brand Evaporated Milk in stock, and please remember that there is no better Evaporated Milk
made in this country or anywhere else.
We have recently opened
several new premium
stores.
The stock of premiums is larger and finer than ever
WISCONSIN CONDENSED
91 NUDSON STREET

MILK CO.
NEW YORK
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Do Not
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Replace

Your

Worn

FEDERATIONIST

Carpet

eas germs and will
The new one aienaien
will harbor dust and
wear out just the same as the old one did. Our
Parquetry, or Hardwood Floors, are beautiful,
clean, sanitary, and will last as long as your house.
Our new design book consists of photographs direct
from the flooring. These are printed in the natural
wood colors. Send for one.
WOOD-MOSAIC FLOORING & LUMBER CO.
Rechester, N. Y.
New Albany ind.

GARLOCK
Branch Offices and Stores in All
Principal Cities
MAIN OFFICES AND FACTORY:
PALMYRA
N.Y.
DpACKING

§

THE GARLOCK PACKING COMPANY

The J. @M. Haffen Brewing Co.
Telephone “*71 MELROSE”
386-398 East 152d Street
Corner Melrose Avenue
NEW

YORK

2Ujmrg
“0)
J2U2sTY
Union-Made Hosiery.
Representatives of character, man or woman, to
Sell line of Union-made hosiery to consumers. Good
Py opportunity to establish a permanent business at home
BERNHEIMEk
SCHWARTZ
&
without capital. We help you sell. Send $2.00 for
=
samples. If you do not care to sell, use them for
127thto129th St.and Amsterdam Ave.,New York City, N.Y.| | yourself. WILKES-BARRE KNITTING MILLS CO.,
Local 630.
WILKES-BARRE, PA.
=

(UREN

Rooms C
00 Per Ke
and
iff
Up.
ys
270 CLARK ST.,
Finest and Most Attractive
WEAR JACKSON BOULVD.
GERMAN RESTAURANT
HALP BLOOK WITHIN new Lake 11C
DEPOT, BOARD OF TRADE ANO NEW POST OFFICE.

ESTABLISHED 1858
BERRY

BROTHERS,

Limited

Manufacturers of every grade of
Varnish
New York
eee PEARL GT.

and

Japan

for Every

Use Known

Philadelphia
Chicago
St, Louis
Boston
Baltimore
Cincinnati
San Francisco
26-88 NO. 4TH ST. 40-60 LAKE 6T. 108 80. 4TH GT. 880 ATLANTIC
AVE, €8 6. HANOVER6ST. 420 MAIN 6T.
668 HOWARD6T.
Factory and Main Office, DETROIT.
Canadian Factory, Walkeryille, Ont.

AMERICAN

FEDERATIONIST

645

UNION
BUTTONS
AND
BADGES
ALL our employees are UNION MEN,
All our buttons have Sheet Metal Workers’
Label and Allied Label. Our Label is No. 38.
IF YOU
BUY
FROM
US
YOU
HELP
TRADES
UNIONS
LIVE AND LET Live’
GERAGHTY

@

CoO.,

61

PATEN
ores
B.5.&A.B.Lacey, Dept. 1, Washington,D.C. Est.1869
Book of vital facts for Inventors and Manufacturers —PATENT SENSE— mailed on request without charge. Mention The AMERICAN FEDERATIONIST.
Patents

THAT

PROTECT

La

Salle

«XR. S.

&

St.,
A.

Practice

FOR

THE
INSULATED

PATENTS

AND

CABLE

CoO.

Makers of

SAFETY

Bayonne,

Exclusively

aRDWARE

PURPOSES

WIRE

LAW

READING

Wires and Cables || 5
ALL

Il.

LACEY

AT

§ SOLICITORS OF U. S. anp FOREIGN

ee
Insulated

B.

ATTORNEYS
Patent

Chicago,

Builders’ Hardware
CO.

Fine Door Locks

N. J.

The “ Ogden” Check
Gas, Electric and
Combination

Fixtures

“ Reading i)
tanw

vesign.

Lawn Mowers
FACTORIES:

READING, PA.
NEW YORK,
CHICAGO,
50-52 Franklin St.
105 Lake St
PHILADELPHIA,
617 Market St.

L |N E N

C 0 L LA R S

a nd CcU F F Ss
ARE STAMPED
“Warranted
Linen”
ARE
YOURS?

PATENTS
obtained or no charge made
Easy payments. 15 years official Examiner U, S.
Patent Office; overquarter centuryactual
experience;
unexcelled facilities; prompt, efficientservice; highest references. Patents advertised for sale free. Send
. S. Paten
US.
Patent Office records and reliablereport onn
patentability; also for beautifully illustrate inventors’ guide-book and “What and How to Invent”
E. P. Bunyea Company
U.S. and Foreign Patent Attorneys
Trade-marks, Designs, Copyrights.
WASHINGTON, D. C.

AMERICAN

LABOR

FEDERATIONIST

LITERATURE

FOR
American

SALE

AT

Federation

of

Labor

Headquarters.

—

What Does Labor Want?
By Samue. Gompers, together with “The Philosophy of
the Labor Movement,” by Geo. E. McNeILt.
Per copy, 5 cents; dozen, 50 cents; 100, $4.00.

History of Trade Unions.
By Wa. Trant, M. A.; with a sketch of the National and
International Unions of America, by P. J. McGuire.
Per copy, 10 cents; dozen, 75 cents; 100, $5.00.

ized Labor; Its Struggles, Its Enemies,
and Fool Friends.
By Samuet GompeERs.
Per copy, 5 cents; dozen, 50 cents; 100, $4.00.

Philosophy of Trade Unions.
By Dyer D. Lum.
Per copy, 10 cents; dozen, $1.10; 100, $9.00.
The Eight-hour Primer.
The Fact, Theory, and the Argument,by Geo. E.McNeiLt
Per copy, 5 cents; dozen, 50 cents; 100, $4.00.

Buck's Stove and Range Company Injunction
Suit and Contempt Proceedings.
A Compilation of the Reports of the Executive
Council and President Gompers to the Toronto Convention of the American Federation of Labor, November 8-20, 1909, together with the Report of the
Committee on President’s Report, and Vice-President
Mitchell’s Address, etc.
Per copy, 25 cents; dozen, $2.00; 100, $15.00.

The Eight-hour Workday.
Its Inauguration, Enforcement, and Influences.
By Samuet Gompers.
Per copy, 5 cents; dozen, 50 cents; 100, $4.00.
The Economic and Social Importance of the
Eight-hour Movement.
By Geo. Gunton.
Per copy, 5 cents; dozen, 50 cents; 100, $4.00.

Industrial Education.
Consisting of an Investigation and Report bya
Competent Special Committee; Reports of Officers
and Committees; Action of A. F. of L. Convention;
the Attitude of Organized Labor and Others Toward
the Problem; a Glossary of Definitions, etc.; Labor’s
Bill for Congressional Enactment.
Per copy, 25 cents; dozen, $2.00; 100, $15.00.
The “ Philosophy of the Labor Movement.”
By Geo. E. McNeILL; together with “What Does Labor
Want?” by Samue. Gompers.
Per copy, 5 cents; dozen, 50 cents; 100, $4.00.
No Compulsory Arbitration.
By Samuet Gompers.
Per copy, 5 cents; dozen, 50 cents; 100, $4.00.

The Philosophy of the Eight-hour Movement.
By Lemuet Danryvip.
Per copy, 5 cents; dozen, 50 cents; 100, $4.00.
Has the Non-Unionist a Moral Right to Work
How, When, and Where He Pleases?
By Franx K. Foster.
Per copy, 5 cents; dozen, 50 cents; 100, $4.00,
Trade Union Epigrams.
Some Reasons for the Faith That is Within Us; by
Water MacArRTuHuR.
Per copy, 5 cents; dozen, 50 tents; 100, $4.00.

In order to organize Labor’s forces, we must educate the workers.
They will help the good work along.
Send for some of the above pamphlets.

BROMO-

SELTZER

CURES
HEADACHES
10

cents

<>
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SUPREME:

STE

MERIT =: OFR «:' THE

I]NWAY

is one of the fine arts; to express it, your piano must bea
M U S |
Work of Art. :: Why attempt musical expression with a
mechanical device that looks like a piano, but is really
something else? :: Steinway Pianos are Works of Art, conceived in an art-atmosphere, wrought by artist-workmen, owned and loved by the musicians of the world.
While other pianos have been commercialized, it is the peculiar merit of the Steinway
Piano that its art tradition has always been nurtured and maintained as a possession
beyond price. :: Your Steinway is more than a piano; it is an Art-Work of the first
excellence. :: The latest, and in many respects the greatest triumph $550
of Steinway Art is the VERTEGRAND PIANO (an Upright Piano), at
32
Come to see it at Steinway Hall
3
Pianos oteall makes taken in exchange :: Time paymentsifdesired :: Also pianos for rent

STEINWAY

CHR.

&

SONS

| itv”

HEURICH
Maerzen

Silay fooressStaiionstnedoore™ Ox

BREWING

Senate

BOTTLED AT THE BREWERY
Lager Beer, case of 24 bottles - $1.50
Maerzen Beer, case of 24 bottles
Senate Beer, case of 24 bottles - $1.75
Bottle rebate Phone or Write for Premium
Telephone West 1600 for a Case

CO.

Lager
-

$1.75
- 50 Cents

List
WASHINGTON,

RED

D. C.

STAR

COMPRESSED
YEAST

CO.

Milwaukee,

‘Wis.

